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Tk Best Of Both Worlds
If youVo been looking for u lii^^h-performanec upholstery fabric that is as elegant 
as it is durable then, you owe it to yourself to find out more about Oypton®.
You see there is simply no other fabric on the market today quite like Crypton®.
It has been desij^ned to resist the most troublesome stains you can imaiiine, 
and yet it has the beauty and elegance of any design you mi^iht find on the most 
luscious silks, chenilles or wools. So. if you've been lookinj^ for hij^h-performance 
and elegance in the same fabric the answer is Crypton®, without a doubt its 
The best of botli worlds.

For your packet of new designs and master palette colors
iNT >.565.
tciK.s puiiclitifl call 1-800-CRYPTON
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Wave
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Doorpulls.

Cabinet Pulls.

A timeless

expression
of rhythm

and

motion.

Forms-surFaces
800.451.0410 Fax 805.684.8620
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CO NtENTS

PRODUCT FOCUS FABRICS FOR HOSPITALITY
With U.S. hotel occupancy having icBched 66% in 1996 and average daily room 
rates soaring by 20% since the 19%-199i recession, a lot more of us are enjoying 
the world grac^ by the fabrics found here.

THE FIVE MUSKETEERS
Canada’s top design talents create what may or may not be a collection of new 
lounge pieces for Keilhauer.

SPINNING IN SPACE
You won’t mistake Orbit, designed by Peter Glass for Ewcutivc OffKc Concepts, 
for your standard, panel-based furniture system.
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76
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DESIGN SCENES FROM THE NIGHT OFFICE
The remarkable nocturnal face of japan is revealed at Velfarre nightclub, Tokyo, 
designed by Interspace Time.

HIGH-NET ACT
How Bank of America’s San Francisco International Private Banking office and 
■Simon Martin-Vegue Winkclstein Moris make high net-worth cUenlele feci 
right at horn

NO MORE JOHN DOE
When media mogul Rupert Murdoch decided to go on-line. Haines Lundberg 
Waehlcr kept his New York Internet headquarters plugged in—^tliroughout one 
identity crisis after another.

FROM CHOP HOUSE TO CHOP STICKS
Can a former Philaddphia steak house blossom as a Chinese courtyard called 
Susanna Foo Chinese Cuisine—with a dollop of design from Mai^erite 
Rodgers Limited?

WEVE COME A LONG WAY, MAYBE
With alternative offidng high on every designers' and facility managers’ hot 
topics list. Contract Design <fiq:>els the myths and uncovers the realities associat
ed with this trend.

STia IN KANSAS?
What happened when ad agency Sullivan Higdon fk Sink invited HOK to create 
a v«)rk environment die likes of which Wichita. Kan., has never seen before?

SCALING THE NEW JERSEY ALPS
Hofiftnann-La Roche teams with Gen^ and The Hillicr Group create a 
team-based office building ^ose goal is nothing short of transforming the 
way the Swiss pharmaceutical giant works in Nutley, N.J.
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in a bank.
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BUSINESS THE CONQUEST OF SPACE
When a business needs an infrastructure to provide employees effective work 
environments, it’s a job for the architect as fixed asset manager.

110

TECHNOLOGY EVER SEE A BUIUHNG MOVE?
Like other powerful design tools coming from the computer. 3D modeling and 
animation can be very effective—if used wisely and well.

116

DEPARTMENTS 8 EDITORIAL la TRENDS 33 MARKETPLACE 121 BOOKSHELF

124 PROFESSIONAL LITTRATURE 133 CLASSiRSDS 158 PROCKJCT INDEX
139 AD INDEX »40 PERSONAUTIES

http://www.contraadesign.com

Cover Photo: A detail of the second-floor entrance of the “Kyoka" restaurant in the Velfarre nightclub, Tokyo, Japan, designed by 
Interspace Time. Photograph by Nacasa & Airmers.
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Triuna
Triuna, designed by Manfred Petri to

MEET THE EXPECTATIONS OF EXECUTIVES

WHO REQUIRE THE HIGHEST QUALITY AND

DISTINCTION FOR THEIR WORKSPACES.

The collection provides tables, desks.

WORKSTATIONS. RECEPTION DESKS. AND

STORAGE CONFIGURATIONS TO SATISFY

THE PREFERENCES OF THE MOST DEMAND

ING CUSTOMERS. Triuna offers exquisite

DETAILING, MARQUETRY, INLAYS, BASES

IN BRUSHED CHROME OR BRONZE AND Ledoux Chair

THE FINEST WOOD FINISH SELECTION IN

THE INDUSTRY. MATCHING WOOD CHAIRS

DESIGNED BY WARD BeNNETT AND TiMOTHY

DEFIEBRE guaranty design CONSISTENCY.

Please call 1.800.444.8812 to find the

Geiger Brickel sales representative

OR DEALER NEAREST YOU.
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EDITORIAL

What Form Really Follows 
and It's Not Function

Your client wants simplicity in life? A simple nylon tote bag 
from Prada for around $90? A simple four-drawer chest from L& 
J.G. Stickley for about $2,000? Or a simple sport utility vehicle from 
Rover for say $40,000? Simplicity reigns with a vengeance in 
America in 1997—a highly refined image of simplicity that is hard
ly what Walter Gropius, Mies van der Rohe, Le Corbusier, Alvar 
Aalto, Frank Lloyd Wright and other 
champions of Modernism had in mind.
What Americans seek at the end of the 
century that began with the rise of Mo
dernism is a traditional simplicity. Yep, 
back to the basics with Martha Stewart, 
incorpttrating sophisticated operating 
features in a design evoking William 
and Mary, Cihippendale or Shaker. The 
latest consumer fad offers a surprising 
message for architects and interior 
designers bewildered Iw clients wanting 
more services for less fees. Design is 
much enjoyed but little respected in the 
global economy of the 1990s.

Today’s designer is typically trained 
in Modem methodology, the practice of 
design that strives to achieve a rational 
form for each designed object based on a 
comprehensive understanding of the 
functional needs of the user of the object 
as well as the latest materials and meth
ods available to create the object. The 
attitude makes as much sense today as it 
did at the turn of the century when such 
upstarts as Otto Wagner, Adolf Loos,
Louis Sullivan, Henri van de Velde and WriglM rebelled against aca
demicians like Julien Guadet and his Blemcnts et Theories de 
I’Architcctureat the Lcole des Beaux-Arts. Why should a power gen
erating plant look like the Parthenon?

What the rebels sa^ught instead was an ae.sthetic for the machine 
age. stripped of the vestigial imagery of pre-industrial society. “It 
will take us a long time to recognize the exact form of a table, a 
chair, a house," said van de Velde in his Programme of 1903. If 
machines had nothing to do with 5,000 years of ornament, tech
nology would inspire new forms of beauty free of such frou-frou. 
Declared Loos in his Ornament and Crime of 1908, “Since orna

ment is no longer organically linked with our culture, it is also no 
longer the expression of our culture.”

Out of avant-garde design studios came visions of a new mate
rial culture that were indeed unprecedented, daring and utterly sin
cere in trying to raise humanity to a higher level of visual evolution. 
The first masterpieces came soon enough, such as the Larkin 

Building, Buffalo, N.Y., by Wright 
(1904), the Post Office Savings Bank, 
Vienna. Austria, by Wagner (1905), and 
the Fagus Factory. Alfeld-on-the-Ix.*ine, 
Germany, by Gropius and Meyer 
(1911). To the public, they may have 
seemed the work of mad geniuses.

But familiarity breeds contempt in 
industrial stKiety with a speed, fullness 
and pervasiveness that the pioneers of 
Modernism never imagined. Not only 
did people come to accept Modernism 
in its severest form, the International 
Style, they soon tired of it. By the late 
1950s even designers knew that M«.xl- 
ernLsm had not broken free of the arbi
trariness of fashion tliat haunted the late 
19th century. Rather than epitomizing a 
higher form of evolution. Modernism 
was just another “liKik,” and designers 
were ba.sically artistic stylists at heart 
rather than rational technologists.

Regarded as such in todays global 
economy, designers still manage to per
form a vital role as the handmaidens of 
marketing. Who else packages the fea

tures that customers desire from a product in a novel and attractive 
form? Design is an open window to our hopes, fears and other pre
occupations, after ail. But Ls there anything objective, quantifiable 
or scientific about design beyond its acquiescence to the demands 
of ergonomics and technology? Business people don’t think so. and 
the public probably doesn’t either in dropping yesterday’s Post- 
Modernism or Deconstructivism for today’s Traditional Simplicity. 
The trouble is, our society has trouble respecting what cannot be 
crunched by numbers. An artistic soul is thus design’s strength and 
weakness in the Internet era. The question remains, however: How 
will design and designers get the respect they want and need? ^

Roger Yee • Editor in Chief
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Graceful, sweeping curves.

Heavy gauge steel for indoor use.

Aluminum for outdoor use.

Meets ansi/difma TEST REQUIREMENTS

Matching stools AND upholstered

also AVAILABLE.SEAT VERSIONS ARE

nP.O. Oox 10369
Pompono Deoch, ¥l

954-960-1100
l-aOO-327-2548

Fox: 954-960-0409
CIrci* 7 on rMCter Mrvice card
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Platform

Platform helps people connect more effectively with technology 
and with each other. It provides a unique framework that 
adjusts easily to support individuals, groups and their prolific 
electronic tools.

Platform is the first system that allows the user to lay>in large 
quantities of cabling with minimal risk of damage or exposure 
to electromagnetic interference.

Platform’s unique no-post connection simplifies reconfiguration. 
Panels may even be replaced in a run without disturbing 
computer connectivity.

Snap-off vertical tiles provide access to cabling and offer a 
variety of aesthetic, acoustical and communications options.

Ask for our detailed guide to managing cables in the open office. 
Fax us toll free at 1.800.563.7128 or visit our expanded Chicago 
showroom, on the 10th floor of The Mart, during NEOCON.

©Office SpeciallKCircle 8 on reader service card
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Think you’ve seen everything we have to offer? Think again.
Want to chink outside the box? Why not first l(K>k imicie the box. Bur not ju.st any box. The Wilstmarr 

Red Box Studio. An onKoinf* collection of the latest trends in surfacing. Featuring 50 laminate designs, 
lX*corativc Metals, Custom Laminate, Finish C^rions, new Splash Overlays, revolutionary Wilsonart' SSV 
Solid Surfacing Veneer as well as our new Wilsonart' PKniring. In short. Red Btix Studio is your one source 
for options that are fresh and different.

In fact, the only designs you U'on’t find in Red Box Studio are the commonplace and ordinary. Rut who 
wants to go there?

Wc all need a creative jt)lt to move us into new directions. 5k> don’t box yourself in. Unk)ck the inner 
mind. Break free of ctmvention. And explore the newest offerings from Wilsonart International,
The Smart Source. For more information, call I-SOO-433-3222.

On the flixir: Wilsonart Flooring in Maht)ganyOn the wall: New Wilsonart Elektron Laminate
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TechnoCom NB’Hospiialiij-DEC'kf:'Buildings Show-Look to the Manning Lighting famiHes to create a unique and 

unified look. Manning’s De^er CoOection features a broad range 
of coordinating designs in pendant lighting, ceiling lighting and 

wall sconces that adds personality to any room. It’s one more way 
Manning shows its commitment to variety and creativity. Call, fax 

or E-mail for a new Manning catalog or the name of your local 
Manning Representative, and introduce yourself to the family.
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Manning Lighting. Sheboygan. Wisconsin 53083. Phone 4U--^2184. 
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TRENdS

greater numbers than men, and control the nation’s financial 
assets in part by outliving men,” Blair said. “Politicians should 
know that women are more concerned about security than men. 
They’re unmarried at the start and end of life, acting more like 
men only when married, and want government to help take care 
of them.” She noted that women see economic insurance getting 
plenty of attention, not only from insurers but also from govern
ment in the form of crop, deposit or loan guarantee insurance 
and the like. “Surely more could be done in social insurance 
beyond helping us to avoid stepping over bodies in the gutter,” she 
urged. “For example, companies can deduct the cost of medical 
insurance for workers. Why can’t workers?”

Medical insurance has certainly been a delicate .subject since the 
Clinton administration failed to legislate a public solution, leaving 
the door open to the private sector. “Where once we had a surplus 
in health and accident insurance, it’s gone,” observed Harvie E. 
Raymond, director of in.surance products for the Health Insurance 
Association of America. "Health care coverage is increasingly .seen 
as too much of a risk, and many insurers have been getting out of 
the business, leaving managed care providers to try to establish 
control by regulating medical delivery systems.

Yet health care costs are likely to trend upward as health care 
technology continues to bloom and the population ages. As a 
result, more corporations will withdraw their coverage or assign 
more risk to employees and the public,’' Raymond felt upbeat 
nevertheless, because greater flexibility in product design would 
help consumers to make more intelligent choices about their needs.

vided by insurance companies,” Hunter maintained. “Their corpo
rate cultures will determine whether your claim is paid or not. This 
means that if agents are paid in the future to tell customers the 
truth, you might actuaUy hear something like,'You don’t need life 
insurance.’” Yet he concluded that critical coverage would generally 
be available.“People will be hurt as insurance companies disappear,” 
he said, “but if you’re a smart consumer, you’U be okay.”

That day of reckoning for the industry i.s probably not far off, 
according to PhQip S. Corwin, principal of Federal Legislative 
Associates. “The door between banking and insurance has been 
knocked down, and insurance is anxious to catch up,” Corwin 
reported. “As a result, we’re going to see a drive to consolidate bank
ing, insurance and securities. Consumers will be empowered by 
having the ability to make multiple transactions, and whoc'vcr has 
the best relationship with you will win big.” There is another divi
dend as well, he claimed. “The exi.siing distribution tor insurance is 
very inefficient.” he said. “Agents see the bottom 75% of the popu
lation as uneconomical to serve, so they often ignore them. If banks 
become major distributors, they will be able to combine insurance 
with their ATMs or bundle it with financial planning to help these 
people. After all, savings banks already issue $ 150,000 life insurance 
policies, along \vith annuities and other investment products.” 

Who’s taking care of women’s needs? Anita K. Blair, executive 
vice president and general counsel for the Independent Women’s 
Forum, maintained that women’s needs were different from 
men’s—and not getting proper attention from the private or pub
lic sectors. “Women represent 52% of the population, vote in

Piccadilly Swing Stand and Swing in Shorca

Affordable Elegance in Outdoor Living
A unique collection of beautiful and versatile 
outdoor furniture carefully chosen to fit a variety 
of applications including parks, shopping malls, 
streetscapes, restaurants, hotels and private homes.

Durability and affordability. For 
more information and a price list 
please call us at ...

1-800-783-5434 WINDSOR
DESIGNSWINDSOR DESIGNS

47S Grant Street * Phocnixvillo, PA l‘I4<>0
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TRENdS

In summing up their positions, Raymond and fellow panelists 
agreed that society must do a better job of caring for itself in other 
ways beyond insurance because modern life can never be fully in
sured from uncertainty. The breakfast was held at the St. Regis Hotel 
before 300 design industry professionals, executives and tlie press.

compen-sation costs. The economic health of a number of indus
tries including automotive, aerospace, apparel, industrial 
automation, medical, occupational health and safety, sports 
equipment and robotics will benefit through design, safety and 
productivity enhancements.

Companie.s that are interested in joining the study should 
contact Gretchen Stokes, SAE Cooperative Research Program, at 
(412) 772-8583 or via e-mail at stokes^'^sae.org.Sizing Us Up

Warrendale, Pa.- The Society of Automotive Engineer's (SAE) 
Cooperative Research Program (CRP) is currently seeking part
ners to participate in a unprecedented 3-D anthropometric 
research project fliat will generate technologically advanced data 
on the size and shape of the modem human body.

CAESAR (Civilian American and European Surface Anthro
pometry Resource) is a cooperative research effort that will bring 
industry, government and academia together in an effort to gen
erate 3-D data that will revi.se current anthropometric databases 
using a whole body laser .scanner. These industry leaders have 
already expressed their intent to partner on CAESAR: Atoma 
International, Case Corporation, Ford Motor Company, General 
Motors, Lear Corporation, McDonnell Douglas, Transport 
Canada, Toyota, VF Corporation (Jantzen), and John Deere.

The <JAESAR data has the potential to impact virtually every 
aspect of human life, including the improvement of office and 
manufacturing work sites, increased safety and comfort in auto
mobiles, better fitting clothing, and the reduction of workers

In Case You Haven't 
Heard...
New York- The latest developments in workplace strategics now 
sweeping llie business world will constitute the focus of the 
alt.officc'” Conference & Exposition for allernative work envi
ronments. premiering in the Silicon Valley at the San lose 
Convention Center August 14-16, 1997. The Silicon Valley loca
tion enjoys proximity to many of the progressive companies 
which pioneered alternative workplace ideas. Over 83% of corpo
rate office now include an allernative office component—a figure 
estimated to grow to 94% by the year 2000. The alt.officc 
Conference 8c F.xposition is the first to address the.se issues from 
a combined perspective of technology, management and design.

The trade show will he run by Miller Freeman Inc., the world’s 
largest trade publisher and exhibition producer. Miller Freeman

Dtutphin's Alpha .sealin}> balances acsthciics and

erfionomici. . form and elcffonr engineering.

Alpha’s advanced SyncrO'Balanec mechanism provides

more healthy support for a wider range of people and

th^^ce than most other chairs. And it 

looks great doing it. For smart seatinf; that supports

actmiics in

people at work and appeals to the eye as well as the

bottom line. . call us at 800 6311186.

DQUPHIN
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has also recently announced that the dates of the new BATI- 
MAT® North America event have been rescheduled to 
October 29-31, 1997, running concurrently with Miller 
Freeman’s established InterPlan* expo at the laviis 
Convention Center in New York City. InterPlan, now in its 
fourth year, is the premier marketplace event in the Northeast 
for the commercial interior design and facilities management 
industry, showcasing products such as furniture, textiles, 
wallcoverings, carpeting and lighting.
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Commissions & Awards k f.
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ti r wThe Healthcare Environment Awards, sponsored by The 
Ckjnter for Health Design and Contract Design magazine, rec
ognize innovative, life-enhancing design that contributes to 
the quality of healthcare. Architects, interior designers and 
healthcare executives can enter built projects (which are in use 
by June 1, 1997) that show a demonstrated partnership 
between clients and design professionals and improve the qual
ity of healthcare. Winners will be awarded expenses for one 
reprc*sentative to attend the Tenth Symposium on Healthcare 
Design, November 20-23 in San Diego, Calif., and projects will 
be published in Contact Design magazine and the Journal of 
Healthcare Design, Volume X. For more entry information 
contact Debra J. Levin, The Center for Health Design (510) 
370-0345. The deadline for entry is July 29,1997.
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Walt Disney Attractions/World of Disney, a specialty 
store encompassing 50,000-sq. ft. of themed retail space in 
Lake Buena Vista, Fla., was named “Store of the Year” al the 
National Association of Store Fixture Manufacturers' Annual 
Retail Design Night. The store was designed by Boston-based 
Elkus/Manfredi Architects Ltd.
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iRTKL Associates Inc., Los Angeles, has completed master 
planning and architectural design for Mai Ciputra, a new 
3,074,500-sq. ft. mixed-use project. The project, currently 
underway on a 4.5 hectare site located within the prestigious 
Golden Triangle district of central Jakarta, includes a 296- 
room, five-star Jakarta Peninsula Hotel, a four-star Hotel 
Ciputra with 604 rooms, and a retail center with a major 
themed entertainment component.
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The General Services Administration has selected Andrew 
Bernhelmer and Jared Della Valle of New York as the 
designers for the renovation of the plaza at the Phillip Burton 
Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse in San Francisco.
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Exhibit designers Harris Production Services, New York, 
and the architectural firms of Gwathmey Siegel, New York, 
and Bargmartn Hendrie +■ Archetype, Boston, will devel
op the $85-l(X) million expansion of the Naismith Memorial 
Basketball Hall of Fame and the Springfield Riverfront.

i «.

The 584,(XX)-sq. ft. hospital facility designed by Boston-ba.sed 
Payette Associates, the Alfred & Norma Lerncr 
Tower/Samuel Mather Pavilion at the University Hospitals of 
Cleveland, was awarded the prestigious 1996-97 Vista Award by 
the American Society for Healthcare Engineering (ASHE). Tlie

o oo o o
i
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When combined 
with appropriate 
components, 
Cyberwhirled uphol
stery fabric from 
DesignTex with 
DuPont Teflon® fab
ric protector can 
meet Cal 133 and 
Port Authority of NY 
and NJ assembly

award recognizes team performance in the planning, design and execution of 
outstanding health care facilities.

Mancini Duffy, New York, has been retained to provide complete design ser
vices for Forsimann Leff, an investment banking firm relocating its New York 
offices to 25,000-sq. ft. of space at 590 Madison Avenue, New York City.

Butler Rogers Baskett, New York, has been retained to provide design ser
vices for the following projects: relocating O’Sullivan Graev 8c Karabell, 
Attorneys at Law, to a 35,000-sq. ft. space at 30 Rockefeller Center; opening a 
27,000-sq. ft. branch office for Schnader, Harrison, Segal 8c Lewis, a 
Philadelphia-based law firm, in New York; relocating Cxihen 8c Steers, a finan
cial services firm to a full floor I0,500-sq. ft. at 757 Third Ave. in New York; 
and planning the long-term evolution of the Racquet and Tennis Club, locat
ed at Park Avenue and 52nd St., New York.

Q. Is California Technical Bulletin 133 still an impor
tant is-sue in the contract industry? If so, what do design 
professionals need to know about it?
A. Yes, California Technical Bulletin 133, better known 
as Cal 133, is just a.s important today as it was over a 
decade ago when it was first published. Cal 133 is a 
mandatory standard for upholstered furniture for use 
in public areas/buildings containing 10 or more pieces 
of furniture, such as hospitals and health care facilities, 
nursing homes, board and care facilities, child day care 
centers, prisons, public auditoriums and public areas of 
hotels. The test’s objective is to assess how a finished 
piece of furniture reacts to fire. While not required to 
conduct tests, manufacturers of Cal 133-applicable fur
niture are legally responsible for complying with the 
standard, which requires that upholstered furniture 
meet a .severe open flame test iind not generate excessive 
amounts of heat, temperature, smoke or carbon diox
ide or experience severe weight loss.

Tliere are two basic ways to meet C2al 133 require
ments that design professionals and manufacturers 
should know. They are the identification and use of 
compatible, .state-of-the-art, fire-resistant fabric and 
filling materials in the furniture construction and the 
use of fire blockers, thermal barriers, or interliners 
between the upholstery fabric and the underlying fill
ings. Barriers allow for a wider choice of fabrics. But 
beware; Some fabrics are extremely flammable, in 
which case they should be avoided altogether. Since 
Cal 133 is designed to test a finished piece of furniture, 
there is no such thing as a Cal 133 fabric or filling.

Meeting these standards does not mean that other 
treatments such as fabric protection must be sacri
ficed. For instance, fabrics with a fire-resistant finish 
can often be treated with a fabric protector to resist 
spills and stains, and keep them looking new longer. 
Questions on how specific fabrics wiU react to any 
treatments should be directed to the fabric supplier.

Designers .should proceed with care on Cal 133. 
lurisdictions that require the Cal 133 test for public 
occupancy furniture include California, Illinois, 
Massachusetts, Minnesota, Ohio, the City of Boston 
and the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, 
each of whom may have modified this standard. (This 
information is provided courtesy of The [>epartmeni 
of Consumer Affairs, Bureau of Home Furnishings 
and Thermal Insulations.)

The Hastings Center has selected Hudson Design and Hudson 
Structures, Inc., Cold Spring, N.Y., as the architect and construction man
ager to restore and renovate an unconventional hi.storic .site for their new bio
medical ethics research center in Garrison, N.Y.

Irvine, Calif.-based MCG Architects' design of Desert Crossing, a 515,000- 
sq. ft. power center in Palm Desert, Calif., has won the top honors in the New 
Open Centers category at the 1997 SADI Awards competition. The SADI 
Awards recognize superior achievement in design and imaging.

Loyola University New Orleans’ has commissioned New Orleans-based 
Malhes Group as the architect for the J. Edgar and Louise S. Monroe Library, 
the region’s most technologically-advanced library.

People in the News
Harold L. Adams FAIA, RIBA, JIA, chairman of RTKL Associates Inc., 
Boston, has been selected as the first recipient of the Society of American 
Military Engineers’ 1996 Max O. Urbahn Medal recognizing the most emi
nent and notable contributions in the profession of architecture.

Allison Williams, FAIA, ha.s joined Washington D.C.-based Al as design 
principal.

Patricia A, Damiri has been appointed director of interior design of Mitchell 
Associates, Inc., Wilmington, Del.

Joel Schurke has joined Minneapolis-based Cuningham Group, as a new 
director of environmental resources.

WalkerGroup/CNI, New York, has appointed Eric Feigenbaum, SVM, as 
director of the newly-created department of visual merchandising.

Robin Klehr Avia and Joseph N. Brancato, AIA, have been named man
aging principals in the New York office of Gensler.

Kling Lindquist, Washington, D.C., has selected Jack McGrane, IIDA, 
associate AIA, as design director of the firm’s interior design studio.Submit questions to:

Textile Solutions 
do Contract Design maga/im; 
1 Penn Plaza, 10th Floor 
New York, NY 10119-1198

Ruck/Pate Architecture, Barrington, III., has mimed John J. Maurer as exec
utive vice president.

LAM Lighting Systems, Inc., has appointed George C. Bosson as vice pres
ident and general manager, the operating head of the company.

Textile Solutions is made possible by: DesignTex Inc. and 
DuPont Teflon*.
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June 1-3: Fourth Annual EuroFM/IFMA Conference & Exliibition, 
Lingotto Conference Centre, Turin. Italy; Cxmtact Gina van Dijk at 
the IFMA European Bureau in Brussels at 32-2-743-1542.

Fred Martin has joined Fiberstars, Inc. as senior vice president 
for engineering, research and development of the company’s 
commercial lighting product group.

James A. McGarry has been named incoming president of 
BPIA, Alexandria, Va.

June 5-8: 47lh Annual International Design Conference in Aspen, 
“Hollyw(K>d: A Design for Living,” Aspen, Colo.; 970-925-2257.

June 9-11: NeoCon 97, The Merchandise Mart, Chicago; 312- 
527-4141.Business Briefs
June 16-19: The I8th International Computer Technology Show 
for the Design and Construction Industry, Pennsylvania Cxinven- 
tion Onter, Philadelphia; Call Pat Smith at 800-451-1196.

Harter, a lami Company, Overland Park, Kan., and 
Spinneybeck, New York, have collaborated in an effort to bring 
to market an alliance program which will provide specifiers the 
flexibility of Customers Own Leather with ease of a standard 
manufacturer’s leather on Harter seating. June 17-20: The 4th Annual Conference, Managing Ergonomics 

in the 1990’s, Hyatt Regency Cincinnati; 703-683-6334.
Geraldine Vaughan, formerly of Office Planning, Inc. and Christa 
Giesecke formerly of Giesecke/Rhodes Architects have joined to 
form APD Partners, Inc., New York.

June 20-July 13: Design Effectiveness Awards Display.'lbronto 
Convention Center, Toronto, Canada; 416-216-2160.

J. Norman Associates, Inc., an e.stabli.shed New York sales rep 
organization representing contract furniture manufacturers 
Carolina Business Furniture and Carolina Healthcare, has opened 
a new showroom in the New York Design Center, New York.

June 25-28; 1997 IDSA National Conference, "Blurring 
Boundaries", Omni .Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D.C; Contact 
Kristina Goodrich at 703-759-0100.

July 23-27: 1997 ASID National Conference & Exhibition, 
Seattle; Call the ASID Helpline at 202-546-3480.Blackpointe Furniture, Inc., located on the historic Grand 

Rapids Furniture Campus in Grand Rapids, Mich., has just been 
launched as a new source for refined wood conference tables, 
occasional tables and seating.

August 14-16: alt.offlce Conference & Exposition, San Jose 
Convention Center, San Io.se, Calif.; Call 212-615-2612.

Remote Source Lighting International, Inc., Raleigh. N.C., 
and Yamagiwa Corporation, the largest independent lighting 
company in Asia, announced a multi-million dollar, multi-year 
exclusive understanding to distribute RSLl technology in Japan. 
Specific terms were not disclosed.

August 24-27: ICSID '97 Conference: The Humane Village, 
Toronto Convention Center, Toronto, Canada; For information 
call 416-216-2160.

September 9-13: TEKHNOLES 1997. St. Petersburg, Russia; 
For further information, contact Lorena Filippini, at 39-2-89- 
210-244.Holey Associates has moved to 2 South Park, 3rd Floor, ,San 

Francisco, Calif., 94107.
September 23-24: 18th General Assembly and Biennial 
International Congress of the International Federation of Interior 
Architects/Dcsigncrs IFT. Dublin, Ireland; 353 1 679-3406.

Dietzgen Advanced Technology Services, a subsidiary of 
Weyerhaeuser family-owned Dietzgen Corp., Des Plaines, 111., is 
unveiling a new satellite-based distribution system for architec
tural and engineering drawing.s that will help ea.se deadline pres
sures by eliminating the overnight wait, providing guaiantce*.! 
same-day delivery at next-day prices. Dietzgen’s new A/E/C 
Express service is expected to capture at least 30 percent of the 
estimated S500 million now spent annually for blueprint delivery 
with overnight couriers.

Corrections
The March issue of Contract Design mistakenly identified 
Racanelli Development as the developer for Motown Cafe, 
Smith & Wolciisky and House of Blues (“Variations on a 
Theme Restaurant,” p. 45.). In fact, Peters Development C'orp. 
of Moody, Maine, is the developer for Motown Cafe, Smith & 
Wolensky and the New Orlean.s House of Blues. Racanelli 
Development served as a consultant to Peters Development for 
the Las Vegas Motown Cafe.

SpaceSaver Systems, Inc., Santa Fe Springs, Calif., has been 
renamed McMurray-Stern, The Storage Solutions Group,

Suben/Dougherty Partnership has moved to 233 Spring 
Street, Suite 1002, New York, N.Y. 10013.

The April issue of alt.ojftcejournal gave an incorrect telephone 
number for individuals who are interested in more information 
on the upcoming alt.officc Conference & F.xposition, to be held 
at the San lose Convention Center, August 14-16, 1997. The 
correct telephone number for more information about the 
alt.office Conference & Exposition is 212-615-2612.

Coming Events
May 31 -June 2; Montreal Furniture Market. Place Bonaventurc, 
Montreal, Canada; 514-866-3631.
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InterPlan Is the East Coast's largest exhibition of contract interiors products 

and services. Attracting more than 10,000 Architects, Facilities Managers

R
: and Interior Designers, it's the Industry's most prestigious exhibition, 

conference and networking event.
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MARkETPLACE

♦
The NeoCon® 97 World’s Trade Fair All of
the products, services, people and ideas that 
you need for the design and management
of all types of interior environments—office, residential, healthcare, hospitality, institutional and 

retail—are within your reach at the NeoCon World s Trade Fair. A multi-faceted event, made up of 

six industry-related shows, NeoCon, BPIA Marketplace, Buildings Show™, TechnoCom™, 

NEWHospitality and DECOREX™ USA, the NeoCon 97 World’s Trade Fair delivers thousands of 

products and services from over 800 exhibitors, 140 CEU-accredited seminars, 23 association from 

over 800 exhibitors, 140 CEU-accredited seminars, 23 association forums and numerous special 

events and opportunities to share ideas with more than 33,000 attendees from every state and over 

30 countries. See an impressive collection of foreign contract furniture manufacturers’ exhibits at 

the first International Licensing PavUioiMn the Merchandise Marl ExpoCenter™. This new exposi

tion will provide a unique and valuable opportunity for these foreign-based companies to introduce 

their office furniture products to the U.S. marketplace and develop licensing and/or distribution 

relationships with U.S. manufacturers. NeoCon also offers four educational tracks, each tailored to 

fit a specialized professional interest: Office Design/Fleaith & Productivity, Health Care Design, 

Retail/Institutional Design and Professional Development. See you in the Windy City!

♦
33CimilCT lESIGN may 1997



MARkETPLACE3rd FLOOR
NeoCon

3-1
AMETEX/ROBERT ALLEN CONTRACT LEES

Inspired by the angles and geometric shapes pre-EABRICS
Ametex/Robert Allen Contract 1-abrius offers new sent in the work of Frank Lloyd Wright. Niagara
Fire Tech IX and Fit To Be Wide II collections of from Lees is a multi-tufted, textured loop modu-
Trevira F/R inherendy flame resistant and wash- lar carpet. Niagara is available in 18 warm, cor-
able prints. Styles Kesteven, (ia.stner, Arluno and porate colorways. which complement those of
Tampere are appropriate choices for hospital and 

^ heal^ care drapery and bedspread applications.
Lees' Essence, Second Qty and Initiative modu-
lars. The yarn-dyed fiber features Lees' Dura-
color* technology, which provides permanentCird* No. 220
stain, soil and fade resistance.Spac« No. 367
Orel* N«. 202

ECKADAMS Spae* No. 3-101
EckAdams* Stowaway™ stack chairs arc versatile 4-

and can easily be stacked and stowed away. HBF
From Orlando Diaz-Azeuy's Tenth AnniversaryStowaway chairs can be stacked up to 40 high.
Collection for HBF, Ivory takes its cues from thesaving valuable space in your office building and
dramatic natural landscape and rich history ofallowing access to a volume of chairs quickly and
tribal arts in Africa. The distinguishing feature ofeffortlessly. From the waiting room to the con

ference room or classroom. Stowaway is built to Ivory is a continuous element from arm to leg
withstand the punishment of everyday shuffling that is carved in a vertical, fluted pattern, remi-
and stacking. EckAdams is a brand of Integrated niscent of traditional ivory carvings. Ivory has a

gently rounded back and fluid lines with profilesFurniture Solutions.
that are a series of sinuous curves leading toClrcl* No. 211
tapered legs. Ivory is available in a choice ofSpaca No. 3-112
lounge chair, loveseat or sofa.
CIrda No. 203
Spaca No. 3S7

AMERICAN SEATING
American Seating offers the highly interactive
Evo2 to the task seating market. Evo2's passive-

ergonomic features such as three-dimensional
flex, infinite locking knee-tilt, and adjustable

arm rest provide the comfort and versatility
necessary to meet the changing needs of
the workplace. Its easy-to-use controls
can be adjusted to make Evo2 adapt to
all body types and personal preferences.
Cirdo No. 208
Spae* No. 399



c^aiipOOTt fiaas nn functioPrWthoiif compromising design

VOtMrrangc compofimls. they allow you ro
ease ttw productivitv-tw' peuple, meeSings and spaces.

calls thisasncept The Complete Meeting Room. TM

MiTTth • Minnesota 55447 • 800.242.2443NEVER5 INDUSTRIES. INC. • 141S? 21

I Visit Nevers at NeoCon in Showroom 345
CIrcl* 24 on rMKtar wrvlc* card
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Quality Carpet..«Naturally

SEEUSATNEOCON
Market Suites on Eight- 8401

17622Vor Karman, lrvine,Califomla 92614 800 522 8836



3rd FLOOR MARkETPLACE
NeoCon

^ DAVIS FURNITURE choirs are backed by a lifetime warran
ty. Vogel Peterson is a brand of 
Integrated Furniture Solutions.
Orel* N«. 210 
Spae* No. 3-112

INDUSTRIES
Davis Furniture industries 
offers the Webb Scries, de

signed by Burkhard Vogtheri'
of Germany. This innovative, 

contemporary design features a 
"stretch webbing" chair back along 

with a synchron mechanism that com
bine to provide total comfort for the 
end-user. The series offers styles suit^le 
for executive, managerial and conferenc- 
mg applications. The stretch webbing is 
available in black, natural and gray, and 
the seats arc offered in an unlimited

4> PANEL CONCEPTS, INC.
Panel Concepts, Inc. offers an innova
tive power and communications mod
ule as an option to its stackable office 
panel system. Panel Coneq^ts’ power 
and communications module provides 
open office planners and users un
precedented flexibility in delivering 
advance power, communications and 
data access to convenient work surface 
level. The module mounts atop the sys
tem’s 30-in.-high base panel, which has 
two built-in vertical raceways to chan
nel wiring from the panel's base-level 
raceway up to work surface level.
Orel* No. 213 
Spae* Np. 330

number of ^brics and leathers.
Circl* No. 21S
Spae* No. 3-115

LOEWENSTEIN
Murano. from l-oewenstein. is a new 
design introduction featuring a unique 
reverse angular leg detail. Murano is 
available with different upholstery 
options and is appropriate for corpo
rate dining applications. Murano 
comes in 22 standard ultraviolet cured

5. HALE MANUFACTURING
Hale Manufacturing offers the popular 
New Yorker Series of quality American- 
made hardwood bookcases. The sturdy 
and durable New Yorker Scries may be 
custom configured for any configura
tion. Specifiers can request height, 
depth and width dimensions to meet 
exact requirements. Custom finishing 
is also available to meet specific needs. 
Circl* No. 207 
Sp*c* No. 383

wood finishes or custom colors.
Ctrei* No. 201
Spae* No. 353

VOGEL PETERSON
Vogel Peterson® offers Colony task and 
management chairs. Colony chairs 
combine great looks and quality crafts
manship at an affordable price. Colony

BINTIACT mUN
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3rd FLOOR

CREATIVI-: DIMENSIONS
Creative Dimensiims offers a wide range of
[^H)ssible combiniilions for a small or home
office set. The upper shelf for computer
peripherals is wide enough to support a
CPU and leaves the main worksurface dear
for papers. Each piece is separate and free-
standing. making it simple to rearrange or SMITH MCDONALD CORP.
add onto, horizontally or verlicaJiy, to fit The straightforward geometric configiir-
individual space requirements. All of ations of Rectilinear accessories from
Creative Dimension.s’ components are .Smith McDonald Corp. arc de.signcd
equipped with complete power and data to complement traditional or con-
pass throughs. to accommodate even the temporary interior design.s.
most complex electronic systems. Crafted by metal artisans for

elegance and longevity. RecCirela No. 204
itlincar is available in mirrorSpac* No. 339
brass, mirror aluminum,2.

PAOLI INC. smith black and a variety of
Altamonl, from Paoli Inc., offers chairs and custom metal finishes,
settees that ctnnbine da.ssic design forms. Orel# No. 270
where upholstery rises from a .square ba.se Spaca No. 31 BA
to meet a rounded lop. Allamont has an

5- jsiappealing visual from any viewpoint, for
open areas, smaller lounges and offices, or I.SI, a divisiiui of lasper Seating
for guest sea Ling. Allamont is available in a Company. Inc., introduces bar-
variety of fabrics and wood fini.shes. rymore (^asegoods. The liar

rymore line includes U and lClreU No. 20$
Spac* No. 360 units, reception stations, computer

overhead storage iinns,corners.3-' bookcases, occasional tables, and fullMERIDIAN
conferencing components including videoMeridian Incorporated, a subsidiary of
cabinets, wardrobes and 8-ft. conferenceHerman Miller Inc., has established a lull-

service entity specillcally for customizing tables, liarrymore is available in
its product to meet any specialized fiinc- ihree distinctive edge pm

files, two maple finishes ortional or aesthctical corporate furniture
need. Called Meridian Options, this ser- six cherry finishes ranging
vice coordinates those office furniture from light cherry to bor-

deaux cherry. Select from 
black, chrome or satin nickel

projects that comprise a mix of standard 
Meridian product and custom or "speciaP 
option requirements. .Shown here is 
Meridian’s Options Program Workstation 
Support Cabinet.
ClrcU No. 268 
Spaca No. 318

elliptical pulls to highlight a 
choice of clean cherry or 
.simple maple veneer.
Ckela No. 209
Spaca No. 383
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Z e f t r
It’s THE MOST SUCCESSFUL solution dyed nylon program ever 
created. More carpet running lines are created from Zeftron 2000 
than any other branded solution dyed nylon today It offers 
the industry’s first 10-year commercial carpet guarantee* that 
covers removal of all stains. Extensive customer service 
that includes 1-800 number access to cleaning and claims 
support. A product line known for its true versatility and 
affordability. Backed by the power of the broadest warranty 
PACKAGE available. All the incomparable qualities that you’d 
expect from BASF and the Power of 6ix". Zeftron 2000 
Nylon 6ix®. For more information, contact us at 1-800-477-8147.

BASF
Zeftron aODO". The Power of Six' arxl Nylon 6tx' are iracfemarks of BASF CorporMion <t>Copyri^ 1997 
‘This IS a Limned Guarantee Please see full Guarantee for detaris.

Circle 27 on reader service card
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GF OFFICE FURNITURE LTD. new 1 tables combine comer and rectan-
The GFX Panel System, from GF Office gular worksurfaces into a single, seamless
Furniture, Ltd., futures panel-tO'panel con- workspace unit, reducing overall workspace
nections, curvilinear worksurfaces. high requirements and lowering costs.
capacity electrical capabilities that include CIrcIa No. 200
vertical power and communications race- Spaea No. 3-383
ways and numerous new design options. Tamperary Spaca No. C127, C129
Exclusive, dual-point gravity-lock connec-
tors permit rapid, panel-to-panel worksta- NEVERS INDUSTRIES

ttion installations that stand up under heavy 
use. A 12-in. in-line power panel, with 
divided low-voltage raceways, brings four 
circuit electrical communications cabling 
up from the divided base raceway or down 
from the ceiling.
Circia No. 269

Nevers Industries, Inc, presents The 
Complete Meeting Room™ a 
concept that allows Nevers to 
master conference room needs by 
understanding customer requirements 
and the changing design and work process
es. Nevers products generate productivity 
and higher performance by allowing busi
nesses to do more, faster, with fewer 
people, and in less space. ^
Circia No. 214 ■
Spaca No. 34S \

. \■> vs ♦;

Spaca No. 310

•C&k' • ■ALLSTEEL INC.
Allsteel’s new Trooper line of ergonomic seat
ing is designed to suit shared or hoteling 
applications and the needs of the multi
tasker or intensive computer user within the 
office. Trooper’s array of options include: two 
tilts, back height and angle adjustment, arm 
height and width adjustment, arm pivot, seat 
height and depth adjustment, lock, tension 
adjustment, size and colors.
Circia No. 206 
Spaca No. 300

5-1 HAWORTH. INC.
Haworth. Inc. introduces Bungee, designed by 
5D Studio, a California design firm. Bungee 
features a thin profile and cut-out helix pat
tern on the back and comes with back-height 
and pneumatic seat-height adjustments and a 
synchronized-tilt mechanism. Options in
clude torsional movement back locks and for
ward tilt. Bungee comes either armless, 
with a stationary task arm or with a 
height-adjustable arm. It's available in 
all standard Haworth fabrics and three 
trim colors-black, graphite or stone, ^3
Clrcl«No. 215 fl
5p«c« No. 312 ^

3l TIFFANY INDUSTRIES
Tiffany Industries offers Generation II, a 
desking based system featuring linkable 
worktables, unique perforated modesty 
panels, storage and file management and a 
cable management system, Generation IPs
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KUSCH

HIGH-CALIBRE STOPOVER.
Thf Terminal Series from Ku9ch Co. makeii waiting a firol da»a 

experirncp. Terminal'^ outstanding design and qualily add a Imich 

of rlasfl to lubbies. departures lounges and other waiting areas, 

Thanks to its clean linei;. Terminal is e4{ually at home in a claHsii.' or 

conleniporary environment. Seats and tables can be blended in any 

«'umbinution and beams can be linked using hinged joints. Terminal 

sports many finishes, from powder coated perforated steel to 

luxuriously appointed leather upholstery, ideal for VIP lounges.

^liatever its finish. Terminal guarantees relaxation, .\crording to 

internationally acclaimed designer Jurgen Kasiholm. "Terminal is 

very distinctive but never presumptuous. Its comfort is dictated by 

ergonomics while its image is ordained by design." Terminal has won 

"The Milan Fair Award". "Office Design”93": "Gutes Design 92" and 

"The Industrie Forum Design. Hanover".

Kusch Co. Partners <H Thompson. Inc.. 17.S A East Second Street.

Huntington Station. W 117't6. phone .‘>16271 6l(K>. fax 516 271 0817,

kusch
CO

Circia 28 on roader service card
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ARCADIA
The new Retlexinn chair from Arcadia, created by David Ritch and Mark Safeil of 
5D Studio. meet» the demand for ergonomici, adjuslahility and style. Retlexiim 
combines a synchro-tilt control, integrated flexible arm.s and adiustable-height 
hack with a well-scaled form and refined tailoring to olTer both the advantages of 
multi-function seating and the aesthetic ap|>eal of an execiitive/confcrence chair. 
Clrda No. 235 
Totnporary Spac* No. 6319

1.
CAMBRIDGE COMMERCIAL CARPETS 

Lincolndiire is a nc>w 1/10 gauge enhanced loop graphk product from Cambridge 
Commercial Carpets, a division of Beaulieu Commercial. Lincolnshire's tailored 
si.sal texture is crafted from a high-performance wool and nylon fiber combination 
that accentuates the carpeCs natural aesthetics. Lincolnshire features 13 cnh>rations 
in 12-ft. broad]ot)m, features additional Scolchgard and stain protecti>r advantages 
and carries Beaulieu's 10-year limited warranty.
Orel* No. 228 
Tofflporary Space No, J428

3- PACIFICREST MILLS
Padficrest Mills has introduced Woods and Winxlland, new cut-and-loop commer
cial carpet patterns that are among the 16 stx'lcs in Pacificrest's new collection of 
commercial carpet. Natural Resources. Designers have great color flexibility with 
these two patterns, choosing from the 117 solid hues presented in Earth. Ocean and 
.Sky, which comprise the color palette for the 16 products in Natural 
Res«>urces. Woixls is a lonc-on-tone. picce-dyed produti in a single 
color; in a two-color skein-dved version it becomes W<x)dland.
Ciref* No. 224 
Tomporory 5pac« No. 6401

4- SAUDER WOODWORKING
Sauder Woodworking’s Cornerstone collection fea
tures a clean, lean, contemporary look and is hard
ware-free for versatility. The collection comes in a I 
classic cherry finish and features double radius j 
edges with solid wood corners. In addition to the 
pieces shown, which include library, door kit, desk 
return, executive desk and laleral file, the collection 
includes a computer credenza with hutch.
Ciret* No. 225
Temporary Space No. a334, J412

5- PRISMATIQUE
Whitby is the latest introduction in Prismatique's line of modular 
tables. Intended primarily for executive meeting rooms, WTiitby is tran
sitional in style, lightweight and reconfigurable. The grouping consists of j 
round, square, rectangular and half-round tables and bridge tops. Bases 
arc in solid maple wood in natural or stained finishc.s. Tops are available 
in (iolora (textured polyurethane color finish!, plastic laminate or w«iod ' 
veneers. Whitby is «|uipped with a variety of jxiwer/dala options.
Orel* No. 227 
Tomporsry Spac* No. A319
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SOURCE INTERNATIONAL technology of synthetics. All of the pat-
Designed for Source International by terns are 55-in. wide and resemble a
Terrance Hunt, the Lineas seating line myriad of natural textile looks such as
includes high- and mid-back and side herringbone, burlap and linen. All
chair models with a range of adjustments Monterey patterns are class A fire rated
available from simple to sophisticated. and Scotchgard treated for added pro
Specifiers may choose from four uphol- tection against soiling.
stery styles to create a custom look. Orel* No. 236
Circia No. 234 Tamporary Spaca No. G326
Tamporary Spaca No, C234 4l

EOC
2. I LOTUS CARPETS Orbit, from EOC and designer Peter
Stix and Stones (shown) is a new duo of Glass, features a round wing table that
cut pile graphic commercial carpets from orbits out from under the workstation
Lotus Carpets. Presented in a coordinat- into any working or conferencing posi-
ing offering of 12 dynamic colorations. tion. Orbit also features: a cantilevered,
these 12-ft. broadloom products provide floating work surface; access power
unlimited design flexibility. Both Stbc from any side; surface mounted shelf
and Stones feature a durable I/B-gauge and storage units, called “toppers”, that
tufted construction from 100% Mon- easily adjust and/or relocate; and draw-
santo Ultron VIP Continuous Filament er pedestals with removable tops that

Nylon. In addition, 3M Corn- can also be rolled and operated under
mercial Carpet Protector provides work surfaces. Docking, hoteling and

added protection against soiling conferencing are made easier by Orbit’s
and staining. built-in agility.
Ciicl* No. 231 Clrclo No. 232

Ttmperory Sp*eo No. C401 Tomperary Space No. G306

5|WOLFGORDON
Iwolf Gordon offers Monterey a

lOHNSONITE
is a new variation of theOptixTM

refined collection of 60 paperbacked ComforTcch® Rubber Sheet Flooring
wallcovering patterns in a blend of clas- System from lohnsonite. Optix offers a

sic natural textUe fi- lightly textured, slip resistant surface
bers combined with enhanced with colorful accent chips
the new modern sprinkled in a random, confetti-like pat

tern over a solid background. Comfc^-
Tech features a vulcanized three-layer
construction for high performance.
ergonomics, low maintenance, life-safe
ty and distinctive styling. Eight design
er-inspired colorways are available and
custom colors can be special ordered.

Orda N«. 222
Tamporary Spaca
No. D227.233



That garden partij ‘one mid-summer's night

Beacons of lantern light illuminating

the dusk... entertaining color and plav^lilly

casting it onto an ivory canvas... drawing

strangers together... their animated shadows

flickering with a life of their own ... creating

drama from every angle.

who knows

where it will

come from?

You were inspired by a moment.

A memory which guides you to a place...

a destination unknown. A vision to be

discovered... and relished. A harmonious

journey that awaits the senses.

Clrcl* 30 on roador service cerd

Get inspired!

Call our Architect 6- Desig Answeriinener
at 1-800-552-7579

for color d product informatian on.
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3.L DrMENSION CARPET FORMS + SURFACES
The Kuro Collection features a trio of forms + Surfaces offers new custom

capabilities to Bonded Metal™. Bondedinntrvative commercial broadlooin pro-
Metal allows for litthlwcight, extremelyducts liom Dimension Carpets: Euro

Cut. Euro Loop and Euro Cheque. F-uro durable .sculptured castings which arc
Cut presents a classicaLy subtle cut pile available in a variety of thicknesses, sizes
graphic. Euro Loop is a textured loop and panelized fornts to suit a broad
graphic, and Euro Cheque features range of applications. In addition toa
bold enhanced loop design. Dimen- custom possibilities, eight finishc*s and
sion’s Euro Collection is tufted in 1/10 over 50 patterns and textures are stan

dard. In all form.s. Bonded Metal corn-gauge construction from Beaulieu
Commerciars exclusive Dia- bines ease of handling in the held with

tron s<ilution dved nvion distinctive surface appearance and ex
for outstanding perfor- traordinarv resistance to abu.se.

mance in demanding Clrcl* No. 23B
applications. Tamporary Spaca No. L238, L240

Circle No. 229
4-Temporary Space HICKORY LEATHER COMPANY
Hickory Leather Company featuresNo. J42fl
the Bel Aire Collection. Bel Aire is a
contemporary lounge ctillection in-F.S. CONTRACT

F.S. Contract, the eluding a sofa, Juiir and loveseat. The
commercial divi- colleciion is offered in solid maple

hardwood with a variety of leatherssion of F. Schu-
and fabrics available.macher & Co., in

troduces Ananas, j CIrde No. 226
diversified grouping of Temporary Space No. B417

fabrics created for the bos s'pitality indu.stry. Ananas (the GILFORD WALLCOVERINGS
Preference 200(1 is Gilford WallFrench and Italian name for pineapple,
covering's latest contract vinyl walleos -thc universal symbol for ho^itality)
cring collection representing over 470comprises eight 100% Trevira prints
designs and colors. These Type 1 andand six coordinating wovens. The print

patterns range from a tree of life design Type II wallcoverings are ASTM E-84
class A llame rated, exceed durabilityto a bold Art Deco motif. All patterns

are printed on Trevira grounds; all and stain tc.sts and arc resistant to
mildew and bacteria growth. A specialwovens are suseked with an FR and

Teflon finish. F.S. Contract can be seen feature known as Permanence Plus is
available on six .selective patterns. It ison the eight floor and at the F.
a low gloss, clear Unish that signifiSchumacher & Co. showroom at Space

cantlv increases the stain resistanceNo. 6-133 at Neofam.
of the wallcovering.

CircU No. 233
Tamporary Space No. E239



BY A TANGLED MASS OF POWER & DATA CABLES?
MANAGE AND CONCEAL THEM WITHIN Kl'S NEW SYSTEMSMLLIH OFFICE SYSTEM. 

UNIQUELY DESIGNED TO ACCOMMODATE LARGE AMOUNTS OF 
POWER AND DATA WIRING, LH CAN STAND ALONE OR 

INTEGRATE WITH SYSTEMSWAII FUa HEIGHT WAU5.1-800-42A-2432, EXT. 11

j]
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** ENGINEERED DATA PRODUCTS (EDP)

Engineered Data Products (EDP) presents NetCom*Ex, the latest
member of the award-winning NctCom product line of command
console turniture designed for enhanced operator productivity and
efficiency. NetCom‘Ex combines the aesthetics and centralized access of
the enclosed systems of EDP’s NctCom I & 2 and the flexibility, modularity
and versatility of EDP’s NetCom3.
Cird* No. 237
Tamporary Space No. B431

SHAW CONTRACT GROUP
Shaw Contract Group offers Epodi Square, an 18-in. modular carpet tile for the corporate 
workplace from the Time and Space collection by Shaw Netwonc Epoch Square is a multi-tex
tural linear with subtle floral patterning in.stalls quarter-turned for a striking multidi
mensional visual effect. Sixteen contemporary corporate colorways and premium Mon
santo LXI solution dyed nylon yarns balance aesthetic and performance requirements.
Orel* No. 223
Temporary 5p*c* No. F239

3-
LONSEAL

LonMesa is Lonseal's most recent embossed innovation, LonMesa features a geometric
grid that evokes the beautiful mesas of the American Southwest. The desert-inspired
palette of five colors includes four subtle mctallics. LonMesa is suitable for many differ
ent interiors, including theme cafes, amusement parks, video arcades and a variety of
retail environments.
Orel* No. 239
Temporary Sp*c* No. D11S

LUXO CORPORATION
Luxo Corporation offers Halogen 3 task lighting, featuring a fully articulating, counter
balanced concealed-spring arm. Available in two lengths, this arm allows precise vertical
and forward placement of the light. Each Halogen 3 contains a 35-watt, energy-efficient,
long-life, tungsten halogen light source, controlled by a two-position light switch. The
light source is contained within a choice of two exclusive shade designs: a new rounded-
edge version of Luxo’s "stepped" shade or a distinctive new semi-elliptical shade.
Orel* No. 230
Temporary Spac* No. D430

5.
WILSONART

Wilsonart* Gibraltar® Solid Surfacing is now created with an acrylic-based formulation.
litis means that all 24 colors and patterns (including six new ones) are as strong and
durable as before, but easier for fabricators to work with and thermoform, making it eas
ier for de.signers to bring any design idea to life.
Clrel* No. 240
T*mper*ry Space No. D111, Dt13

eBNTIACT lEIISK



HELBY WILLIAMS

ilLamm
|_ 1000

The Isoflex™ seats and backs have 
mechanism-free synchronized move
ment. This has been achieved by uti
lizing the lever principle, while comfort 
comes naturally as the seat adapts to 
the user’s body. . . making all potions 
comfortable and correct.

hair designed by Paolo Orlandini & Roberto Lucci

A
I
m
cnO
-n

Contour zone

Manulactur»o uneer license by.H SHELBY WILLIAMS INDUSTRIES, INC.
150 Shelby Williams Drive • Morristown, TN 37813 • Phone: {423) 586>-7000 • Fax; (423) 586-2260

CIVJ6 bv SMby Williams InduMries. Inc.
CIrcl* 32 on reader service card
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KIMBALL
Kimball Office Furniture 
offers Definition, an
option-rich, multiple applica- ___________________
lion casegood series. Definition is
suitable for the open plan office as well as the private office and is available 
built-up or modular and features four sizes of desks with multiple pedestal 
options and a choice of arc or rectangular tops. The Definition line incluj^ 
credenzas, pedestals, files, storage, and tables.
Cirda No. 293 
Spac* No. 1060

V

^ ^MANNINGTON COMMERCIAL

Mannington Commercial features its entire line of vinyl flooring products designed for the contract mar- 
ket: the award winning BioSpec™ homogeneous sheet vinyl, the Random and Fine Field.s* inlaid sheet vinyl 

lines, as well as the 60-color palette of Inspirations™ and Essentials™ Vinyl Composition Tile. Mannington is the 
y' first and only manufacturer to include recycled vinyl content in its VCT.
' Clfd* No. 249 

Spaca No. 1039

i;I

.e )

3-I INNOVATIONS IN WALLCOVERING
The DeMedici Series is the latest introduction of vinyl wallcoverings produced by Innovations in Wallcoverings. The series 
consists of four coordinated patterns: DeMedici, DeMedici Ground, DeMedid Stripe and DeMedici Trellis. These patterns 
are available in such rich hues as sage, doeskin and gold. Additionally, DeMedici Ground is available in matching and 
complementary colorways such as oatmeal, terra cotta and wheat. All DeMedici Series wallajverings are Type II vinyl, 
54-in, wide and hold a Class A fire rating.
Clrd» Nc». 272

4

4- NPE
Neutral Posture Ergonomics, Inc. prc.sents The Executive Class 9500 chair. This chair, like all Neutral 
Posture® chairs is ERGO 2000™ Certified (comprehensive standards addressing ergonomic form 
and function) and has 12 features, including air lumbar, as standard. The Executive Class offers 
the utmost in upper back support, featuring both headrest depth and headrest height adjust- 
ments to provide neck and head support for varying positions throughout the day. A variety of 
seat sizes and styles are available.
Cirda No. 271
5p»e« No. 10-153 ^

5*,6. INVISION CARPET SYSTEMS
Invision Carpet Systems introduces Celestial Gardens, a scries of six celestial patterns available 

in 17 colorways developed in collaboration with Sina Pearson of Sina Pearson Textiles. This col
lection is the first instance where a carpet manufacturer and a fobric company have worked together 

with the same fiber system to create a consistent palette between the two textile mediums. Celestial 
Gardens features an extra-terrestrial theme, including patterns Nova, Andromeda,
Astral Plane, Moonscape, Aurora and Gemini.
CIrcl* No. 247 

$pa<« No. 10-lia

\

C5-;

6. DAUPHIN
j Dauphin’s Bobo chair is a contemporary and whimsical
3 seating choice for waiting rooms, recqjtion areas and lob-
4 hies. Bobo's bowed chair back is made of natural beech 
g wood that can be specified with or without upholstered

padding to match its distinctive, triangular-shaped seat 
1 cushion base. Dauphin uses slip-cover upholstery tech- 
^ niques that do not require glues, providing for easy, on- 

the-spol steam cleaning.
Ord« No. 254 

Spaco No. 10-106

:aiite;;;rnTi8i :u\
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GARCY/SLP
The all new Pavo™ is Garcy/SLP’s first entry into the portable task light market. 
Pavo’s computer designed optical system provides superior asymmetric light dis
tribution, without direct or reflected glare. It illuminates the work.suriace without 
producing glare on the task at hand or on the computer monitor. Pavo is available 
in three mounting styles: clamp, pane! mount, and freestanding.
Cird* No. 273 
Sp«c« No. 1043A

■ STYLEX
Like its early jazz namesake, BOP, from Stylex, is a harmonious combination of 
complex elements. The result is seating that encourages proper body posture and 
ensures healthful comfort. BOP is available in executive high-back or managerial 
mid-back models, with a variety of control, base and finish options.
Orel* No. 251 
SpM* No. 10-147

3| NATIONAL OFHCE FURNITURE Ca
Prefera Seating, from National Office Furniture, is an extensive line of task 
seating designed to accommodate a wide range of environments and body 
types. Prefera’s ergonomic features include optional backs, controls and 
numerous arm options. Chairs are available with adjustable T Arms, fixed T 
arms, loop arms, upholstered or plastic backs in mid- and high-back. Other fea
tures include .synchronous and asynchronous controls, pneumatic height adjust
ments and tilt lock controls.
Ord« No. 242 
Spac« No. 1040

4-i MILLIKEN CARPET
The Movements Collection from Milliken Carpet, Commercial Markets, features 
Comfort Plus* modular carpet backing, combining the superior performance 
and aesthetic flexibility of cut pile bonded construction. Movements 
is organized by visually related product families—the Bizarre, the 
Controlled and the Natural, which simplify design selection. Using 
proprietary advanced bonding and MilJitron* technologies,
Milliken has advanced the new standard of 36-in. carpet squares.
Ord« No. 250 
Spae* No- 1(^115

5| NOVA SOLUTIONS
Nova Solutions features the new attorney's table, part of the compa
ny’s new line of electronic courtroom furniture, With Nova 
Solutions’ courtroom furniture, attorneys, judges and court reporters 
have hidden but immediately accessible computers. Nova's patented, 
recessed-monitor system provides document confidentiality and clears 
courtrooms of computer clutter. Nova Solutions’ electronic courtroom 
is available in both wood and laminate.
Ord* No. 244 
Spoca No. 103S

54
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A NEW FIBER CREATED WITH FLAME RETARDANT ADDITIVES.
t From comprehensive testing come all the advantages of polyolefin 

plus the added value of inherent flame retardant additives. Trace FR is 
available in a wide variety of colors, deniers and styles engineered to meet 

the demands of designers and specifiers for the contract marketplace.

/ 0,

AMOCO
I

Amoco Fabrics and Fibers Company
PO Box 66 / Greenville, South Carolina 29602 (864) 627-3351 / fax (864) 234-6666
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L 2..VERSTEEL CABOT WRENN
Arabesque Tables were designed by 
Terrance Hunt for Cabot Wrenn. The 
delicate styling of Arabesque is as effec
tive as a round or rectangle as it is as a 
square or demilune. Arabesque tables 
are available in 15 sizes with round, 
square, rectangle, or demilune tops. 
Circl» No. 252 
Sp«e* No. 10-116

GIANNI INC
Utilizing distinctive sloping edges and a 
centered concave reveal, the Carrara 
Collection from Gianni blends con
temporary and classic design elements 
with functionality and workmanship. 
The Carrara Collection is available in a 
full range of components and in a vari
ety of woods and finishes.
Orel* No. 244 
SpK* No. 10-1S4

Vela tables, new from Versteel, 
seemingly hover on an athleti- 
^ cally poised arc of glossy 

steel. More than just 
another pretty table. 

Vela can be eleciri- 
^ fled, provides wire

management, links 
to configuration, 
and offers motor- 
ized or manual 

/ height adjustmenL 
' Designed by David 

GutgseL and manu
factured by Versteel.

Orel* No. 253
SpK« No. 1093

4- TASK2
The CopyCai is Task2’s desk mounted 
multi-function desktop accessory. Desk 
mounting allows the copy/writing sur- 
fece to be maintained directly between 
the monitor and the keyboard to 
reduce neck and eye strain. The 
CopyCat comes with both a wristrest 
for writing and a copy shelf able to sup
port large books and binders.
Orel* No. 274

No. 10-105

TUOHY FURNITURE
CORPORATION

The Georgetown Armchair, designed 
by Brian Kane for Tuohy Furniture 
Corporation, fu-ses a dean and timeless 
form with superior structural engi
neering. All frame parts, including the 
back, are solid maple; extensive use of 
mortise and tenon joinery is made. 
Tuohy’s wood furnishing system is 
unsurpassed for performance clarity 
and ease of maintenance.
Cird« No. 256
Spac* No. 10-132

CBNTItACT BEIIBN



naovemenis . ?
' f

what if there were a design movement called

'the controlled'.... and the philosophy of this

movement was applied to

modular carpet?

abstracting

from geometry,

milliken designers

have created a resource for

architects & interior designers that brings the

calculated order of geometry into the fltK>r plane.

OR A CO ROM BOO 241.^626 kB6S3 (USA & CANA

Milliken Carpet
CIrcie 35 on reactor service card
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PETER PEPPER PRODUCTS, INC 
The Express Desk waD-mounicd work sta
tion, from Peter Pepper Products Inc., is 
ideal for health care facilities, nursing sta
tions, patient and examination rooms, pub
lic planning areas or anywhere you need a 
desk. The door has ample space for writing, 
charting, organizing, computing or con
ducting any task requiring a flat, sturdy 
work surface at a moment's notice. Only 4- 
in. deep when dosed, the Express Desk fea
tures a self-dosing door, strong continuous 
hinge, integral handle and magnetic catch. 
Circle No. 243 
Spact No. 1094

4* OFFICE SPECIALTY 
Office Specialty’s furniture system, Plat
form™, now offers Platform Desks, a flexi
ble desking system for use in private offices 
as well as open plan. A system of interlinked 
worksurfaces "float" at various heights 
above supporting pedestals and modesty 
panels to provide a free-standing, totally 
adjustable desk. Platform Desks may also be 
integrated with Platform panels using them 
for support and for access to exceptional 
management capacity.
Cird* Nq. 24B 
SpK« No. 1095

With AddTo Modular Casegoods from 
OPS, offices assembled today can easily 
convert to work centers for tomorrow. 
Pre-installed fasteners offer easy assembly 
and keep surfaces intact, making reconfig
urability a reality. AddTo Modular Case- 
goods arc available in select cherry or wal
nut veneers with over 12 finishes, five lam
inate options and four shaped-edge 
options. Cluster stations, dual workcen- 
ters. shared surfaces, interactive offices, 
and private application can all be created 
with AddTo.
Circl* No. 292 
SfMC* No. 1044

5-iI MAYLINE GROUP
Mayline Company’s new VariTask* Ex
press™ Adjustable Workccnter offers non
power, instantaneous adjustment from sit
ting to standing positions. The Express 
uses multiple gas springs to counter bal-

2.
DURKAN PATTERNED CARPET. INC. 

Durkan Commercial’s exclusive Color Logic 
system features a palette of 37 classic and
forward-looking colors. Created originally ance work surface loads, offering quick yet
for Durkan’s Windfall, Petit Point and smooth travel from one position to anoth-
Cornerstone carpets, this palette has been er. Featuring a 24-in. travel range, from 25
used to build the entire product line. in. to 49 in., the Express adjusts using a
Transom. Advocate, Petit Point, Journey, simple hand-paddle release mechanism.
Boundary. Ashlar and Windfall are featured Single- and dual-surface versions are
in the blue and sand palette. The most available, as well as rectilinear and corner
recent introductions are Boundary and configurations.



You’re looking at the only thing we make: 
Genuine hardwood bookcases.

L1 fact, we handcraft over 400 different style, size and 

finish variations. We do it to he certain our selection 

includes the perfect bookcase for you. Hale offers 4^ 

the quality and value you want at prices that M 
are lower than you might expect.

We’re ready to complement your design 

no matter what you’re designing, 

and give you all the flexibility 

you’d like. You can select readily available 

modern, traditional or contemporary designs. 

(Custom too, but please give us a few weeks.) 

^ For your reference, please request our 

complimentary full line folio today by 

dialing 1-800-USE'HALE. It’s required reading for 

specifiers of fine, affordable bookcases.

Choostf 004? of

OUT 14 swm/coioT
optwim, or ki i4S
L'reate an 4?xact
rruut'h tt’Kh vouT

cxtsrm/j /umiture.The colorful, 
m/orrmixivc' 
Hale folio is 
an fsiontiol 
part of every 
liesigner's 
library.

t

HALE
SINCE 1907

WOOD BOOKCASES

Hale MIr. Co.. P.O. Box 751 Herkimer. N.Y. 13350 (315) 866-4250 Fax: (315) 866-6417
Circle 36 on roador sorvlce cord

MuJ» in USA
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1. CARNEGIE
Creation Baumann, the 110-year-old Swiss weaver, has created two collections 
of wall, panel and drapery fabrics for Carnegie that combine the look and feel 
of silk, linen and cotton with the reliability, price and fire retardancy of syn- , 
thetics. This collection of 66, 100% Trevira CS fabrics is completely flame | 
retardant and range from textural plain and open weaves to unique double I 
woven jacquard designs. Most of these fabria are an extra-wide 118 in. and * 
can be railroaded, saving fabric and labor.
Oni« No. 2S8 
$pac« No. 1123

*k,mi

r'1>

•, t.

fk

DAR'RAN FURNITURE INDUSTRIES
DAR'RAN introduces its new conferencing group, Series 5000. The flexibility of the confer
ence group is demonstrated by the choice of six table sizes, lO base selections, seven choices of 
edge details, three veneers and 10 different finishes. This array of options allows for any combi
nation of appearances from contemporary, transitional or traditional.
Orel* No. 264 
Sp«c« No. 11-104

3- LEVOLOR HOME FASHIONS CONTRACT DIVISION 
Levolor Home Fashions Contract Division offers the UltraDark'^ Blind as the solution for spe
cial applications requiring ultimate light control The patented Inline Lilt system guarantees 
straight up and down operation and will not scratch or damage woodwork. Available in over 100 
Levolor Mark I designer colon and finishes, UltraDark delivers privacy, control and aesthetics 
along with performance.
Cirda No. 267 
Sp«:a No. 1190

4- BRAYTON INTERNATIONAL
Brayton International introduces Cosima, a contemporary European design with das-
sic references. Created by renowned German designer, Anita Schmidt, Cosima offers
inviting flared arms with a detailed welt delicately outlining the arms and wrapping around
to the back. Cosima's tapered legs are available in 19 standard wood finishes and the chair is offered in
one, two and three scat versions.
Orda No. 266
Spaca No. 11-114

5* ITHE GUNLOCKE COMPANY

Versatility abounds in the miles side chair, a debut in Gunlocke’s seating collection, which offers flexibility, 
durability, and value. Sloping steambent arms can go either up or down. The chairs’ distinctive back is 
either bent plywood in three intricate, laser-cut designs or is upholstered. Miles is offered in leg chair, rwo- 
seat bench, and sled-base versions. Gunlocke offers three species of wood—maple, cherry and oak in this
seating collection.
Orda No. 265
Spaca No. 1120

5.
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I Peter Pepper Products

j Phone: 310.639.0390 
Fax: 310.639.6013
Orel* 37 on reader servtce card
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NetCom3 transfo™
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Call todayforafree sample
disk & full color brochure
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1. NUCRAFT
Nucraft Furniture introduces Duomo® Reception Stations, a 
fully featured line designed to support today’s receptionist while 
making a bold first impression on visitors. The Collection fea
tures desks, returns, corner units, printer storage cabinets, filing 
units, pedestals, wire management and paper management. 
Units can be specified as a stand-alone desk or in L-and U- 
shaped configurations to meet the needs of virtually any recep
tion area floor plan.
CireW No. 2S7 
SpK« No. 1166

1.
K1

Maestro™. KI’s newest stacking chair, is an ideal choice for offices, 
audiinriums, training rooms and cafeterias. The Maestro stacker 
has an integrated handle, offers superior durability with color- 
infused polypropylene seats and backs, and solid steel chrome or 
powder-coated frames. Maestro is available with a dolly for con
venient stacking, transport and storage, and is designed to allow 
45 .stacked chairs to pass through a standard doorway.
CIreU No. 260 
Spac* No, 11B1

3- IMAHARAM
Maharam has up»dated its plush upholstery fabric. Mohair 
Supreme, with fresh interpretations of classic colors, along with 
soft neutrals and richly saturated options newer to the contract 
marketplace. Mohair Supreme’s broad color base now consists of 
seven carryovers and 19 new color additions. Pattern Mohair 
Supreme is constructed of a thick 100% Mohair face and sturdy 
cotton backing. This high performance, sturdy upholstery fabric 
surpasses ACT heavy duty abrasion requirements.
Orel* No. 261 
Sp«c* No. 11M

64 Circle 40 on reader service card
may 1997



From moil room

to board room,

Cambridge and

Dimension deliver

outstanding contract

corpet design ond

perforfTvance from

Beaulieu Commercial.

800-451-1240.

Cambridge (S^ Dimension
E&aouliBu Comnwrcicl A Baoul-- AmafcQ Compony VsiOiB by DimBniirpn CwMI ' by Combfpg# Cummeitial Catpeti

Circle 41 on reader service card
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NeoCon Exhibitor List

■ ABCO
■ ADD Specialized Seating 
I Adden I'urniture
B AJlseating Corporation
■ Allstee)
■ Allyn Bank Equipment Co.
■ American Institute of 

Archiiects/C'hicago Chapter
■ American Seating
■ •Ametfx Contract Fabrics/Robert Allen 

Contract
■ Andersem Hickey
■ Antkrsen Windows/Commercial 

Group
• arc COM Fabrics
■ .Artopex Plus
■ Atelier International, a division of 

Vecta
• Atlanta Architectural Textiles
■ Baker Furniture/Contract & 

Hospitality
■ Baker Knapp & Tubbs-Executive 

Office/Design Dept.
■ Baldinger Lighting 
I Berco Tableworks
■ Bernhardt Contract
■ BIFMA International
■ Bigelow
■ Blumenihal Pnni Works
■ BodyRill Seating, Inc.
• Boling Company. The
■ Boyd Lighting
■ Bpi
■ BPI (Communications
■ Bradford .Systems

• Brayton International
• Bretfurd
■ Bright Chair C.ompany
■ Brueton Industries
■ Cabot Wrenii
■ Carnegie Fabrics
■ Carolina Business Furniture
■ Carolina Healthcare
■ Cartwright
■ Chromaalt Cuniracl Furniture
■ Cleator
■ Comforto
■ ( immunity, a division of lasper 

Seating Co.. Inc.
■ Gmdi
■ Consulting For Architects, Inc.
■ Cortina Leather
■ Councill Contract Showroom
■ Courisun, Inc.
■ Covington Fabrics Curp.
■ Cramer Inc.
■ Creative Dimensions
■ Creative Wood
■ Dar/Ran
■ Dauphin North America
■ Davis Furnilure
■ Dec-Art Designs
■ Deepa Textiles
■ l)«ign-Tex Fabrics
■ DuPoni Flooring Syslems
■ Durkan Patterned Qrpets
■ EckAdoms
■ Egan Visual
■ Hkiiia
■ ERG Inlernaiional

■ Ergo Systems Inc.
■ Eurocraft
■ Executive Furniture Inc.
■ Falcon Products
■ FCd CasegtxKls, a division of 

Parenti & Raffaelii
■ F.E. Hale Manufacturing Cx^mpany 
I Fieldcrest Cannon
■ Fixtures Furniture
■ Flex-Y-Plan
■ Furniture Source International FSI
■ G F Office Furniture, Ltd.
■ Garcy/SLP
■ Gianni
■ Giisbcrger Office Seating
■ Glabman-Teichner, Inc.
■ libbaj
■ (ilobe Business Furnilure
■ Gregory Chair
■ > iregson
■ ijuniocke Company, The
■ l-Iabitech
■ HAG, Inc.
■ Maicon Corp.
■ Hale Bookcases
■ Harbinger Carpets
■ Harden (7x)niraci
■ Hardw(M>d House
■ Harter Group, The
■ l-lawurlh. Inc.
■ HBF Contract/HKkory Business 

Furniture
■ Heallhwise
■ I lerman Miller
■ Hillcrest

■ Levolor Hume Fashions- 
(Tontract Division

■ Live Wire Design
■ Luewcnsicin Contract
■ LUI Corp,
■ Lunstcad
■ LUX Company
■ Magnuson Group
■ Maharam
■ Mannington Commercial
■ Marvel
■ Masland Contract
■ Mayline Company, Inc.. The
■ McIXsnald Products, div. of Smith 

.McDonald Corp.
■ .MDC Wallcoverings
■ .Meridian
■ .Vielier
■ .Mein^olilan Furnilure
■ .Miller Desk Inc.
■ .Milliken Carpets
■ .Mohawk
■ MTS Sealing
■ .Mueller
■ Myrtle
■ National Office Furniture
■ Ncssen Lighting
■ Neutral Posture Ergonomics
■ Nrvins International
■ Nienkamper
■ Northwood
■ Nova Solutions. Inc.
■ Nova-Link Ltd.
■ Nucraft Furniture Co.
■ Office Specialty
■ OF.S/Styline
■ OSI Signatures In Fine Wood
■ Panel Concepts
■ Paoli
■ Patrician I'urniture
■ Peter Pepper Products
■ Precision
■ Quaker Fabric Corp.
■ Raynor
■ Richard W'inicr Associates
■ Robert Allen ConiractyAmetex 

Contract Fabrics
■ Rubbermaid Office Produas
■ Shafer Cummercia] Seating
■ Shdby Williams Industries. Inc.
■ Siok. Dennis 8i Associates
■ SIS Human Factor Technology
■ Smith Metal Arts, div. of Smith 

McDonald Corp.
■ Steelcase Inc.
■ Stow Davis Furniture Inc.
■ Stylex
■ System 2/90 Modular Facility Signage
■ Tate Access Floon
■ reknion Furniture Systems
■ rhaver Co^in Institutional/TCI
■ Thonct Industries
■ Tiffany Office Furniture
■ Tract Seating
■ IVcndwjy
■ TuoKy Furniture
■ Unik-Vaev Fabric
■ United Chair Company
■ Vecta
■ Versicel Inc.
■ Viking
■ Virco Mfg. Corporation
■ Vitra .Seating
■ Vogel Peterson
■ Wahl Streiner Office Solutions/W.SOS
■ Witt, K.K. & Associates
■ Woodtronics
■ World l^signs

■ HON Company. The
■ Howe Furnilure Corporation
■ I.C.F.
■ International Facility 

^ianagL'me^t Association/ 
Chicago Chapter

■ Infant! Chair Mfg.
■ Innovations in Wallcoverings,

Inc
■ Integrated Furniture Solutions
■ International Fabrics
■ International Interior Design 

Association
■ International Interior Design 

Associaiion/Illinois Clhaptcr
■ Invincible Metal Furniture
■ Invision Carpet Sysients
■ Irwin Seating Co.
■ lackson of Danville
■ lami, Inc.
■ I & I Gimmercial
■ IG Furniture Group, Inc.
■ I.M, Lyimetk*.
■ [ohn Wolf Decorative Fabrics
■ iohnson Industries
■ ISl - a div. of lasper Sealing C!a.

Inc.
■ Karastan
■ Kaufman Contract
■ Keilhauer Contract Seating
■ KI
■ Kimball International
■ Kinetics
■ Knoll Group, The
■ Knoll Office
■ Kn^
■ Kwik-Filc, LLC,
■ KYO Corporation
■ LaCassc/Avenue
■ Larson Equipment and 

Furniture Company
■ La-Z-Boy Chair

' ■ Lees Commercial Carpel

SCHUKRA

Only Schukra adjustable lumbar support offers an infinite 
range of comfort adjustments, continuous optimal seat
ing comfort, upper and lower back support, medically 
tested and accepted technology and the choice of 11 dif
ferent models. With Schukra adjustable lumbar support 
in your chair, you get the ultimate in ergonomic seating. 
Period. Visit us at NeoCon Booth #A-118.

Ctref* 42 on reader service card
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PLACE 
CORPORATE REALITY

Winner of the 1996 International Interior Design Association’s APEX Award for highest achievement in floor
covering design—Tower Place is a product of the innovative partnership between BASF Carpet Fibers and 
VIRTUALS, a division of Blue Ridge Carpet Mills. How else can you explain such a smartly tailored 
floorcovering—a multi-level graphics loop that offers the most preferred corporate colorations and all the 
guaranteed benefits of Zeftron 2000 ' solution-dyed nylon? Performance Certified by BASF and fully eligible for 
the 6ix Again' carpet recycling program, Tower Place is the commercial floorcovering destined to be seen in more 
high places—among America’s most distinctive corporate interiors. For more information, call 1 -800-241-5945.

I I D A

AMUKIAVinK \

APfXAwttd

h 2000'' and 6ix AQain* are trademarks of BASF Corporation.« Copyri^hi 1997
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MARkETPLACE

L
DUPONT CORIAN

DuPont (dorian inirodiices Design Fortlblio, t'camring eight 
new colors equally suited for home, commercial, furniture 
and specialty applications. The new colors include: Sun. 
Mandarin, Hot. Kiwi. LiUii., N'oclurne. Festival and Mardi 
Gras. The Design Portfolio, like all the colors of Corian*, are 
solid .ill the way through, so even the most vibrant colors
won't fade or chip.
CircU No. 27S

JOEL BERMAN GLASS STUDIOS LTD.
loel Berman Glass Studios Ltd. I'eaturcs architectural cast glass 
used primarily for corporate commercial interiors, building 
kibhies, sport facilites, airports, etc. Joel Bennan designs and 
builds unconventional gla.ss. such as glass stair treads and 
bridges, as well as cable suspended sculptures tor building lob
bies. All glass meets safety code standards and is avialable in 
new glass or lOO'Ni recycled glass, loel Berman’s designs can be 
seen during NeoCon in (ihicago.it the SMED showroom at .^4
West Hubbard St.
C<r«l« Na. 2B0

3- DRUM FURNITURE
Drum Furniture feature's the lefferson tiollection, drum tables 
in crystal with stainless sleet fretwork that reflects the style and 
ch.iracter made popular by Thomas lefferson. The style of the 
Jefferson table was featured strongly at his home in .Monticello. 
The collection has been designed by Carlton Varney, the chief 
designer for Dorothy Draper Inc. in New York. Drum Furniture 
will he exhibiting at space 1611 at NeoCion.
Clrcl« No. 277

4- HI-TEX INC.
Hi-Tcx Inc. offers Garden G.ite. a representative of the for
ward thinking design direction for Crypton fabric. Small in 
scale, this classic design can move easily from iradiliunal inte
riors to those that are more transitional in nature. Subtle
shading of the motif combines with a softly mottled ground 
to create a complex pattern that works well as a companion or
which can stand alone.
Orel* No. 279

GEIGER BRICKEL
Keyeira, from (ieiger Brickel, melds the Isenefiis inherent to 
contemporary line wood casegoods with tho.se of high- 
quality wiHid panel systems. Keyeira consists of a range of 
desks in rectangular, "I.”, “U” and peninsula-shaped work- 
surface cotifigurations with side returns and ’'bridges"; 
credenzas with or without overhead dosed and open stor
age cabinets and stacking bookcases; single or multiple 
underdcsk file and storage pediMals; lateral file.s; and free

standing worktables in different sizes and shapes. Gieger 
Brickel’s Chicago showroom during NeoCon is at .^(M) West

Hubbard St.. Suite 40U.
Orel* No. 276

POLLACK & ASSOCIATES
Pollack & Asstsciates offers 

. Vintage Velvet, a viscose pile 
^ vcKx’t offered in eight 
A refined neutral colorways. 
H| It has u subtle antique effect 
• r • that is lurther enhanced by 

a lustrous panne. Vintage 
Velwt is 54 in. wide and is a 

heavy duty litbric. Pollack & 
A.ssociatcs will be exhibiting at 

space 6.^ I at NeoCon.
CIrcU No. 278
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Fabrics for Hospitality While I'acatioriers expect hotel and

restaurant environments to transport them from their daily routines, business people seek these settings as an antidote to anxiety about work. 

It’s easy to see why. Businesses talk about creating a domestic ambiance in the workplace, then undermine it with layoffs and other discfuiet- 

ing measures. So the fabrics for hospitality pictured here arc appreciated for more than their resistance to high levels of abrasion, soiling, 

staining, wetting and ftre. They also free us momentarily from mundane tasks and fear of unemployment. And with U.S. hotel occupancy 

having reached 66% in 1996 and average daily room rates soaring by 20% since the 1990-1991 recession, a lot more of us are enjoying the 

world graced by these fabrics.

1 i>i
ARC-COM

Arc-Corn offers Chinchillj upholstery, a 
soft, niink-like fabric. Kven though it is 
soft to the touch. Chinchilla is extremely 
durable, surpassing *t0,0<X) IXiuble Rubs 
on the Wyzenbeek .ibrasion lest with no 
noticeable wear. This 100% polyester 
chenille i,s competitively priced and is 
offered in an array of 23 colors to appeal 
to an endless range of needs and tastes. 
Cird* No. 283

2.1

2.
iCARNECIE

Carnegie, in collaboration with Beverly 
Thome and Laura Guido-Clark, has 
introduced a new collection of four tac-
tile and elegant fabrics: The Finer
Things. The collection consists of
Chateau, a special chenille weave; Diva, a 3=1
reversible fabric with a three-dimension- IBERNHARDT TEXTILES 

The three patterns featured here are from 
Bernhardt Textiles’ latest collection. 
Couture, by Jennifer Eno. The three patterns 
are Cravat, Costume and Chendail. Cravat is 
100% worsted wool, Costume consists of 
100% cotton, and Chendail is a blend of 
60% cotton, 23% rayon, and 17% wool. 
Each of the fabrics in the Couture collection 
are 53-in. wide.
Cird« No. 28S

al quality; English Garden, which com
bines a larger scale and full color range
with a pocket weave construction; and a
classic, tailored stripe called Derby.
Ordo No. 284

DESIGNTEX
DesignTex Inc. introduces Block Island and Treasure Island, two new 
upholstery fabrics designed specifically for the hospitality environ
ment. Both styles arc a blend of cotton and polyester fibers, providing 
durability at a low price point. Treasure Island is a bold, medium- 
scale leaf pattern available in four colorways of cream, navy, teal and 
mcriot. Block Island, a tapestry, is a large-scale geometric available in 
four colorways from warm neutral to avocado and navy.
Orel* No. 286

KSISH



Trevira

WHAT GOOD
ARE FLAME-RESISTANT

TEXTILES, IF THEY 
CANT STAND UP TO
DAILY ABUSE?

money, but it also helps to save 

the environment. And on top of 
that, they're even recyclable.

Experience is healthy.
Our experience tells us that all 
of this still isn't enough. Because 
many fabrics have been known to 
cause allergic reactions. Worse, in 
the event of fire, a lot of materials 
even emit toxic gases. So that's 
why we've made sure that, with 
Trevira CS and Trevira FR, you'll 
never have to suffer from any of 
these problems.

Experience makes you tough.
40,000 blows to the front. To the 
side. To the back. That’s just the 
normal battering an average chair 
has to deal with during its lifetime. 
Too bad, if it's not covered in Trevira 

fabrics. Because Trevira CS and 
Trevira FR have to endure numer
ous rounds of testing before we'll 

ever put our name on them.

Trevira CS and 

Trevira FR average 
a savings of up to

iO percent over
other flame- Experience guaranteed.

To back our guarantee, Trevira 

fabrics have to go through a strin
gent process of quality control. 

That's why we’re able to apply 

registered trademark to 
our product. After all, why 

take a risk on a fabric 
without a name to stand 

behind itf And if you'd 
like to learn even more 
about Trevira CS and 

Trevira FR, just get in 
touch with the Trevira 

Global Marketing Team, 
by calling 704-480-4844 

faxing to 704-480-4903. We look 
forward to hearing from you.

resistant
fabrics.

Experience protects. 
Permanently. Flame-resistance 

in fabrics has to be just as tough. 
And fortunately, Trevira CS and 

Trevira FR maintain their flame- 
resistance permanently. And it's the 
same with their color and shape. 
Most fabrics literally go down the 
drain even after a few washings. or

Experience pays off. You can 

put your money on our experience. 
Because in terms of water, washing 
detergents and energy consumption,

In addition, they can last over three 
times longer than comparative fabrics. 
That not only means a savings in

TREVIRA
TREVIRA FR

COVERING THE WORLD WITH SAFETY FIBERS.
Circle 45 on reader service card



PRODUCT REViEW

ROBERT ALLEN/AMETEX 
CONTRACT FABRICS 

Uiibcrt Allen/Ainftex C^onlratl 
Fabrics presents a new uphol
stery collection. Safety Suites II. 
Safety Suites II is woven of 
inherently flame resistant 
Trevira F/R prns, exceeding 
industry standards for wear- 
flame resistance and mainte
nance. Safety Suites II is 
designed for hospitality and 
healthcare applications.
Grd* No. 2S7

6.1

GEIGER BRICKEL
Geiger Brickel Textile's inli'-Si' 
new group of original-design 
tract upholsteries.
Mosaico and Streamers. Avail.)!

Boi..

eight colorations, Botanica is a ' 
temporary interpretation to a <.1, 
leaf design that embodies a u 
try-like feeling. Mosaico is a s-; 
scale multicolor design with a s 
overlay available in 11 color'. 
Streamers is a whimsical dc 
woven against a grid b.KkgnHir 
an ottoman or repp-weave 
struction. spanning eight cuk.r\ 
Circle No. 276

1KNOLL
KnollTextiles introduces the 
Equinox Collection, com
prised of three modern pat
terns with celestial motifs. 
Corona displays subtle, geo
metric ellipses which emerge 
through a veil of alpaca yarn. 
Eclipse (shown) expands on 
the outer space theme with a 
multi-colored and textural 
variation on the ellipse. Each 
oval is filled with a dimen
sional, colored weave out
lined against a smoother 
ground. Magnetic Field offers 
a bold interior statement with 
its strong abstract image 
evoking positive and nega
tive energt'.
Circl* N«. 282
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PRODUCT REVIEW

*1^
A

I MOMENTUM TEXTILES
Momentum Textiles introduces the La Cravatta colIectjon^ featuring 10 
unique designs in 105 colorways designed by Kristie Strasen and 
Kimberic Frost of Strasen/Frost Associates. Shown here is Cufflink, avail
able in eight colorways. This design is a play on the classic lattice, with 
lines that twist and turn, suggesting a slight whimsical effect. Cufflinks is 
woven with a lustrous yarn that replicates the look of silk.
Clrda No. 288

HI-TEX, INC.
Hi-Tex, Inc. has created a new mas
ter palette of 30 base hues which 
expand to a working palette of over 
80 colors. This leading edge master 
palette provides new ease of work
ing with the many new designs that 
have been created .specifically for 
Crypton. Hi-Tex has created a start
ing point in coordinating and inte
grating color for all elements of an 
interior from carpet and wallcover
ing to upholstery and laminates. 
CinI* No. 289

imaharam

Maharam features the Berkshire collection, three richly textured, mul
ticolored upholstery fabrics constructed of Zeftron* 200 solution dyed 
nylon from BASF. Shown here are the patterns: Millpond, a large-scale 
tapestry depicting a pond abundant with water lilies; Elevations, a 
design that evokes the feeling of being in view of sensational tree tops 
and mountain peaks from a high elevation; and Picket Fence, a slim 
Xical stripe constructed with a plush solution dyed nylon chenille yarn 
that adds texture and depth to the fabric.
Qrd* No. 290

ver-

74 Visit us at NeoCon, showroom 1043Amay 1997
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FlooringSome

Have A Few Lines

They Don’t Want You To See.

of both worlds. Independent ownership means you always get 
unbiased recommendations and quality product sourced 
from the world’s best mills. Strength of our network assures 

you greater purchasing power and the most competitive 
pricing. The itsult? Flooring you want...not what some mill 

wants us to sell you. No strings attached. To Find a StarNet 
professional in your area, just call 1-800-787-6381.

Belter find out who’s really pulling the strings before you buy 
commercial flooring. Fact is, many contractors are lied 

exclusively to one mill. To unsuspecting customers, that 
translates into narrow selection and a limited amount of 

pricing flexibility. Very limited. But that’s not the way it has 
to be. As the nation’s largest network of independent 
commercial flooring contractors, StarNet gives you die best

tommercUti nooritg (joopmHIir

One SofiRCE, UNi.iMm;i) Resources,
Circle 49 on reader service card



PRODUCT focus

The Five Musketeers Five of

Canada’s top design talents create what may or may not be a collection of new 

lounge pieces for Keilhauer By Jennifer Thiele Busch

n
e ddxitcd whether or not we should call this a collection." says Michael Keilhauer, pres

ident of Scarlx)rough. Ont.-based Keilhauer. Keilhauer is spe;iking about the company's recent intro
duction of lounge seating for the corporate ma rket. “The pieces were all designed at the same lime and 
under the same impetus,’' he continues. "But this is really more like a collection of cars. They may be 
available with the same options, but they are all very different.” What else could anyone expect when the 
“designer” is really five of Canada's top design firms, each having independently developed its own 
piece? As a result, Ellesmere, Dunlace, Hglinton, Croft, Brooklyn and Harvie constitute six stylish, clas
sically-inspired lounge chairs that aren’t intended to work together, but .should work beautifully for 
designers who want to make a .statement.

“Interior designers say there can never l>e enough choices in lounge seating," explains Keilhauer. 
“These products arc used primarily in high profile spaces like reception areas, and need to look diflfer- 
ent in every ca.se. S<i when we ask our customers what they want, the answer we hear is, ‘More of the 
same.’ Then wc need to take that information and get creative.”

In this case, Keilhauer "got creative” by commissioning five design firms to introduce the critical 
ety customers seek. lonathan Crinion, Tom Deacon, the team of Helen Kerr and Miles Keller, Scot 
Laughton and the team of Kathleen Wicks and Gordon Peteran—ail Canadian?

vari-

•were cho.sen bv
Keilhauer himself based on their portfolios, which in some cases included past work tor the company. 
“Each has exhibitcxl real cre-ative talent in different styles," observes Keilhauer. "I knew they would pro
duce the diversity we were liKikiug for,”

Even though the lounge pieces were never intended to work together like the elements of an actual 
collection, the designers had to start from a common ground that Keilhauer established with ju,st a bit 
of initial direction. “The aim of the project was to produce a group ol lounge seating based on arche
typal chair fbrm.s.” says Deacon, the designer of Croft. “Each designer or team was assigned a classic 
type to reinterpret in a fresh way.”

Keilhauer identified six classic chair styles—tuxedo, tub, club, tapered arm, rolled arm, and con
tinuous ffont-to-back flow—and the designers were assigned their particular styles ba.sed on a bal
loting system (each got either first or second choice). They were free to use any materials they want
ed. “Keilhauer offered input only as it related to comfort or manufacturing i.ssues.” reports Crinion, 
who designed Ellesmere. "As a result the pieces are actually all quite difTerent.”

“1 would say tlut the pieces are cousins more than brothers and sisters.” asserts Kglinton designer 
Laughton.VvTiile the designs lack a cohe.sive appearance, they do share a familial relationship."!! is hard 
to see any real stylistic continuity in the pieces beyond being comfortable, well-scaled and showing the 
simple elegance common to all Keilhauer products," says Deacon. All six groups—available in chair, 
two-seat and three-seat versions—feature clean, spare silhouettes with minimal accc.ssorizing detail.

Another common element of this series was fun. “We treated ihe whole exercise like an adventure,' 
Peteran and Wicks, designers of Brooklyn and Han'ie. “Each team was given its own clues and expected 
to arrive at the rendezvous t)ii time, only then revealing its itart of the puzzle. We had to trust Michael’s 
iudgment that the puzzle box contained all the pieces. Upon viewing the result we are convinced it 
does. Mavbe it turned out to be more like a box of chocolate*

says

-there is something tor everyone.” 
Creative design .solutions can be like that. Ytm never know what you’re going to get. As long as you 

and your client can tell fine chocolates from fine chairs by Keilhauer, your project will do well. ^

Circle No. 281

Five for six; Keihauer's new /ounge seating includes (from top to bottom) Brooklyn designed by 
Kathleen W7cks and Gordon Peteran, £//esmere designed by Jonathan Crinion, Harvie designed by 
Wicks and Peteran, Croft designed by Tom Deacon, Egfinton designed by Scot Laughton and Dunlace 
designed by Helen Kerr and Miles Keller.
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1 have a newwe
showroom on the 1 Oth 

floor of the

Merchandise Mart
with a whole 

of NEW

bunch

stuff.

new seating 
new systems 
new files 
new casegoods 
new showroom 
new finishes

and a few new sales people.

41URNITUR
SOURCE

Globe|anderson hickey]ljniteo Chair

Suite 1042 • Merchandise Mart • Chicago 
800/995/4562 
WWW.F-S-1.COM
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PRODUCT focus
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inning in Space You won’t

Orbit, designed by Peter Glass for Executive Office Concepts, for 

your standard, panel-based furniture system By Roger Yee

who says you have to be an aging Boomer searching for your lost ideals among the CJen Xers who occu
py the high moral ground you claimed 25 years ago? Or a Dilbert conspiring in a cubicle with oppressed fellow 
office workers to seek revenge on your inhuman boss? Ora movie buff watching your umpteenth re-run of Jack 
Lemmon as an insurance company executive lost in a sea of identical desks in 'Hie ApartnicnU Billy Wilders 1960 

acid comedy? Over the Iasi few years, astute oliservers of the business world have sensed that a sea change is 
coming to white collar work just by stopping at Starbucks for a cup of coffee and noticing the white collar 

workers tending laptops with their high lattes. Richard Sinclair, president of Executive Office Concepts 
, (EOC), sensed the time was right in July 1996 to experiment with life beyond the cubicle when he 

invited industrial designer Peter Glass to develop Orbit, a modular desk system in solid wood core and 
MDF with die-stamped steel fittings and threaded inserts that would be smalt scale, light weight, mobile, 
adjustable and knock-down (KD)—everything the standard, panel-based furniture sy,stem is not.

“Wc first became interested in the idea of a conceptual work station a few years ago,” recalls Sinclair. 
“Although there were good desk systems on the market that began to address their needs, wc saw an oppor
tunity to produce an intelligent and flexible solution at an affordable price that still had the look and feel 

of fine furniture, The .strategy behind Orbit was to do something interesting with the new concepts—and have it 
ready for InterPlan in November !996,”

A scant four months separated the drafting of the design brief from the shipment of the prototyj>e to New York 
City, EOC and I’eter Glass made good use of this interval to sort through questions that have occupied larger furni
ture manufacturers for years. “Most importantly. Orbit had to be kept simple,” states Charles Hess, vice president/ 
design and development for EOC.“11 the system had too many options, designers and users would he confused.” 

Rather than analy2e the product ad nauseam, the furniture maker and the industrial designer took an intuitive 
approach in building their kit of pans. Orbit’s main work surface would hold transient items at the .standard desk 
height, wliile tlie “orbiting” circular table, .set lower for computer keyboards, would pivot from the main work sur
face or stand alone, and the mobile storage pede.slal would slide under the main work surface or be fitted with its 
own work surface. Permanent desktop items, such as computer monitor, telephone and manuals, would be mount
ed above the main work surface with knob-turning fasteners to free up space in “topper stack-on units” that would 
include privacy screens, tack panels and transaction lops in addition to cabinets and shelves. “All work surfaces have 
been designed to‘float’ 1.25 in. above their supports to leave gaps for easy wiring access," Hess adds, “and all free
standing and ganged work stations ride on casters for easy movement and rearrangement.”

For Glass, a graduate of Art Center College in Pasadena, Calif., developing Orbit was an exhiliarating experi
ence because his powers of invention were well matched by EOC's powers of execution. “I knew EOC could man
ufacture and market such a product and price it competitively.” he says. “Bui I didn’t realize they could do it so 
fast.” Thus, his scale model of Orbit, presented to E(X1 in August 1996, was followed by the first, full-size, parti
cle-board prototype in just two weeks, with the final prototype being just two months away.

Speed of execution has fortunately not precluded EOC’s signature detailing. Aside from the clean, orthogonal 
profiles that characterize all Orbit configurations, Gla,ss points to such features as the curved beveled edge of solid 
wood with a 23® angle on the main work surface that is pleasing to both the eye and the wrist. “TTie edge is a 
favorite for me,” he admits. “It tells the user that somebody was thinking about his or her com fort." Other notable 
aspects include the gracefully arching legs of the orbiting table, the whimsical topper stack-on units and the dis
tinctive, diC'Cast aluminum drawer pulls.

The first wave of designers and clients to spsecify Orbit report that it is already proving easy to set upv—taking 
only 20 minutes for two office workers to assemble with ordinary tools—and gives every indication of being easy to 
use. Is this the shap>e of the future? If opren plan furniture systems become mired in their own size, weight and com
plexity, younger and nimbler products like Orbit will easily run circles—orbits if you like—around them.

Circl* No. 291

Spinning wrth Gen X: Letting office workers do the job m new ways is the goat of EOC's Orbit, shown in three-unit 
(top) and sing/e unit (’center/ configurations, designed by Peter Class (left)-
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Fiber Optic Lighting
Architectural Accents • Landscapes • Interiors

FIBERSTARS® fiber optic lighting has 
virtually no heat, no UV and is energy 
efficient with user-friendly installation. Fiber 
optic lighting that can change color - neon 
and incandescent lamps can't. Fiber optic 
lighting that can be used near or even in 
water - there is no electricity in the fiber 
tubing, /ti safe - there are no g/ass tubes or 
lamps to break. Compact fixtures for 
landscaping and downlighting let the 
lighting make the statement, not the 
hardware. Imagine the possibilities. . .

Circle 51 on reader service card

#t in Fiber Optic Lighting TMc

3
2883 Bayview Drive Fremont, CA 94538 USA
Tel: [800) 327-7877 [5TO) 490-0719
Fax: [510)490-3247 Internet: www.fiberstars com



DESIGN

Scenes from the
Night
Office
The remarkable nocturnal face of Japan is 
revealed at Velfarre nightclub, Tokyo, 
designed by Interspace Time

By Roger Yee

trangtf things happen al least in Western eyes—when 
young lapanese men and women cross the threshold of Velfarre, 
a recently completed nightclub in the Roppongi district of Tokyo. 
Young soraritne/i (salarymen) arrive en masse as the primary cus
tomers, drink themselves to inebriation and proceed to do things 
that their bosses and other almost exclusively male colleagues 
note and then “forget" the following day. “OL’s” (office ladies) and 
other young female clerical workers change from work attire into 
skimpy dresses and act as club hostesses, beguiling sararimen 
with coquettish conversation to buy them drinks when they are 
not dancing atop appropriately high (6-ft.) platforms. Welcome 
to one of the most striking new versions of what the lapanese call 
the “night office," a 3,000-sq. m. (53,819-sq. ft.) venue for live 
entertainment, dining and dancing designed by Tokyo and Los 
Angeles-based Interspace Time.

While discotheque nightclubs are not new to japan, the birth 
of Velfarre may inspire a wave of like-minded promotions by the

Looking for Tokyo 2000: Velfarre nightclub in Tokyo's lively 
Roppongi district Invites guests to a subterranean concert hall 

and discotheque by way of the main elevator lobby (oppo
site), where cone-shaped telescopes are trained on the dance 

floor far below. Guests wanting more than drink and finger 
food can proceed to the second-floor entrance of "Kyoka" 
restaurant (above), where teppan-yaki, a style of preparing 

and serving food on a tabletop grill popularized in America by
Benihana of Tokyo, is served.

lapanese music industry. Velfarre is the brainchOd of Avex Group, 
a multimedia entertainment company whose stable of artists pro
duces CDs, music videos and ancillary merchandise. Avex Group’s 
spin on promotion has been the decision by president Tatsumi 
Yoda and the officers of Velfarre, including Yixla as chairman. 
Katsuyoshi Toyoshima as president and Masahiro Origuchi as vice 
president, to enter the nightclub business as a showcase for live f>er-
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‘The excavation work at the building site reminded me of the 
‘earthy’ vocabulary of Andalusia, Spain,” Ushidate comments. “I 
proceeded to develop an underground entertainment palace of tun
nels and catacombs out of‘earthy’ materials and artificial lighting.”

Make-believe or not, the bulk of Velfarre would be hidden 
below Tokyo, as much to exploit its costly parcel—close to such 
Western transplants as Spago, Hard Rock Cafe, Tony Roma’s, 
McDonalds and Johnny Rocket’s plus numerous Japanese jazz 
clubs and other nightspots—as to isolate its high-decibel sound. 
The 700-seat nightclub for up to 3,000 guests was laid out as a 
multi-story space, a common practice for commercial tenants in 
such high-density cities as Tokyo, Yokohama or Osaka. Because the 
street level would hold a small parking lot, the rest of the nightclub 
would be split between a second floor, containing the restaurant, 
members-only bar and men's toilet and women’s toilet and chang
ing room, and three below-grade floors, including public party 
rooms on the first lower level, private party rooms on the second 
and concert hall and discotheque on the third and lowest level.

A walk through any floor of Velfarre will promptly assure cus
tomers that urban constraints have not stifled the sleek, high-tech 
design of bold, geometric forms, dramatic lighting, luxurious mate
rials and meticulous craftsmanship. Among the highlights are the 
concert hall and discotheque, drenched in theatrical lighting, multi
plex sound and television systems and hydraulic lifts to raise or lower 
whole sections of the floor, the second-floor elevator lobby, whose 
exprcssionistic space features cone-shaped, floor-mounted tele
scopes trained on the dance floor far below, the women’s toilet and 
changing room, a surreal stage set in polished aluminum, white glass 
and white marble, and the“Kyoka” restaurant, where teppanyaki, the 
Japanese style of preparing and serving food on a tabletop grill pop
ularized in America by Benihana of Tokyo, is served at futuristic 
counters of aluminum and baked enamel.

In effect. Velfarre’s milieu is the antithesis of corporate lapan’s 
vast, open and anonymous offices. The interiors celebrate being
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formances by new and proven talent. "Velfarre is playing the role of an 
arena of public relations aaivities for the Avex Group,” Yoda explains, 
“functioning as an information media.”

To make Velfarre a success, Avex Group targeted upwardly mobile 
men and women in their 20s and 30s and men in their 40s willing to pay 
a stiff ¥10,000 cover charge and ¥5,000 per drink ($83 and $41.50 respec-

An exotic yet harmless way to let off steam and gape at scantily clad women?

unabashedly eccentric, colorful, sensuous and mysterious, 
swathed in the pervasive darkness that characterized the pre-Meji 
era. In “post-bubble” lapan, just now recovering from a long and 
debilitating recession, young Japanese workers are forming their 
own opinions about the broad assumptions that made their par
ents such model employees and corporate Japan the wonder of 
the industrialized world. Venues like Velfarre appeal to them, 
[.owe observes, as “an exotic yet harmless way to let off steam.” 

Just how different are today’s young people? Clearly the unin
hibited activities of men at play and women at work in establish
ments like Velfarre demonstrate that the traditional double sexu-

tiveiy at ¥120 to $ 1), “Ten thousand yen is quite a stretch for individuals 
even in today’s Japan,” notes Robert R. Lowe, executive vice 
president/architecture of Interspace Time, “even if major businesses can 
afford to take employees and clients for a special night on the town at 
places like Velfarre.” However, mindful of the demise of the cavernous, 
lavishly furnished cabaret nightclubs that flourished in the 1950s and 
1960s complete with orchestras, champagne and Parisian-style floor 
shows, Avex Group chose to offer more varied if less labor intensive 
attractions to woo customers from 5:30 p.m. to 4:30 a.m.

What would a young sarariman get for ¥10,000? Velfarre would con
sist of a concert hall and discotheque for live appearances and record
ed music by such Avex Group stars as GLOVE, Namic Amuro,
TRF, Tomomi Kahara and MAX, public and private party rooms, 
a restaurant and a members-only bar. Located in a new building 
designed to house the nightclub by the architecture firm of 
Sonoda Sekkei, it would draw customers to the heart of 
Roppongi, a neighborhood favored by college students, young 
office workers, denizens of the mtu-shohai (“water world” or 
entertainment industry) and especially foreigners as a vital 
center of Tokyo nightlife.

Given the challenge of creating a seductive, nocturnal 
fantasyland for Japan’s Gen Xers, Stom Ushidate, principal 
in charge of design for Interspace Time, invented a subter
ranean, information-age hideaway for fugitive hedonists.
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al standard, which leaves men free and women restricted, persists 
in lapan, and people show no inclination to embrace Western 
attitudes about the sinfulness of sex. "Sararimen forget business 
decorum and indulge in wine, women and song." [.owe observes, 
“while young hostesses flirt in ways you never see in stiff, every
day life in Japan.” (Though the women bare more of their bodies 
than their mothers ever imagined for pocket money and possibly 
romantic liaisons, it’s only looking, no touching at Velfarre.}

An enthusiastic clientele that currently consists of 40% corpo
rate customers and 60% private individuals is helping to make 
Velfarre an artistic and financial success. “At Velfarre. new mu.sic 
is released and the first stage of concert tours is performed” indi
cates Tatsumi Yoda. “For example, star musician.s who belong to 
Avex Group were collected at Velfarre to hold a year-end count
down concert in 1996. A program that broadcasted the scene of 
the concert gained a high audience rating."

Tlie year-end performance was just another carefully choreo
graphed day in the micro-managed life of (apanese rock stars, whose 
careers tend to be brief but intense. (Namie Amuro, for example, is a 
charismatic young woman who.se lotik Ls minutely copied by her 
young fans, who call themselves Amurah.) UTiere this leaves the 
Japanese in the battle of the sexes is anyone’s guess. But like everything 
else in the night office, what happtms beneath the strc*ets of Roppongi 
will surely be noted and "forgotten” the following day. ^

You're not in corporate Japan anymore: Private party rooms 
(opposite) on the first lower level of Velfarre are the antithesis 
of Japan's vast, open and anonymous offices. These interiors 
celebrate being unabashedly eccentric, colorful, sensuous and 
mysterious—swathed in the pervasive darkness that character
ized the pre-Meji era.

An evening's memories of Velfarre—where uninhibited behav
ior among men and women is noted and then “forgotten" the 
following day—might include the multi-media drenched con
cert hall and discotheque (above, left), the sparkling, high-tech 
main dining area of "Kyoka" restaurant (above), the surreal 
stage set of the women's toilet and changing room (be/owl 
and the plush VIP Area on the second lower level (bottom).
The contrast with stiff, everyday life surprises Westerners.

project Summary; Velfarre
Location: Tokyo, /upaii. Total floor area: 5,000uj. m. or it], 
ft. No. of floors: 5 iiif/i«liiry parkiny. Total capacity: 700 scats, 

5,000 yiiests. Cost/sq. ft.: Wallcovering: Sclkon. Paint: Nippon Toryo.
Laminate: Formica. Solid surfacing: Miyake. Dry wall: Toya IMtntlL 
Masonry: Miyah’ Terrazzo flooring; Selkon. Carpet: Sclkon. Ceiling: 
Miyake. Lighting: £ndo, Tobe, Mavrav. Doors: Miyake. Door hardware: 
Osliiifw. Glass: Asahi. Windows; Asahi. Window treatments: Kiitmgai. 
Railings, screens, grill work; Asahi. Dining chairs and tables: PPM Cx>rp.. 
lEFCorp. Lounge and cocktail seating: PPM Corp. Banquette and built- 
in seating: Gouirnla. Upholstery: Ciouintla. Other furniture; PPM Carp., 
LFF Corp. Architectural woodworking/cabinetmaking: Takalsiika. 
Signage; Takatsuka. Planters, accessories: 'lakatsiika. HVAC: TakittnLi 
Kensetsu. Fire safety: /vumtiyfii. Security; Yinwi Sogti S^-stem. Building 
management system: Kumtiffii. Guest plumbing fixtures: Tou. Cooking 
range, refrigerator/freezer: Myri Pfanriitig & Operators. Client: A\vx Group. 
Architect: Sonoda Sekkei. Interior designer: Interspace Time: Stom t’sliit4i/t>. 
pnnnpuJ in charycfiv design; Rtjiten R, Lnve.eweutive VP/architectufc; Hirtyyuki 
Kawatro, tscecutive vice presuietit/intiriors. Stnutural engineer: Sonoda Sekkei. 
Mechanical engineer: Kyoritsu Corp. Electrical engineer: Iwiki Detiko. 
General contractor/construction manager: Krrrrwj’iri, Food service con
sultant: Mya Planning & Operator.',. Restaurant supply contractor: 
Kimtagai. Lighting designer: Stom Ushulaie. Acoustician: Kyvritsii Corp. 
Furniture dealer: PPM Corp., LEF Corp. Photographer; Niuasa & hirtners.
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DESIGN

High-Net Act
How Ban/c of America's San Francisco International Private Banking office and 

Simon Martin-Vegue Winkelstein Moris make high net-worth clientele
feel right at horn' ■in a bank

By Amy Milshtein

A n1—^ oes the Sultan of Brunei use an ATM? When Bill 

Gates wants lo transfer cash from savings to checking does 
he wait on the teller line? Of course not, One of the privi- 

^5^ of wealth is banking on a whole other level, and it is this 

level that the Bank of America (BoA) needed to reach for its 
International Private Banking branch in San Francisco. To scale 
those lofty heights, the Bank called on the architecture llrm of 
Simon Martin-Vegue Winkelstein Moris (SMVWM).

Luck also played a role when the Bank acquired its site. As the 
third largest financial institution in the United States with assets 
exceeding $241 billion, BoA had merged with Security Pacific in 
1992. Along with the deal came a long-term lease for a building on 
California Street in the heart of San Francisco’s financial district. 
Once a retail branch for the Bank of Italy, the circa !920s space had 
been used by Security Pacific in the same way, complete with 
tellers’ counters and queuing space.

However, the new tenant had other ideas for the grand interior. 
With the BoA skyscraper right next door, management thought the 
space would work well for the International Private Bank, a group 
that provides wealth management products and services to high 
net-worth clients and prospects around the world. The challenge 
lay in transforming the cavernous .space into three distinct areas: 
reception, private meeting and open plan.

With a fully visual interior, huge faux marble columns and 40- 
ft. ceilings, this space would make a great museum," remembers 
Lamberto C. MorLs, AlA, principal, SMVWM. "We needed to cre
ate some private areas and back of house space without spoiling the 
room’s grandeur.’’

For inspiration, Moris and his team turned to the award-winning 
work of Milanese architect Gae Aulenti, who recently turned a vener
able Parisian railroad station designed by Victor l.aloux in 1898-1900 
into the Musk d’Orsay art museum. Aulenti imposed a ground-hug
ging diitum on the architectural forms she placed in the vast shed to 
lower tile ceiling and give a more human scale to the space. 
SMVWM thought a datum could do the same for BoA’s interior 
along with providing privacy, light and a place to hide mechanicals.

With the datum decided, the designers could take the physical 
appearance of the space in many stylistic directions. Decon-

May we help you? Clients of the Bank of America's 
fnternaf/ona/ Private Banking in San Francisco are receiveef in 
appropriate grandeur. Reception fabovej separates public, pri
vate and back-of-house spaces. To ensure visual and acoustical 
privacy as well as human scale, the designers imposed an ele- 
vational datum that is expressed by the cornice in the classic 
Modern architectural forms (opposite). The datum establishes 
a scale that acknowledges the room's power and history with
out succumbing to it.
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dated,” says Carol Padham, interior designer, SMVWM. “The new 
blue, gold and white is classic and timeless." Padham also points 
out that as this facility caters to international clients, the color 
scheme had to work well for all cultures, without offending any 

one group.
Beyond the public areas are the group’s open office space. 

Although clients will never see it, even this area was raised to a 
higher standard. “B of A wanted the same finish level throughout 
the space,” says Padham, “so I got to work outside of company stan
dards." Employees enjoy real wood furniture and upgraded fabrics. 
The designers luve IxKisted the room’s once poor lighting by 
replacing some ceiling coffers with illuminated panels and putting 
task lamps on each de.sk. Natural light streams through enormous, 
floor-to-ceiling windows.

Moris and his team enjoyed working on such a challenging 
project and gain great satisfaction knowing they fit a modern 
program into an historical realm. Of course, it’s not the first lime 
SMVWM has been called to such a ta.sk. “The corporate real 
estate group selected the architects because of their experience in 
working with historical buildings,” comments Craig Berry, vice 
president and manager of design and construction for Bank of 
America’s Corporate Real Estate Division. “Together we met our 
objectives. The open office space and individual meeting areas 
provide an environment well suited to meet the business unit’s 
functional requirements while ensuring clientele’s privacy.”

In plainer words, if you’re a potential high net-worth client, 
you’ll probably love banking here. ^

.structivism or shabby chic were obvioasly oul of the quesl ion. “We 
were working with a powerful existing condition.” says Ron Aguila, 
project designer, SMVW'M. “Our solution had to be as powerful 
and always keep in mind the expectations of the users.”

The result is a clas.sic, yet decidedly late 20th-century interpre
tation of the International Style in wood. Along with providing pri- 
vac7 and lowering the scale, the scale of the architectural forms 
provide openings for much needed light, which the designers fit 
into the walls. There is even acoustical control withi)ut obstructing 
views of the remarkable ceiling. “The datum is about 10 feet high, 
which is expressed as a comice with a two-fool return inside,” says 
Morris. “This volume, along with carpeting and a while noise 
machine, assures privacy.”

Behind the interior’s solid doors are comfortable waiting areas 
.separated from conference moms by gla.ss walls. This allows clients 
to wait for bankers in privacy. Both waiting areas and conference

Keeping customers happy— 
and out of public sight

rooms are spacious to give families, lawyers and their entourages all 
a place at the table.

This is just one of many details that received careful attention 
from SfdVAVM and BoA. Before sitting in any of the conference 
rooms, clients are greeted by reception, and the procession from 
lobby to the reception de.sk affords a full view of the grand public 
space. “The old design used emerald and white and looked quite
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Welcome to the inner sanctum. Ever
wonder where international wealth

management takes place? Right here
fopposfte, top^ in any of the various

private conference rooms, where
space is individualized yet roomy

enough for larger groups. As privacy
is a must in this business, each con

ference room has its own waiting
area (opposite, faottomi Every

aspect of the facility is this carefully
coordinated—even the open area for
operations (right), which has upgrad

ed systems, wood desk tops and
high end upholstery.

BANK OF AMERICA: AXONOMETRIC
LEGEND
1 LOBBY
2 RECEPTION
3 WATTINQ
4 CONFERENCE ROOM
S OPEN OFFICE

Project Summary: Bank of America, International Banking Group
Location: Suit i-ntiicisiv, CA. Total floor area: IIJ,(XX) sij.ft. Cost per sq.
ft.: SI20. Wallcoverings: Dt’sigiiTe.x. Paint: Kelly KUxire. Laminate:
[.amiium. Dry wall: t'..S. Gypsum. Stone flooring: Clcrvi iMarhk.
Carpet/carpet tile: Shaw. Caipet fiber manufacturer: DuPont. Doors:
CAi Door hardware: SehUige. Window treatments: Mecho Sluule.
Work Stations: Herman Miller. Work station seating: Hirman Miller.
Lounge seating: HHE Upholstery: lack Lenor Ltrsen, Sina Patrsoii.
Ihvpn Textiles. Conference tables: HHP. Files: Merulian. Architectural
woodworking and cabinetmaking: Plant Architeciiiral Woodworking.
Client: hank of America. Interior designer: Simon Manin-Veguc
Winkehicm Mans. Historic preservation: ftjyi- t Turnbull. Mechanical
engineer; Flack r Kurtz. Electrical engineer: O'.KIaliony & Myer.
General contractor: Plant Construction. Code consultant: Al Goldberg.
Lighting designer; Peters & Myer. Acoustician: niornburn Assoc.
Furniture dealer: CRI. Photographer: Chas MiGrath.
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DESIGN

No More John Doe
When media mogul Rupert Murdoch 

decided to go on-line, Haines Lundberg 
Waehler kept his New York Internet 

headquarters plugged in—throughout 
one identity crisis after another

s

top talking about downsizing. Start talking about start-ups, 
big media start-ups backed by the even bigger guys. Turn on cable 
or call up the World Wide Web and you'll sec a mas.s infiltration by 
your long-lived and loved media providers. The major networks 
and media conglomerates are morphing and expanding in new 
ways 10 accommodate technology and its related consumer hob
bies. NBC is probably the most obvious example, carrying its bal- 
lyhiKH.'d MSNBC with its web link up on one arm and CNBC on 
another. But Rupert Murdoch’s News (Corporation, reiwrtedly the 
fourth largest media company, seems to be the feistiest chameleon
like media enterpri.se with a limb in every stew. News Corp., which 
owns Twentieth (ajntury Fox film studio, the Fox TV network, a 
multitude of newspapers and magazines, a book publishing house 
and direct satellite broadcasting, has taken its place on the Internet 
with the recent relaunch of TV Guide Entertainment Network 
(TVGEN), nestled in a loft space designed by Haines Lundberg 
Waehler in the Chelsea section of Manhattan, But how would this 
new venture take shape?

It hasn’t been a tranquil journey. News 0>rp.'s entertainment 
Web site would first go through name changes, false starts and recon
figurations before it would decide what it wanted to be. Originally 
called Delphi, which was based in Cambridge, Mass., the Web site’s 
name changed to i(juide when Murdoch .icquired it in 199.T

But with partner MCI backing out of the deal, and the reins pass
ing to Rupert Murdoch’s .son James, 'IVGEN had more rearranging 
to do. TV'GEN has since settled on being a prime deliverer of infor
mation on movies, sports, music and most definitely, TV. In a final 
attempt to call itself the bigge.st man on campu.s, the on-line provider 
appropriated the name of its sister publication, TV Guide, using its 
brand-name appeal to gain the trust of Internet users.

By Linda Burnett

The centra/ "newsroom " (above and opposrtej of TV Guide 
Entertainment Network, News Corporation's Internet venture 

spearheaded by Rupert Murdoch, was a/most a conference 
room. The editorial team, which writes original feature articles 

and pulls information from the print version of TV Guide, is 
divided into four units: TV Movies, Sports and Music.
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Most site visitors who click on to www.tvguidc.com are proba
bly first drawn to the site by its name and useful TV listings. “In the 
clutter of the Internet, being able to have a name brand is a power
ful tool,” says Tom Biggs, vice president of sales and marketing at 
TVCEN. “It also creates an opportunity for joint selling and inter
company cooperation.” It was only a matter of time before News 
Corp. turned to the Net to take advantage of its ability to store and 
retrieve an infinite amount of information. And with the cross pol
lination. the Internet can only help TV Guide’s preexisting

In the business of media start-ups, it’s not uncommon to go 
through n series of wardrobe changes. Only an unsuccessful ven
ture would wear the same suit from day one to day 90. Part of the 
strategy for winning people includes a great deal of tweaking, tuck
ing and hemming craggy edges.

In this case, flexibility couldn’t be more underscored. "When 
were first called in, they weren’t sure what they would be doing 
week to week,” recalls fohn Mack, project designer at HLW. “We 
were working with a loose framework in terms of both the pro
gram and the number of people we were to accommodate." That 
numl'ier would constantly change as people were hired at a rate of 
10-15 employees a week from the outset. The optimum number of 
employees was targeted at 300.

HLW has been working on various building plans with Mur- 
dodt and News Corp. for over a decade. A consistent factor from 
project to project is speed: The dale of completion is kept in mind 
before the first pencil marks the paper. “The launch date has to be 
hit," says Ted Hammer, managing partner at HLW. “It becomes a

success.

we

When media start ups go through wardrobe changes, watch their spaces J

critical mission with no room for error. The parameters are clear 
with Murdoch. He believes in building an environment that reflects 
productivity and the bottom line. That moans be creative, don’t 
waste money on item.s without a pay back, and get it done on time." 
And in 12 weeks, from design to completion, it was right on time.

The main architectural focus was originally on a central confer
ence room. However, betbre construction began, the room became a 
central newsroom, “laickily, we hadn’t built tlie conference room 
yet,” quips Mack. “We had already heard rumors of a change." An edi
torial staff would sit in a central rotunda surrounded by television 
monitors so the staff could be up to date on all the news all the time.

In the belly of the loft lies this main editorial unit. "The 
room is the activity center.” points out Mack. “Life and vibrancy 
generate from there. It’s the nerve center and that energy spreads 
throughout the space.” Under each of four columns is one of four 
show teams divided by the categories: TV, film, sports, music. A 
second ring seats five or six support people per grouping. Monitors 
and comp>uters can be placed anywhere along the exterior ring, 
which also defines the space without the use of walls.

To accommodate the rapid growth of the company, as well as 
the rapid schedule, the designers .settled on a universal work station 
that didn’t require a singular configuration. Starting with a proto
type work station. HLW ordered the furniture early, relying on the 
flexibility of its design to guide the way. “Objects organize the 
.space,” explains Mack. “The fewer fixed things, the faster the pro
ject moved.” What defines the loft space are the circular newsroom 
in the center, enclosed offices that are dumped by three groups of 
10 in “pods” and another 30 offices along the perimeter. A shared 
open ceiling distributes ambient lighting and connects open space 
with enclosed offices.

news-
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Like most start-ups, this site won't make money for three to five 
years but advertising sales are strong. Microsoft just signed a three- 
month contract for ads with TVGEN. Using TV Guide’s name is 
probably the smartest decision this start-up made, in this business, 
the name isn’t everything, but when you’re bumping against those 
like Yahoo! and Netscape, it’s a helluva good start. ♦

Because any on-line source is a 24-hour provider, the designers 
knew employees' might I>e irt the space ’round the clock. Materials 

chosen to offset the “techy" feel of exposed duct work, wires andwere
computers including red-stained plywood and a warm metal-like 
bronze instead of stainless steel or aluminum. A zig-zag shaped
“cyber-bar” or long counter with a iootrest along the north windows 
can be used as an additional office, lounge or waiting area. A trellis at 
the entrance screens the large main ducts.

With TVGEN finished, HI.W is still busy serving News Corp., hav
ing jast completed the interiors of Fox News Channel in New York. 
(Ironically, this cable service is available cveiywhere except New York 
due to the widely publicized skirmish between Time Warner’s 'led 
Turner and Murdoch.) The architect Ls also designing the Fox 
Broadcasting Center in Los Angeles and other projeas.

In the Internet world, it’s easy to get a user to hit your site once. 
Second and third hit.s mean loyalty. “Just under 1.5 million users 
have been tallied, a third of which arc frequent users of the site,” 
rept^rts Biggs. A recent deal with Web TV will give the site a prime 
position on Web TV’s opening page. “Twenty percent of all Internet 
activity will be through the Web,” Biggs says. “The convergence of 
the Internet and TV has begun. News Corp. believes the living room 
will be an important part of the Internet, not just the desktop.”

( Project Summary: TV Guide Entertainment Network 
Location; Nw York. No. of floors: 1. Floor area: 68.000 

Total staff size: 3(8). Paint: Bcniamiit Miwre. Laminate: Pionilc. Dry wall: 
U.S. Cypsutn. Vinyl flooring: Marniolcuni. Carpet/carpet tile: Allas. 
Ceiling: Pyroc. Lighting: Se Liix, Flos. Door hardware: .SV/t/uge. Glass: 
Bcndhcim. Window frames/wall systems: Acme Architectural Wall. 
Window treatments: Mecho Shade. Work stations; SMED. Work sta
tion seating; Kielhaucr. Upholstery: KnalL Ihngliia. Conference tables: 
Uita. Files; Office Specialty. Architectural woodworking: North Jersey 
Mica. HVAC: rr«m'. Client: News Corporation. Architect: Haines Lundberg 
Waehicr: Theexhre Hammer, pitrtiier in charge; Vincent Piicillo. project tnaimg- 

John .Mack, projea designer: Rolvn Dick. pn^T architect. Mechanical 
engineer: Hank Kowalski. Electrical engineer; Joe (Salabrcsc. Structural 
engineer: HeriZelazny. General contractor: Lehr Construction. Lighting 
consultant: .Mesh hail. Photographer: Peter Paige.
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The ceiling duct work at TV Guide entertainment
Network was intentionally kept exposed and

planned out so that the largest ducts would be cov
ered by a trellis at the entrance (opposite, top).

Individual offices and open-plan groups (opposite,
bottom) are united with the communal newsroom

by the common open ceiling, which reveals exposed
wires chosen in fun colors. Time Isn't only money.

it's also time: In order to get the job done fast and
keep the space flexible, fixed areas in the on-line
facility have been kept to a minimum. Offices are
arranged in groups of 10 (above) surrounding the

newsroom and articulating the space, and work sta
tions can be reconfigured if needed. Private offices

(above, right) are no less simple.
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From Chop House 
to Chop Sticks

Can a former Philadelphia steak house blossom as a Chinese courtyard called Susanna 

Foo Chinese Cuisine—with a dollop of design from Marguerite Rodgers Limited?

\AL chef, ci«>kbook author and restaurateur 
Susanna Foo ami husband h-Hsin Foo enlisted Marguerite Rodgers 
Ltd. to remn-ate the Philadelphia restaurant they originally opened in 
1987. they passeil the design firm a very full plate. Ftx) had moved 
into a tbrmcr steak house whose design had little more to offer than 
red Icatherbanqueiies and huge mirrors. When the owner attempt
ed to add her personal stamp to the interiors by hanging some 
Chinese artwork, displaying a few antiques, and buying new chairs, 
she only managed to produce a “sort of sch izophrcnic” steak house, 
according to Marguerite Rodgers, principal of Marguerite Rodgers 
Ltd. However, when Rodgers started from scratch to combine the 
setting of a Chinese garden with Foo’s imaginative cuisine, the trans
formation was complete. Re-opened this past September at 1512 
Walnut Street, in the heart of ('.enter City’s upscale shopping, restau
rant and business district, Susanna Foo Chinese (Cuisine is busily 
ser\'ing daily lunch and dinner (and a Sunday dim sum brunch) to 
enthusiastic, upscale business people, couples and families.

“The style of Susanna Foo’s is streamlined modern with eth
nic references," says Rodgers. "It’s clearly derivative of Chinese 
architecture but not an authentic traditional Chinese restaurant.” 
Because Foo wanted the dining room to be more like a private 
house than like a Chinese restaurant, most of the couple’s collec
tion of antique Chinese art, including calligraphic scrolls, textiles 
and furniture are placed throughout the 120-seat dining

“This makes sense.” Foo notes with a laugh,''s\nce we are there 
more than we are at home.” The decor also features 12 hand- 
painted verre eghmise mirrors, an Old World an form of reverse 
painted glass with sterling silver leaf applied to create a mirrored 
surface. The imagery, borrow'cd by Rodgers from ancient Chinese 
symbols for prosperity, purity and longevity, depicts the lotus, 
turtle, carp and cherry blossom, while the mirrors allow Rodgers 
to make the narrow dining r(M)m seem bigger.

Daylight also adds a welcome touch. Because Susanna Foo 
Chinese Cuisine i.s a corner property, Rodgers opened up three 
side windows covered in previous renovations and added a huge 
curtained arch window in the lounge looking onto Walnut Street. 
But there was an opening to close as well when the designer elim
inated an entrance at the corner, one of two confusing doors, 
beft>re installing a cast stone storefront that matches the rest of 
the limestone building to give the facade a unified look. “I really 
believe in curb appeal and street presence.” she insists.

By Rita F. Catinella

room.

Glowing silk lanterns create a circle of light around the dining 
room (opposite) at Susanna Foo's Chinese Cuisine restaurant in 
Philadelphia. Hand painted glass mirrors, warm colors and fresh 
orchids give the room the feeling of an open courtyard or 
Chinese garden. Through a softly curtained arched window 
(above), patrons waiting to be seated can look out onto Walnut 
Street in the central business district. A large glowing lantern, a 
huge potted tree and the owner's antique art create the feeling 
of a private home.
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Such personal attention to detail, so like the restaurant’s tare, 
can be seen and fell everywhere. All the millwork is custom, mate
rials such as glass, limestone and bamboo are chosen to give plea
sure to the eye and the hand, and the new and antique furnishings 
are strategically placed like leitmotifs. Yet the overall affect speaks 
of casual comfort—evident in the main dining area’s banquette 
seating, which flanks either side of the round tables that 
down the central .spine of the space.

jiazi chuarig, which served as the focal point of the bedroom as well 
as the prime object a woman included with her dowry. “I curtained 
it with a translucent olive green scrim so that when the curtain is 
closed, it is only possible to see images of the diners inside,’ 
Rodgers, “adding a sensual quality to the interiors.”

Por all the changes at Susanna Foo Chinese Cuisine, diners did 
not have to miss a single meal during the two-month renovation 
because the owners directed them to the second-floor banquet

says

run

Picture Philadelphians dining behind a translucent 
olive green scrim

“Susanna loves gardens and garden architecture so wc tried to 
made it feel like a courtyard or a tea garden.” notes Rodgers. In 
creating that courtyard feeling, the designer was inspired by a 
movie she had seen. “In Raise the Red Lantern, there is a scene 
with a courtyard surrounded by a ring of lanterns,” she recalls, 
“and I wanted to recreate the ring of lights in the dining room.” 
To do so, she used custom designed silk wall sconce lanterns as 
well as half dome lanterns that arc flat against the ceiling, and 
replaced the steak house’s track lighting with small aperture slot 
lights to create a glow on the tabletops.

What kind of tare is served in this calm setting? Grilled sea 
bass with wild mushrooms in caramelized ginger Siuice and sweet 
and sour balsamic vinegar, eight treasure stuffed quail with 
Chinese sausage and caramelized lotus seed and grilled baby rack 
of lamb with honey jalapcho peppers and rosemary marinade are 
just a few of the latest items on the menu. Prices range from $7- 
$14 for appetizers and $18-530 for entrees.

The restaurant’s focal point and most unique feature aside from 
the cuisine is the elegant Empress Den, a custom made private din
ing area with a large black rosewood table that seats up to 12 peo
ple. Located at tlie back of the dining room, the Empress Den is 
richly decorated with intricate grillwork, French upholstery, cus
tom designed wooden posts and a large glowing lantern. The 
design is reminiscent of the 17th-century Chinese canopy bed or

space, which Marguerite Rodgers Ltd. will soon be renovating as 
well. Philadelphia may not have a large population of empresses, 
but it’s comforting to know that if one does decide to dine there, 
there’s a certain little restaurant on Walnut Street that can do the 
job quite honorablv. ^

Project Summary: Susanna Foo Chinese Cuisine 
Location: Philadelphia. P/t. Total floor area: ZJSOst^.ft. No. 

(rf Ikwrs; /. Total guest capacity: DO. Wallcoverings: F. 
Schumacher, Kirk Rnimmel. Paine Fata Fax Carpet/carpet tile: 

Harbirtjier. Custom lighting fixtures: design by Marguerite Rcnlgers Ltd., made 
hy Mudeliiic MeCiill. Lantern fabric: Hemy Calvin. Window treatments: 
Miller Parisian. Henry Calvin. Custom railings/screens/grill work: Mar
guerite Ralgers Ltd. Dining d>airs: Dining tables; McGuire, Z. + B
Contract. Bar stools: McGuire. Lounge/cocktail seating: Hamilton Furni
ture. Reverse painted mirrors: Marguerite Rixigers, Lul. Lounge/cocktail 
seating; Hamilton Furnihirc. Cocktail tables: Anticjue. Fabrics: Royal 

LksignTex Pollack, F. Schumacher. Dtmghia. Pearson. Dining 
bendi pillows: Robert Allen. Window treatment: Hetirj- Calvin. Planters, 
accessories: Garden Aaents. Orchard arrangements: Loc Tran Orchids. 
Signage: Baker the Sign Man. Client: Susanna and E-Hsin Foo. Architect; 
lVi//iani Algie. Interior designer: Marguerite Rodgers, Ltd. Structural engi
neer; 77u' Kac7«'/e Group. Mechanical and electrical engineer: Vinokur- 
Pace. General contractor Intcch Qmstriutian. Construction manager; 
Frank Baer/Mike Darcy. Lighting designer: Tigue Lighting Design. 
Photographer: Matt Wargo.

The bar and dining room are separated by a chow bench 
(above), a Chinese furniture piece visible here from the back, 
which hides diners sitting in it from the other side. The stair

way leading downstairs is enclosed with a glass panel for 
openness, and features a bamboo handrail. The design con

cept behind the Empress Den (above, right) is reminiscent of 
17th-century Chinese canopy beds. As the focal point of the 

dining room, it allows other patrons to see only images of 
what is going on in the private dining room. iJi
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You don’t necessarily have to be a 
household name to be good.
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DESIGN

We've Come 
a Long Way, Maybe
With alternative officing high on every designers' and 

facility managers' hot topics list. Contract Design 
dispels the myths and uncovers the realities 

associated with this trend

of'fice (6'fis, of is) rt. 1. a. A place in wliich luisiness or profession
al iKliviiies are conducted, b. The personnel working in an office.

Martha V\Tiitakcr, facility management liaison at 
Hcllmuth, Obata & Kassabaum in St. Louis, aptly points out, the 
above definition from Webster is not entirely accurate. ‘“Ofifice’ is 
not ju.st a noun anymore, it’s a verb,"she comments."! wonder how 
long it will take for that change to .show up in the dictionary." 
Whether or not it is officially recognized by the lexicographers of 
the English language, anyone who bears responsibility for tiicilities 
design and management in corporate America is familiar with the 
idea of office as activity versus place, recognizes the term "alterna
tive officing" in connection with the concept and probably wants 
more information on the subject. To find out what’s actually hap
pening beyond the flood of not-st>-plain-talk, ContracT Design 
spoke with leading design and facilities professionals.

How prevalent alternative officing is in U.S. corporations today 
depends on how the term is used. "One of the biggest myths about 
alternative officing is that it’s new,’’ says Wliitaker. "Our work has 
been moving this way fora long time,’’In fact, according to the broad 
definition offered by Michael Considinc, an a.ssuciate vice pre.sident 
at RTKL in Baltimore, the most common and time-honored tbrni of 
alternative officing is universal planning, which focuses on the estab
lishment of a few space standards for an entire office population.

Many design experts agree that no more titan 10-30% of U.S. 
corporations arc ever likely be involved in full-scale implementation 
of the more radical forms of alternative officing—identified by in
creasingly popular buzzwords such as tc*am space, hoteling, free 
address, shared space, telecommuting and work at home—for a ma
jority of the work force. However, broader usage of these instances 
may certainly appear within a majority of cttmpanies.

Team space has found its way into businesses as conservative as 
the insurance industry and as progressive as high-tech and advertis
ing indu-stries, according to Whitaker. Hoteling has gained populiu-i- 
ty among service organizations like acaiunting and consulting firms, 
where much of employ^' time is spent at client sites anyway. "Even 
in these instances, it is fairly idiosyncratic," she says, “and would 
probably never be used by more than of an office population.”

By Jennifer Thiele Busch

Once used to refer to work activities like hotel
ing and telecommuting, the concept of alterna
tive officing has grown to include any non-tradi- 
tional work space, like this group work study 
area (above) at the corporate headquarters of 
Hoffman LaRoche in Nutiey, N.J., designed by 
Gens/er and The Hillier Group. Though more 
radical forms of alternative officing are not likely 
to be implemented by more than 20-30% of the 
corporate world, more mainstream interpreta
tions like team space are gaining popularity. 
Photograph by Mario Carrieri.
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"Telccommuling is a basic necessity for a large segment of the 
working population,” adds John Holey, president of Holey 
Associates in San Francisco and a principal of the @ WORK 
Consulting Group. “But is it a formalized philosophy? Sometimes 
yes. Sometimes it's just an extension of the way people have always 
been working.” And the work at home option currently seems more 
a response to individual situations,“to accommodate changing val
ues about work, commuting, and family requirements,” says 
Whitaker. In truth, it is probably exercised by only a very small seg
ment of the working population on a regular basks.

“I think alternative officing has transitioned into something 
other than hoteling and telecommuting.” Holey explains “To me, 
the concept means you have officing, and you have alternatives. The 
key factors are choice, flexibility, mobility. It's simply looking at 
alternatives to the traditional office.” Smart organizations arc thus 
recognizing alternative officing for what it really is—a response to 
the way people are working or need to work. “They are giving their 
staffs the tools they need to be efficient ” observes Holey. “This has 
nothing to do with following the trend. It's just people being smart 
about providing a total environment for staff to work.”

The total work environment of today must integrate space, 
technology and human resources, all three of which play an e.ssen- 
tial role in alternative officing, no matter how ordinary or radical 
the strategy. Technology—an enabler of the trend, not a driver— 
has clearly expanded the options for where and how people work, 
rhe work place, to revisit Whitaker’s observation, is now viewed 
more as collection of activities that must be supported by the 
physical environment.

Thus, the human rcst>urces issues are the most critical factor in 
the successful or unsuccessful implementation of any alternative 
officing strategy “A company's management philosophy, protocol.

corporate culture—these are the drivers,” says Holey. “It’s all about 
managing relatioaships back to the organization.”

"Alternative officing is less about technology and the artifacts of 
the office that it is about managing change,” agrees Kit Tuveson, 
vice chairman of the International Facility Management 
Association (IFMA) board of directors and facility operations 
manager at Hewlett Packard in Palo Alto, Calif. “The behavioral 
aspect is huge.” Experts warn that oi^anizations that fail to focus on 
the people issues—what Tuveson refers to as “the softer side” of 
alternative officing, including everything from management buy-in 
to corporate culture to the social ramifications for every affected 
employee—when implementing alternative officing strategies are 
destined for trouble. “’This can represent a radical change for peo
ple in an office, and sometimes clients don’t realize what an educa
tion process alternative officing entails,” observes Frederick 
Johnson, an associate project manager for RTKl..

Though it is clearly within the role of the designer—and liis or 
her best interests—to understand the social issues associated with 
any alternative officing strategy, experts hesitate to suggest that 
design professionals should bear the ultimate responsibility for 
educating the client in these matters. “Designers must be part of a 
team that includes technology expertise and human resources 
expertise,” insists Thomas Gerfen, president of RMW in San 
Francisco. “They must form strategic alliances with other profes
sionals, such as business p.sychologists.” A knowledgeable facilities 
manager can ahso play a critical role in the process. “Alternative 
officing concepts challenge us to understand the work place as a 
performance tool,” .says Tuveson.

Measuring the value of the work place as a performance tool can 
yield intangible results, however. “Executives are asking for anything 
that improves the productivity of the work force,” continue.s 
Tuveson. "But we are still waiting for conclusive proof that alterna
tive officing can accomplish this. The impact cannot easily be mea
sured in dollars, so a huge amount of faith needs to be put forth.”

For this rea.son, Gerfen stres.ses the importance of presenting 
alternative officing as a business solution, rather than an economic 
solution. “When we talk to clients about alternative officing,” he 
reports, “we don’t start off with a discussion about productivity, 
because it’s so hard to define. Instead we try to discover what it is 
they’re really after. What business result do they want to accomplish, 
and how can that be connected to the knowledge structure of the 
organization. We talk about efficiency as opposed to productivity.”

Unfortunately, designers routinely report that cost savings 
incentives still drive interest in alternative officing. “Expectations 
are blown way out of proportion,” cautions Gerfen. “If companies 
think alternative officing is going to save them 35-40% on real 
estate costs, that just isn't going to happen. In may cases, imple
mentation merely readjusts where the money is being spent.” For 
in.stance, a hoteling system may reduce space but increase technol
ogy, housekeeping and filing costs. And mobilizing an entire sales 
force to telecxnnmute bears obvious technology costs. “Olher peti- 
ple think, ‘If we u.se alternative officing, all our staff is going to be 
happy and more productive.” continues Gerfen. “Thai’s ridiculous. 
This isn’t a magic bullet.”

As the myths give way to the realities of alternative officing, the 
true potential of integrating space, techn<ilogy and people in the 
appropriate work environment and for the right reasons will slow
ly become more apparent. “People think change happens very fast.
It doesn’t," says Whitaker. “But whenever technological, social and 
economic forces come together, something undeniable happens.’’

The work place, like the world, is experiencing that kind of 
change. Keep taking your nap in it if you like—at your own risk. ^
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John Holey. AIA. president of Holey Associates and a principal 
of & WORK Consulting Group, uses this diagram (above) to 

i/lijsfrdfe how alternative officing concepts relate to more tradi
tional work spaces. "The most interesting piece is the office 

home," says Holey. "This kind of environment allows flexibility, 
comfort, a sense of being and can either dress up at one time 
or dress down at another. The components of that system will 
be the home, satellite work places, airports, hotels, a primary 

office location... and the communities and alternative work 
locations that are developed within that environment."
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you’re setting up offices, not Fort Knox.
Finally there’s a way ro combine the aesthetics and flexibility of tile systems with cost-effectiveness and ea.se of use.

Presenting TL2. More flexible than conventional panel systems. Easier to u.se chan conventional tile systems, 
And more cost-effective than both.

TL“’s stackable panels can be added onto any of its standard base panels with a simple, 
universal conncaion system. Which makes additions and reconfigurations a snap. 
TL^ also features a logically measured organization of base panel and stackable tile 
sizes, creating a simpler, more flexible approach to office planning.

Order your complete TL2 information package today by E-mailing your request to 
infof-^panelconceptsinc.com or calling 800-854-6919. You can also fax your request 
to 714-433-3379 or write us at Panel Concepts, Inc., PO. Box C-25100, Santa Ana, 
CA 92799-5100.

TL^ rocewoy module options intiude bosic 
powerAommuntcolnns wtess ond odvoKod, 

integroted teletonferencing capabilities-

Panel Concepts’
Designed around vou.
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DESIGN

Still in Kansas?
What happened when 

ad agency Sullivan 
Higdon & Sink invited 
HOK to create a work 
environment the likes of 
which Wichita, Kan., has 
never seen before

By Ingrid Whitehead

loto, we are still in Kansas. Really. Sullivan 
jjiy^ Higdon & Sink (SHS), in the business of creating image and 
^ posture for high-profile clients such as Cessna aircraft, Blue 

Cross Blue Shield and Pizza Hut, felt it was time to restructure and 
CJ'eate a new image for itself But polishing the shingle oji the door 
was not going to be enough. The 26-year-old advertising agency, 
Wichita’s largest, decided to tear down the walls, and build itself back 
into an ad agency that could better keep the pace of today’s advertis
ing climate, with help tfom Hellmulh Obata & Kassabaum (HOK).

The desire to re-engineer wasn’t a whim. SHS’s management 
(or the “coaches,” as tire company calls them i created a task force of 
18 people from a cross section of the company and employed a 
consulting firm that specializes in advertising agency strategy. Then 
the coaches stepped aside and resolved to let the task force decide 
the fate of the agency.

“Wc don’t think being on the bleeding edge is crucial,” says CFO 
Samuel Williams, “but wc do want to be on the leading edge.”

SHS chose HOK to help it assess its needs and find a new 
home—not an easy ta.sk, as SHS had been in its previous building 
so long it had become known as “the Sullivan Higdon & Sink 
Building.” The old building’s problem was that because it had once 
been a hotel, rooms tended to be segregated by a surplus of walls, 
forestalling the open situation SHS sought. HOK and real estate 
consultant LaSalle Partners scoured the city and found the right 
location in Wichita’s warehouse district.

Built in 1938, the new home of SHS had once been the Cole
man [.amp & Stove Co. factory, and had been abandoned in the 
1980s, SHS realized that by restoring this particular building the 
agency would enjoy two benefits. Not only would it have the space 
and impact it needed, il would also aid the rebirth of this section of 
the city, located a short walk from downtown.

A.sses.sing the needs of the company and its staff, who, apart 
from the coaches, has an average age of about 30, was another cru-

In with the old, in with the new: HOK found ways to integrate 
antique p/eces with modern furniture and decor at Su/livan 
Higdon & Sink, such as a century-old fireplace facade that 

was brought from the old building and put in the new lunch
room as a showcase for some of SHS's many awards (oppo

site). On the exterior of the building (above), mixing old with 
new meant a scu/pted metal sign with the agency's new logo 

and a new entryway, which also serves as an outdoor patio 
accessible from the second floor.

lOl
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dal part of the process. Senior designer Mark Herman, project 
manager Nora Akerberg and other members of HOK’s team decid
ed the best way to carry out the assessment would be to become a 
sort of extended family to SHS. Like family, they asked for a place 
to stay at the old facility and promptly moved in.

“I know every person in that company,” laughs Herman. “We 
interviewed them all in two different ways. The idea was to find out 
how these people worked, and how they interacted.”

Once Herman and his team had this information, the actual 
building, the budget and an idea of what the employees wanted in 
their new home, it was time to draft a plan to help SHS achieve the 
goals of its new regime. (“Make it ‘cool,’” was the word from the 
troops, and an inlding of what “cool” was came from Herman, hav
ing shown image after image to the employees.) Those goals were 
primarily to make SHS’s clients happier by making things work 
taster, better and with less complexity.

HOK condensed its architectural and design solutions into four 
key components. The first had to do with the employees them
selves. HOK recognized that an advertising agency such as SHS had 
unique needs as for as comfort levels were concerned. Creatives and 
account managers had to work together in an environment that

Everything moves at SHS, 
the furnishings as well 

as the employees

would be hip, but not too high tech. After all, we re talking Kansas 
here, not New York or San Francisco.

The next component to consider was flexibility, because the 
agency wanted the new facility to be a space to grow in. Third, com
munication was key. The work and common areas needed to be 
designed to foster interaction among the employees, teams and the 
clients themselves. Lastly, both the interior and exterior of the new 
facility had to project an image that expressed creativity and attitude.

Overall, the message of the reborn company had to be clear. The 
facility almost had to proclaim: “Wc care very much about our look 
and our business, and we will care very much about yours,”

The results are startling. Handed a low budget, HOK used inex
pensive materials in unique ways. Custom work stations and cubi
cle panels—all of which are on wheels—are constructed from birch
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Using common materials in 
unusual ways was t/ie key to 
SHS's successful new facility. 
Also, the juxtaposition of 
exposed brick, brightly col
ored walis, unpainted birch 
desks and wall panels in each 
work space, exposed beam 
ceilings and a new logo gives 
the space a modern, artsy 
image that unifies the design 
fphotos opposite and left)
HOK condensed its architec
tural and design solutions into 
four key components: comfort, 
flexibility, communication—and 
an image that expressed cre
ativity and attitude.

doors, while the floors are raw cement with area ruj^s scattered 
throughout. Ceilings are mostly uncovered, leaving exposed beams, 
while brick walls provide an industrial fed througltout the space. 
Nobody has an ofiflce in the new space, but the coaches’ work sta
tions are located near an outdoor patio to promote communica
tion among senior management and staff.

Communication i.s one thing, noise is another. HOK recognized 
that to go from an environment where everybody had an office to 
one where nobody did would have its ups and downs. The design 
team also realized that privacy would remain important at times, so 
they scattered endosed, shared areas throughout. “We call these 
private areas ‘retreats.’” says Akerberg. “These enclosed rooms have 
telephones, desks and a door.”

Besides the retreats, each duster of work stations has a “living 
room," a casual area complete with comfortable chairs where team 
members can meet informally. To help disperse sound, Herman 
put a fabric-covered panel in each work station, which also serves 
as a memo board. Also, the team installed a constant volume air 
flow .system, which comes with a degree of white noise to keep dis
tracting noise to a minimum. WUliams maintains that although 
sound was a problem, people arc becoming more resp>ectful each 
day in the new space, so noise levels have dropped considerably.

Technology is key in today’s advertising atmosphere, and HOK 
wired the new facOity to reflect that fact. Cabling is run along ceil

ing beams, and dropped down into 4x4 spine columns positioned 
throughout the space every 20 feet. The columns stay put, while the 
work stations are designed to be moved when needed. Iriternet 
access is universal, and the main conference room contains audio 
visual equipment for prc.sentations.

Mixing technology with antiques is a design touch that gives the 
facility its unique look and feel. As well as keeping an old furnace 
in the reception area to hou.se a video monitor, HOK installed 
antique pieces everywhere that came from the old SHS building or 
SHS’s private collection. These pieces include several armoires, 
light fixtures and even a fireplace facade that holds special meaning 
to the employees; In the old building it displayed several of the 
company's awards on its mantel—and still does! Juxtaposing such 
pieces with modern-looking furniture and fixtures, such as the cus
tom metal signage and reception desk designed by a local metal 
sculptor team, gives SHS a cutting edge image.

“Cool.” defined by SHS and interpreted by HOK, may well put 
Kansas on the map of what’s in. ^

Project Summary: Sullivan Higdon & Sink 
Location: Wichita, KS. Total floor area: 2.i,0(H)sq. ft. 

^ No. of floors; 2. Average floor size; W.OtiO scf. ft. Total 
staff size: 68. Cost/sq. ft.: S41.28. Wallcoverings: PesignTex. 

Paint: Sherwiri Williams. Laminate; Wilsonart. Drywall; Goltl Bond. 
Masonry: Kansas hiiilding Products. Carpet; Lotus. Ceiling; Arm
strong. Lighting: Williams, Halo. Doors; Pemdoor/Steclcraft. Door 
hardware: Yale. Glass; Pozzi. Work, stations: Key Construction, 
Work station seating; Herman Miller. Lounge seating; Kron. Caf
eteria. dining, auditorium seating: Vina. Other seating: Vitro. 
Upholstery: Knoll. l + I. Conference tables; Knoll. Cabinet
making; Wend-Wood. Keyboard support: Herman Miller. Signage; 
Grotto. Reception desk: Grotto. Elevators: Otis. HVAC; Trane. 
Plumbing fixtures: Kolilcr. Client; SuJlivnn & Sink. Arch
itect/Interior designer: Hellmuth, Obata + Kassahaam, Inc.: Roger 
McFarland, principal-in-charge; Nora Akerberg. project manager; Mark 
Herman, project designer: Peter Dorsey, project architect; Tom 
Kaezkowski, lighting designer. Mechanical engineer: Airstock. Elec
trical engineer: EZ Electric. General contractor: Key Construction. 
Lighting designer: Hellmuth, Obata Kassabaum, Inc. Furniture 
dealer; Goldsmiths. Photographer: Steven Hall/Hedricb Blessing.
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DESIGN

Scaling 
the 

New 
Jersey 

Alps

switzcrland is usually stereotyped as orderly, tasteful, uni
form, elegant and breathtaking. Of course. What else would anyone 
expect of a country known for precision engineering, quaint 
mountain villages, scientific and medical instruments, cheese, 
industrial machinery, skiing, time pieces, the Alps, chocolate, polit
ical neutrality, Johanna Spyri's Heidi, international banking, yodcl- 
ing and three official languages, German, French and Italian? New 
Jersey is also stereotyped in a distinctive if less flattering way. 
Though no Switzerland, the Garden State defies its stereotypes with 
a beauty that lies in the contradictions between extremes—includ
ing a mini-city owned by a Swiss family in Nutley, N.I., just 10 miles 
outside of New York City.

That mini city is the campus of Hoffmann-La Roche, the $80 
billion pharmaceutical giant that lakes up 125 acres of Nutle\’ and 
provides jobs tor some 5,000 people. Recently, the interior design 
firm of Gensler teamed with the architecture firm of Hillier Group 
and Hoffmann-La Roche's own director of architectural planning 
and design centcr/rcal estate services, Don Raney, AIA, to create a 
seven-floor, 225,000-sq. ft, operations center on the company cam
pus that brings a little piece of Switzerland to this side of the 
Atlantic Ocean. Building 1, not surprisingly, is orderly, tasteful, uni
form, elegant and noticeably lacking in extremes.

There are other sources of inspiration, lo be sure. From land
scaping to filing cabinets, glass to artwork, the project team gath
ered materials and products from all over the world to create the 
building, which stands out in contrast to other structures on the 

‘ach different in its own way and marking a different

Hoffmann-La Roche teams with Gensler 

and The Hlilier Group to create a team- 
based office building whose goal is 

nothing short of transforming the way 
the Swiss pharmaceutical giant 

works in Nutley, NJ.

By Ingrid Whitehead

Let there be light: Skylights, special glass from Japan and 
a highly reflective ceiling surface serve to bring the sun 

deep into Hoffman-La Roche's Building 7, as evidenced in 
the bright, two-story studios fopposifej, hallways and 

team work spaces (above).

campus-
period in the development of the New jersey headquarters. From 
its conception. Building 1 was set up to be a unique, academically
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conceived project—a true alternative office to improve the way 
Hoffmann-La Roche works.

The old Building 1 wa.s a mix of private offices and open plan 
work stations. Its location, amount of floor space, number and 
location of windows and proximity of .support staff were delineat
ed by status in the traditional mold, and seemed to Raney and his 
team to have little to do with how much space was actually needed 
by the employees to achieve their business goals.

Raney invited four A/E teams in a paid design competition to 
submit pro^wsals for Building 1. Hoffmann-La Roche’s objectives

Institute of Technology, who brought to the table all the latest 
research on alternative office solutions. Other consultants, covering 
disciplines as varied as “green architecture,” color and lighting, were 
brought in as well. Nothing but the best expertise would do for 
Hoffmann-La Roche employees.

Once the project began in earnest, Raney encouraged the 
design team to be as innovative as possible, making it his duty to 
“sell” the teams ideas to senior management. “The goals of the 
employees who work in this building are to gel drugs through the 
FDA process and to market,” says Raney. “They are doctors

It's okay to shut the world out of your study at Hoffmann-La Roche

were outlined by an internal Hoffmann-La Roche team. Backing 
the entire effort was the company’s president, Patrick Zenner, who 
pointedly asked for a work en\’ironment that would foster a 
reduced time from drug discovery to market, co-locate clinical 
development departments svith sales and marketing, and create an 
atmosphere that would promote interaction between employees.

At the same time Hillier Group and Gensler were awarded the 
project, Raney summoned another team of organizational and 
design consultants from Cornell University and Massachusetts

engaged in clinical trials, marketing people and sales people 
working in teams. Getting a drug to market usually takes about 
seven years. We’re trying to cut that time down by putting people 
in an office that promotes teamwork and interaction. We came up 
with some dramatic ways to do that.”

The drama begins with the floor plans, which are organized 
into "neighborhoods.” Each floor offers two two-story high studios, 
which divide the compact building into four smaller quadrants, 
and provide a visual connection to the exterior site through two-
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siory bay windows. .Six to eight conference rooms or “team work 
rooms" are also located on each tlcK)r. The layout.s of offices, or 
“studies,” are designed to make the studios easily accessible to 
meeting spaces—the average distance between them is 50 ft.

The creation of the 7-ft. x ] 0-ft. study replaces the private office 
for all levels of staff. This concept comes from a carefully 
researched tlieory that sugge.sts that the bulk of space in a conven
tional office is underutilized. The study, which Gensler has patent
ed, is a private “think cell” that is fully wired (cabling drops from 
the ceiling into columns that feed elcctricit)- to the study) and 
meant to be used as a private space.

Changing from a traditional private office and open plan 
workstation set up to one where everyone has a one-size- 
fits-all private "study/’ (opposite, bottom right and below) 
can be an emotional challenge—it's not easy to give up 
coveted persona/ space. Gensler and The Hillier Group 
made it a little easier by designing several different icinds of 
spaces for employees to meet in, including large rooms for 
presentations (opposite, top left), smaller "team work 
spaces" (opposite, top right) and coffee bars on every other 
floor (opposite, bottom left).

ees. Who knows? Perhaps an employee working on drug X will 
see an employee working on drug Y, they will start to chat—and 
the idea for drug Z will be born. “Constructive inconvenience,” 
says O'Malley. “We wanted to rai.se the ambient information 
level in the building.”

A place where ambiance and ambient information can be 
shared is the building’s center stairway, which has everything to do 
with one of the most crucial concepts in the design—daylighting. 
The atrium stairca.se is beneath a skylight and surrounded by gia.ss, 
ail of which was carefully orchestrated to bring the sun’s rays into 
the building’s center and send it out into the surrounding work 
spaces, Layers of polarized glass, specially made in japan to direct 
light in a deliberate way, are used on all the windows and skylights 
to bring light deep within the building.

Daylight penetrates so far indoc>rs because of horizontal ludte 
prisms stacked inside two glass panels. The panels have an acid etch

An employee can close the study’s sliding door (complete with 
lock), yet still see through fritted glass panels and interact with co- 
workers. Each study is equipped with its own Personal 
Environment Module (PEM) of environmental controls which let 
the employee regulate his or her own level of air, heat and even 
white noise. “The studies arc designed like a first-class railway car,” 
explains Patric O’Malley, Gensler vice president and project direc
tor, “where maximum efficient use of space is key.”

In keeping with this efficient use of space, Hillier Group and 
Gensler designed a variety of spaces throughout the building where 
teams can interact. Large, two-story-high group work areas divide 
the compact building into four smaller quadrants. Sixty five team 
work spaces are scattered strategically throughout, while coffee bars 
are located on every other fltwr.

Is caffeine not wanted on some floors? Hardly. The design team 
wanted to encourage random encounters between various employ
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that diffuses glare, and the assemhly is designed u> work with the 
light reflecting acoustical ceiling to bathe even the deepest corners 
in warm light. Some of the windows around the perimeter of the 
building are shaded with 90*H) deasity mesh fabric shades lied to 
both a solar tracking sensor and a daylight sensi'r, which raise and 
lower the shade according to the sun’s position and brightness.

Japanese glass was just one of the international products u.sed in 
this building. Products also came from Germany, Italy, France and 
Switzerland, all carefully chosen or designed specitkally for the 
building (including the filing cabinet knobs, which wei'c length
ened to provide easier access for New jersey fingernails!) Cultural 
flair also can be found on every floor in the huge, ctjmmissioned 
paintings that hang on walls near the center of every floor, and cre
ate a virtual art gallery on the ground floor.

Art and culture aside, Riiney admits that emotional challenges 
are still in effect from employees who once had large private offices 
and now must work in a classless system. “I figure that there's a 
two- to five-year adjustment pericKl." admits Raney, "and at this 
point it has only Iscen a few months. The ba.sic premise is that gocxl 
ideas can come from anybody in the company, and having equal 
space among everybody encourages that. However, in reality it 
takes some getting used to.”

Compact, efficient and environmentally sound. Building I's 
design team has taken the chaos out of the office. "We'd like to put 
this budding on a New York city block,” says Hillier CJroup project 
architect Phil Dordai. As a mailer of fact, what business communi
ty anywhere couldn’t benefit from having 225,000 sq. ft. of light, 
productivity and order? ^

Project Summary: Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc. 
U.S. Headquarters 

Location; Nutley, ,V/. Total floor area: 2J5,00() sti-ft. No. of floors: 7. 
Average floor size; 32.(XK) sq. It.. Total staff size: Wallcoverings:
Knoll, Forbo. Paint; I'kmiM Kiiufiiuin CuAor b}' Conliix. Laminate: Miciirtn. 
Dry wall: Sloan. Resilient flooring: (lork ilil.. Forhti Carpet:
Mohawk. Carpet fiber; DuPiytii. Ceiling: DcioHs/its, Ceilings Plus, VSC 
Interiors. Lighting: NfoRiJ>-, Lighlolier. Halo, highuvretl Lighting Products. 
Umis Potilsen, LiteLab, H}rcl, Bcga. SPl. Window treatment: Ma lw Slunk. 
Work stations: Unifor. Work station seating. V-’ifra. Lounge seating: 
Knoll, Herman Miller. Coffee bar seating: ICF. Conlcrencf scaling; Knoll, 
Vilra, Herman Miller. Upholstery: Knoll, Herman Miller, Vitm, ICF. 
Conference tables: Haller. Coffee bar tables: ICR Other tables: Knoll, 
Haller, Vecta. Files: Meridian, Haller. Architectural woodworking and 
cabinetmaking; S/twin. Planters: (Jd/fn’)’ Ceramics. Signage: ASI. White 
markerboards: Egan Visual. Prismatic glass panels: Figla USA. Client: 
Hoffmann-La RocIk, Inc. Building architect: The Hillier (iron^; Alan 
Cimacoff, AM, project principal: Philippe Ibjrdai, RA. projea archilccl: David 
Hingslon, AM, project manager; Russell Swanson. AM. p^oje^^ ax>nliiuilor: 
Hrooks Critcbfield, land Canviuvi Leonard Crwnn. Michael Honue, Tomas 
Kasman, Charles Maim, lolui Midliken, Serge Olhovsky, Miw Rawley, Alvlh 
Slolnick, Kirsten Tbrofi. Pal 'I'ine, Peter Weiiigarlai. project team. Interior 
designer: Censlcr, Patric O'Malley. AM, project director; Yce l.cung, AIA. tech
nical director; Joseph McMahon, senior designer; Joseph liranealo, /\ I A, partner- 
in-charge; Lisa Borgmeicr, Rikxo GiiinHi’fri, Willuim Staciiiplh, project team. 
Landscape architect: The Hillier (.Iroup; Tom Stearns, Tim Maness. 
Structural engineer: The (Cantor St'inuk Croup. M/E/P engineer: R.C. 
Vanderwell Engineers. Civil engineer; 7hnvrs Ass<k. Construction manag
er Cillume. Daylight/glass consultant: QirpcnUr/Norris Qmsidling. Tele
communications consultant; CS Techiu^ogy. Audiovisual consultant: 
Smith-Meeker Engineering. Curtain wall consultant; Curtain Wall Iksign cF 
CAinsidting. Security consultant: Schtff & Assw. Acoustical consultant: 
Acenieeh. Hardware consultant: Adolph SoefTmg & Co. Energy consultant: 
Roger Preston & Partners. Environmental consultant; Croxlon Collalwative. 
Lighting designer; Hitman DiBernardo. Photographer: Peter Aiiron/Esto.

In Building 1, meetings can be spontaneous, because of the 
availability of conference areas. Each floor has two 800-sq. 
ft. "studios" (above). These flexible large rooms intended 
for teaming functions are on outer walls and have glass 
walls that extend two stories. Studios make efficient use of 
natural fighting and provide a sense of open space.
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The last lime 5«u ^Dedfied a 
Wall-Wail ligjiting Fixture.

Introducing the NeoR^ PmtaflexTM

Seamless, Up to 40 ft.
neof^eq

537 Johnson Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11237
Tel: 718/456-7400 / Toll free: 800/221-0946 / Fax: 718/456-5492 / http://www.neoray.com
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BUSINESS

The Conquest of Space When a business

needs an infrastructure to provide employees effective work environments, it's a job for the architect 

fixed asset manager By Keith Keppler

as

where were you in the early '90s? an unusual opportunity to influence the relationship of form to 
function. Equally important, they are in a position to help make 
corporate real estate assets contribute actively to the overall pro
ductivity of the organization.

However, this privileged position at the right hand of the 
client early in the decision-making process is easily pre-empted 
by a growing list of other advisors, including management con
sultants, real estate consultants and whole new categories of 
“change agents.” Indeed, any of these would-be advisors can make 
a convincing case for the aptness of their particular consulting 
perspective. All could easily demonstrate how their command of

Can you even remember those dark days? The gospel was cost- 
reduction, re-engineering and rightsizing. Major users and oper
ators of corporate real estate took aim at occupancy costs and 
found ways to cut them down to size. Real estate professionals, 
architects and interior designers were willing accomplices to what 
often amounted to triage as they helped their clients leave high- 
profile central business district locations and find smaller, sim
pler and much cheaper facilities in the suburbs.

Today these leaner organizations are rebounding with vigor.

Overcrowding or architec
ture? Tracking the gap be
tween growth/swing space 
and projected staff levels 
over the four quarters of 
1997 in an organization's 
three buildings (left) helps 
define productivity in terms 
of occupancy. While two of 
the three buildings will have 
a shortfall, the third is 
expected to show a surplus.

Demand for performance is driving corporate strategy. Value- 
based management is the new buzzword in an environment 
where shareholder return is at the top of the priority list. 
Unfortunately, many corporate decision makers still perceive real 
estate and facilities as cost centers rather than value-enhancing 
components of a break-through business strategy.

such occupancy issues as business strategy, property values and 
work process engineering would affect corporate success.

It is up to the members of the architectural community to 
articulate the advantages of their capabilities as gatherers and 
evaluators of information, spatial problem solvers and construc
tion administrators. Furthermore, they must validate their stance 
as participants in a planning and implementation process rather 
than a transactional one. At the same time, they must acknowl
edge that occupancy planning services benefit from a solid real 
estate advisory perspective.

By strengthening its service offering with the skills of a real 
estate professional, a design firm can provide the client with both 
the insight and neutrality required of a true consultant. Such real 
estate talent is increasingly part of the human resource mix in

The advice industry: Why are designers getting crowded out at 
the top?

In truth, forward-thinking architects and interior designers 
have long been in the vanguard for creating value as it relates to 
workplace productivity. Because of their traditional role in the 
programming of facilities, architects and interior designers have
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Not just for today.

HALLER SYSTEMS Everything is in a state of flux, everything is 
changing. Design of office space is becoming 
time design. Long periods of time can thus 
only be designed with furnishings that 
incorporate change and development: as do 
the HALLER SYSTEMS.

Open to the future - for over a quarter of a 
century.

We shall be happy to send you further 
information. Just call 1-800-4 HALLER and 
quote the following reference No.: KD1

U. Schaerer Sons Inc.
A & D Building 
150 East 58th Street 
New York. N.Y. 10155 
Telephone: 212 3711230 
Telefax: 212 3711251

Mobili G Inc.
Showplace Design Center #341 
2 Henry Adams Street 
San Francisco. CA 94103 
Telephone: 415 431 9900 
Telefax;

HABITAT corporative, gomes farias 987-a, centre 91700, veracruz. ver., m^xico, 
Phorte 01152 29 32-4985. Fax: 01152 29 32-8201 416 431 9901



BUSINESS

progressive design organizations that seek professi(inals with 
additional experience and training in business disciplines.

standing ot how the client measures its own success and calibrat
ing that measurement to the tiemand for staff, they establish a 
critical relationship—the linkage between employee productivity 
and optimal space utilization. Because the value of every employ
ee is receiving increasing scrutiny, the design firm’s objective is to 
establish a strategy that maximizes the productivity of personnel 
and the efficiencT of the spaces they occupy.

The result is cost savings achieved through optimized real estate. 
The facility’s performance is measured against the client’s business 

|.H'rformancc in order to achieve clfcctive space utiliza
tion in the present. Furthermore, pin^xjinting the rela
tionship between sjwe and productivity prepares the 
client to make a directed series real estate decisions 
with relevant co.st anah'ses in the future.

This construct is the differentiating one. The fixed 
assets of a corporation are liabilities unless they truly 
support the activities they house, namely the core 
business of the organization. Who knows better how 
to link space to prcxluctivity than the team that plans 
and designs the workplace?

How do you measure success in occupancy? A few 
critical numbers represent success in every busine.ss. 
For a securities firm, it is assets under management 
per employee; for a large credit card operation, it is 
the volume of card charges per employee; for cus
tomer service centers, it is call volume and average 
length of time per call: for publications, it is volume 
and value per employee; for insurers it is the volume 
of claims processed.

The questions implied by those numbers focus 
on how anticipated changes, such as new business 
strategies, as well unpredictable changes, such as 
fluctuating market conditions, will affect measures 
of success. Astute business leaders and their occu
pancy advisors will actively pursue the link between 
these busine.ss changes and demand for staff. For 
them, success in occupancy hinges on how an orga
nization can most efficiently .supply the demands 
created by staffing changes.

Why is this information particularly useful? 
Success measures tell the organization what it what it 
means to l>c productive, as an employee in a business 
unit or as a company and a viable competitor in an 
indu.stry. Once there is an understanding of the link
age between space and productivity, it is lime to 
benchmark the supply side of the equation.

The link: Worker productivity and space utilization are actually 
related!

In their role as occupancy advisors, the design firm and its 
.specialist colleagues evaluate space in terms of the business needs 
of the client’s organization. By developing a thorough under-

Hour to hoA/e^beauti^ 

flootrs uMvout 

doum/iv slu^U'tree'.

Install LonWood Dakota.Lonseal’s stunning new 
resilient sheet vinyl flooring. Enjoy the warmth and 
style of real wood with none of the drawbacks. 
Say good-bye to bulging, buckling, cracking and 
splintering. Extra-tough, durable construction 
ensures LonWood’s fresh appearance year afteryear.

Available in nine attractive colors. LonWood 
Dakota is ADA slip-resistant and easy to clean. It’s 
ideal for health care, retail and countless other 
installations. The trees stay in the forest, and you 
get a magnificent floor.

For somples ond informatiorx^ call 800-833-7111.

The laws of supply and demand: Measuring today's 
needs—and tomorrow's?

In order to benchmark the existing situation, the 
occupancy advisory team analyses the capacity issues. 
How much space is the organization occupying now? 
WTicre? How is it configured? What arc the costs? Key 
issues are measured in 1) $/sq. ft., 2) $/person, 3) sq. 
ft./person 41 total occupancy $.

Because the ability to anticipate demand is crucial 
to an orderly response and a provision of space, occu
pancy advisors help their clients project the future.

\jy<\se3V
KesiluntSkMt FLoorin^
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BUStNESS

Once the “line is drawn in the sand” wiili benchmarks, an organi
zation has a context for evaluating the affect of requirements, 
tomorrow or three years from now, as it evolves to meet inevitable 
change. Carefully framing their questions, the advisory team con
structs a model of the future organization with regard to employee 
grovzth, space requirements and available alternatives.

Economic analysis compares the demands of tomorrow’s 
organization to the current benchmarks and puts that informa
tion in perspective. The accuracy of forecasts is enhanced when 
the links between business activity, employee productivity, and

optimal space utilization arc clearly understood. In other words, 
business activity, whether it is making widgets, processing insur
ance claims or managing portfolios, can be translated into the 
number of employees required to sustain the level of activity. In 
turn, the employee base translates to the amount of space 
required to support the work process. People provide the delta or 
factor of change.

Occupancy ad\nsors translate the critical data into useful, com
prehensible ratios: 1) occupancy cost/person, 2) occupancy 
cost/square foot, 3) S/business unit of success, 4) potential occu

pancy savings targeting reduced cost/sq. ft., and 5) 
potential occupancy savings targeting improved space 
utilization. The value of pending action can be gauged 
as a value—a measure of savings or cost avoidance. 
Consequently, decision-makers have the tools they 
need to shape a more successful future.

Focus on the workplace: Are you exploring all the 
options?

So where do experienced advisors look for 
improvements? Redeployment of space, the power 
tool of re-engineering, is stUl valuable. Disposition, 
acquisition or reconfiguration of existing properties 
allow organizations to exploit current real e.state mar
ket conditions.

However, less expensive space is not always the 
optimum answer. More effective use of the existing 
portfolio can contribute to productivity by reducing 
churn and employee turnover. Again, productive peo
ple arc the key to real cost savings.

The primacy of workplace and work process places 
the architect at the pivot point in occupancy effective
ness. The architect’s understanding of such relation
ships as space standards/work functions and churn 
rates/costs comes as the result of years of experience in 
.space programming and planning. This specialized 
knowledge gives architects and interior designers pri
mary access to opportunities to improve performance.

Numerous other possibilities are worth exploring. 
Alternative workspaces, for example, are designed to 
enhance work processes by allowing organizations to 
model the potential for savings along various scenar
ios for transforming the workspace. Technology, too, 
affects productivity as desktop dollars and through 
the cost of connectivity. Occupancy advisors consider 
technology’s contribution as re.source and expense as 
part of alternative workspace applications.

In the promising markets of the late ’90s, value out
ranks cost on the corporate scale. The best asset manag
er understands the hierarchy of asset value. A healthy 
business needs an infrastructure that supports growth 
by providing its most valuable assets—the employees— 
with effective work environments. Not surprisingly, the 
business’s advisor is often its architect.

Keith Kcppler, a senior vice president with lA (Interior 
Architects), leads its Occupancy Advisor Services.
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TECHNOLOGY

Ever See a Building Move?Like other power

ful design tools coming from the computer, 3D modeling and animation can be very effective—if used 

wisely and well Molly M. Scanlon

D Today, designers in inierior design, architecture and engineering 
are among ihe largest groups of new users of this technology. The 
first versions of modeling software were releasc*d in the early '90s, 
when many real estate development and construction markets were 
in a reces.si<in. With the construction market reviving, you’re prob
ably finding that the multimedia explosion has piqued your clients’ 
interest, and they are no longer satisfied with reviewing floor plans, 
elevations, ceiling plans, catalogue tear sheets and fabric swatches 
on material boards. (ilients know that new technology is available to 
allow them to better understand and make more informed deci
sions about theenvimnmeiu you arc designing for them. As a result, 
they are increasingly requesting 3D modeling and animation.

o Mickey Mouse, Daffy Duck or Beavis and Butthead real
ly move when wc sec their images “move” on screen? If you still 
believe in the tooth fairy, the answer is yes. But such is the power 
of animation that we want to believe they are in motion no mat
ter how old wc are.

Wliat is animation? Animation traditionally i.s the portrayal of 
an object in motion by photographing a series of drawings, each 
showing a stage of movement slightly changed from the one 
before, so that the objects in them seem to move when the draw
ings are projected in rapid succession. You have seen it in TV 
commercials, Saturday morning cartoons, movies and video 
arcade games. But have you incorporated animation—one of the

Setting business goals: Why would you use 3D modeling and 
animation?

You won’t find 3D modeling and animation u.sed on every 
project. However, the medium excels in design reviews on large 
scale projects, marketing efforts, government agency rex’iews and 
capital fund-raising for the client. During a design review, ani
mation can replace static renderings and physical models with 
greater detail. I'he client makes better-informed deci.sions, having 
seen a presentation form he or she understands: television.

Another popular use i.s for marketing space in commercial 
office buildings. Mow can the leasing agency describe a building? 
Showing a Quick'l'ime movie or Quick l ime V'R of a space to a 
potential client can be much more effective than traditional floor

key design tools of the future—into your interior design practice? 
Oust the cover off your computer manuals and begin the latest 
technology learning curve for 3D modeling and animation.

Before 1990, animation was limited to the entertainment 
industry because of the millions of dollars of production time 
and equipment needed to finish a film or TV commercial. With 
the creation and availability of modeling and animation soltware 
for the personal computer, animation ha.s been introduced to 
non-entertainment markets .such as interior design, architecture, 
product design, education, training and corporate commuiiica- 
tion,s and marketing. The basic process is the same for either indius- 
try. However, instead of spending millions of dollars, you can get 
interior design presentations priced in the thousands of dollars.

ii6
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plans. Development firms now looking for 100% leasing before 
opening a building or beginning construction often find that ani
mation helps the tenant perceive the project to be “real" and 
clearly understands what he or she is buying.

Similarly, for healthcare, civic projects such as libraries and 
museums, and religious facilities—wherever phUanthropic dona
tions are needed to build—animation can be very effective. Raising 
money for such facilities is tougher than ever, as designers must 
realize. For this reason, animation can successfully be incorporated 
in full video presentations to potential donors to communicate the 
functional and design related features of the project.

• The project’s schedule and deadlines.
• The level of desired detail, including massing detail, medium 
detail or high end detail.
• The number of interior rooms and views.
• A range for the budget for presentation materials.
• Any photographs, live video footage or any other information 
that need to be incorporated in the animation,
• Samples of your traditional drawings that the animation firm 
will use to define a scope for the project.

Setting time and cost.’ What does it take to walk through cyber
space?

Once you have covered these issues on the project, the anima
tion consultant should be able to give you a defined project scope 
in writing with a budget and schedule. Budgets can range from 
as little as $5,000 to upwards of $200,000. The fee is directly relat
ed to the size of the project, the magnitude of the modeling and 
the number of motion paths. The cost of animating a typical inte
rior ranges from $3.000-$10,000 per room with high end detail.

Docs this sound expensive? Just remember that once the 
model is built you can get other by-products from the work 
effort. Most clients use digital files for large plots or poster prints, 
slides, inserting images into marketing brochures, CD-ROM pre
sentations and their web site.

A good animation firm should be able to provide finished 
materials in a matter of weeks. Typical schedules tend to fall in 
two-, four- and six-week increments. The firm you select should 
have an adequate number of computers available to complete the 
thousands of frames needed for animation within this interval.

Animation does devour computer power and time. At 30 
frames per second and the computer taking 3-10 minutes per 
frame, you will find that seconds and minutes of animation 
require a large number of computer processors to finish the final 
renderings. The author’s firm, for example, has over 30 comput
ers for rendering images 24 hours per day to meet client demand.

As technology advances you will see the quality of animation 
significantly increase and the budget and schedule reduced. In the 
animation business we believe the technology curve is actually flat. 
That’s because it is a straight line pointing upward with changes 
occurring daily as new software and hardware become available.

If you are hesitant about using this technology for design, 
consider this: Unlike CAD, which tends to address construction 
documentation issues, 3D modeling software is made for the 
designer. As an architect, I believe that 3D modeling will change 
the design and construction documentation industry for years to 
come. Many design firms are already using 3D drawing in their 
documents to better convey to a contractor how to build the pro
ject. CAD, introduced in the 1980s, basically replaced hand draft
ing. 3D modeling and animation will open up new avenues of 
communication and appeal to a wider variety of audiences than 
you ever exp>crienced with CAD.

Personally, I am looking forward to the 22nd century design 
tool—the Star Trek Hokxleck. It would be great to and ask the com
puter for anything )X)u want and have your client see it first hand. 
Until then, animation is the next best thing—ready to beam you up 
into the world you and your client are about to construct. ^

Uryderstaryding the technology: How do you create a 3D mov
ing image?

Using a CAD or modeling software package, you start build
ing a 3D modeling and animation presentation by creating a wire 
frame of the spaces similar to a paper volume model. Then you 
add to the wire frame such details as case work, exterior windows, 
doors, light fixtures, furniture and accessories. Once everything is 
computer modeled, you add finish materials (texture maps) to 
each of the objects in the wire frame. With the model built, you 
light the scene and create motion paths by determining which 
areas and views are important to the project. Once this is all cre
ated you “render” the images (30 image frames per second for 
each motion path for “real time” viewing) with the computer. To 
complete the process, you play back the images.

Easy as it sounds, the process can actually take a great deal of 
time. The time and effort is all related to the level of detailing with
in the modeling, the number of motion paths needed for the pro
ject and your level of experience. You can do this yourself, as some 
architects and engineers have been doing for years. Or you can con
tract with a variety of computer animation services around the 
country to create the animation. The arrangement is similar to hir
ing a traditional model maker and/or professional rendering artist.

What should you ask of a prospective firm if you decide to 
outsource the computer modeling and animation?
• A demonstration tape of animation of past projects.
• A jKirtfolio of work. This should tell you if the firm has done your 
type of project before, and whether or not it can give you or your 
client the level of detail to satisfy your communication needs.
• Assurance that the firm has the technology to produce the work 
in a timely manner.

Most clients ask for presentation techniques far beyond the 
capacity of current technology or even what is practical for com
municating to an audience. That’s because the technology is new 
and clients haven’t had a first-hand opportunity to learn what 
works and what doesn’t. An experienced animation group can 
explain what techniques are effective and meet a reasonable bud
get and schedule.

Of course, if you want to work with an animation consultant, 
you will need to share some information about your project:
• The purpose of your presentation, identifying the audience and 
why it needs animation.
• An outline story in paragraph form or a series of bullet points 
about the project you need to communicate to the audience.
• Available 2D CAD computer files from your office.
• Available 3D wire frames from your office.
• The current design phase of the project (schematics, design 
development, or construction documents).

Molly M. Scanlon, RA, is director, client services, for Ayres Group 
Animation, San Diego, Calif.
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World Workplace ’9 7
Oct. 5-7, Dallas, Texas, USA

Understanding The Workplace Means 
Viewing It From All Perspectives
Only one event allows you to explore all aspects of a productive workplace. 
World Workplace ’97 is where professionals meet to learn and discuss the 
latest ideas involved with providing effeaive work environments.

Arc/iifecture wm
Construction Manai^ement

Enfiinccrin^

Facility Manai^ement

Dcsifin

Real Estate

Get the Big Picture
Choose from 86 educational sessions 
and 22 round tables covering issues 
such as real estate, finance, commu
nication, project management and 
the facility function.

51 W

■
ffExamine Possible 

Solutions
The World Workplace ’97 
Learning Center is a compre
hensive exposition of goods and 
services that provide solutions to 
your everyday challenges. Not 
your usual show, the Learning 
Center is an integral part of World 
Workplace's educational experience. Directly 
linked to the educational sessions through an icon 
system, exhibitors expand your grasp of new con
cepts, procedures and opportunities.

/a

Exchange Viewpoints
World Workplace provides you a relaxed, fun 

atmosphere for networking with workplace profes
sionals from around the world. This tremendous 
opportunity to make new connections will help you 
communicate and work more effeaively.

A total perspective of work environments 

For more information call: 1-713-62-WORLD (1-713-629-6753) or visit www.ifma.org/ww97
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Buildings You 
Can Eat

McDonald Residence, Stinson Beach, Calif., 1989, from Stanley 
Saitowitz.

Stanley Saitowitz, edited by Michael Bell, 1996, New York: 
Princeton Architectural Press, 136 pp., $27.95 doth.

Is architecture more like cooking than art? 
For San Francisco architect Stanley Saitowitz, 
architecture changes peoples lives much as 
food changes their bodies. Right or wrong, the 
buildings he creates, such as the California
Museum of Photography, Riverside, 1990, 
Bischoff Residence and Studio, Oakland, 
Calif., 1995 and New England Holocaust 
Memorial, Boston, 1995, exemplify his con
cern with “nature’s mode of operation.” In his 
imaginative use of form and material, he plays 
curves against orthogonals and smoothly fin
ished materials against rough industrial ones 
to celebrate their man-made essense in ways 
that should delight his fellow practitioners.

Introducing Asymmetric Task 
Lighting with Electronic Ballasts

Sorobudur, by Louis Frederic with photogra
phy by Jean-Louis Nou, 1996, New York: 
Abbeville Press, 348 pp., $125 cloth.

Lying at the very center of lava, among the 
largest of the islands in the archipelago nation 
of Indonesia, Borobudur ranks as one of the 
world’s most splendid Buddhist monuments, 
as esteemed as Angkor Wat. Now that the 8th 
Century masterpiece has been carefully 
restored, author Louis Fr^^ric and photogra
pher )ean-Louis Nou have captured its story 
and imagery in a superb volume, Borobudur. 
The book, fully annotated and lavishly illus
trated with sweeping views and detailed close- 
ups, is a tour de force that may be the next best 
thing to experiencing this portrayal of heaven 
and earth in person. Architects and designers 
should find its imagery hauntingly beautiful.

Since the advent of desktop
computers, Luxo has been
the leader in contemporary,
adjustable task lighting
designs that cast their
li^ asymmetrically.
across work surfaces and
computer screens, rather
than directly on them.

Now Luxo adds compact
electronic ballasts to
its current family of
asymmetric task light
designs; Vision, ,Jac. Sonnet.

The Maya Textile Tradition, by Margot S/um 
Schevill, Linda Asturias de Barrios, Robert S. 
Carlsen, James D. Nations and Linda Scheie 
with photography by Jeffrey Jay Foxx, late 
June 1997, New York; Harry N.Abrams, 232 
pp., $49.50 cloth.

FL-13 and R.-18. Our new
electronic ballasts ensure
instant operation Request cur literature
from each model's package. Telephone;
compact fluores- 1914) 937-4433
cent light source, with a FAX; E914) 937-7016
long, flicker-free life and

Luxo CorporationThough Mayan culture, whose ma.stery of 
architecture, astronomy, writing and art still 
inspires us today, collapsed under pressure of

enhanced energy savings.
36 Midland Avenue
PC Box 951
Port Chester, NY 10573

To us, that m^es perfect 
symmetry.
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the Spanish conquistadores, some four million Maya have per
severed to this day in the stark highlands and dense rain forests 
of southern Mexico and Central America. As gloriously 
demonstrated in The Maya Textile Tradition, introduced by 
Linda Scheie, a professor of art at the U. of Texas, Austin, writ
ten by four leading Mayan scholars and photographed by 
feffrey lay Foxx, the art of Mayan textiles is one of dte most 
breathtaking artifacts of their survival—richly colored and fig
ured, and sure to inspire today’s designers.

Horta: Art Nouveau to Modernism, edited by Fran^oise Aubry 
and Jos Vandenfareeden, 1996. New York; Harry N. Abrams, 
232 pp., $60 doth.

Long before Frank Lloyd Wright was preaching the virtues 
of organic architecture, Belgian architect Victor Horta (1861- 
1947) was practicing it in the style he helped introduce to the 
world, Art Nouveau. Horta: Art Nouveau to Modertiism-, the 
only comprehensive monograph on the architect, combines 
original drawings, archival images, essays edited by Fran<;oisc 
Aubry. curator of the Horta Museum and Archives, and Jos 
Vandenbreeden. architect and director of the Sint-Lukasarchief. 
both in Brussels, with newly commissioned photography by 
Reiner Lautwein. The result is a richly detailed and handsome
ly illustrated tour of Horta’s distinctively sensuous world.

Fountains of Rome, by Mario Sanfilippo with photography 
by Francesco Venturi, 1996, New York: Vendome Press, 192 
pp., $65 cloth.

The Eternal City takes its water seriously. As shown in 
Fountains of Rome, by Roman scholar Mario Sanfilippo and 
photographer Francesco Venturi, gifted artists such as 
Domenico Fontana. Giacomo della Porta, Gian Lorenzo 
Bernini and Nicolo Saivi have created an amazing variety of 
fountains that help make Rome the open-air museum that it 
is. Better yet, many masterpieces, including the well-known 
Trevi, Nettuno and Rivers fountains, are in the public domain 
so everyone has enjoyed them during Rome’s millenium. 
Sanfilippo proudly notes that there is not a single great piaz
za unadorned by a magnificent fountain, and designers will 
surely agree.

Deco Type; Stylish Alphabets from the '20s and '30s. by Steven 
Heller and Louise Fili, June 1997, San Francisco; Chronicle 
Books, 132 pp., $17.95 paper.

In Deco Type: Stylish Alphabets from the '20s and '30s, 
designers Steven Heller and Louise Fili have drawn up a lush 
anthology of typefaces in vintage specimen sheets and com
mercial design artifacts from Germany. France, Japan, 
Holland, Italy. Russia and Eastern Europe as well as the United 
States, showing how far reaching Art Dcco was. As the authors 
note, "Type defined the Art Deco exuberance of the twenties 
and thirties as much as cubistic fashions, streamline furniture, 
setback skyscrapers, and luxury ocean liners,” Deco type was 
born of the need to be modern, and if its creators fell short of 
the goal, today’s designers will still find them fascinating— 
and useful. ♦

90D BRAGATO ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
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Discover 
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■ 33,000 attending interior designers, architecUs and 
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PANEL CONCEPTS, INC.
Panel Concepts, Inc. presents its newest open office system, TopLine, 
in a compreheasive 28-page, full-color brochure. The brochure's 
unique format combines important product and planning data with 
helpful vignettes devoted to a wide range of popular configurations, 
from executive offices to basic clerical workstations.
(714) 433-3385

ways to analyze lighting problems. It includes information on 
how to create a lighting plan, a reason for selecting each lighting 
element and refers readers to LightoUer’s Lightstyles catalog for 
the selection of fixtures within each type.
(508) 679-8131

BRAYTON INTERNATIONAL
Brayton International, a vSteelcase Design Partnership company, 
has released its 20-page, four-color catalog on its Migrations 
product line. The Migrations seating line is clearly shown in 
numerous collaborative seating applications which reflect today’s 
dynamic work environments. Detailed product pages illustrate its 
innovative mobility along with its excellent upholstery detailing. 
Migrations is offered in 24 seating models in two scales and seven 
coordinating table options.
(910) 434-4151

NYSTROM PRODUCTS CO.
Nystrom Products Company has released the latest version of its 
architectural catalog. The easy-to-read format makes this an ideal 
desk-top reference for information on access doors, floor hatches, 
and smoke vents. This catalog has a special section dedicated exclu
sively to helping specifiers find the right product in a fire rated 
floor, wall or ceiling.
(612) 781-7850

TM

JASON RUBBER FLOORING
Jason Rubber Flooring, a division of lason Industrial, introduces 
its 1997 catalog. With this new catalog, Jason Rubber Flooring 
merges beauty and function and provides new patterns, styles and 
colors to keep pace with architects’ and specifiers’ needs for safe 
durable rubber floor coverings.
(201)227-4904

CARPET CUSHION COUNCIL
The Carpet Cushion Council has introduced its newest brochure, 
“Commercial Carpet Cushion Guidelines," which sets forth the 
minimum recommended criteria for selecting the proper separate 
carpet cushion for use in commercial installations. These guidelines, 
which continue to be re-evaluated by the CouncU for improved car
pet cushion performance, assist in the selection of carpet cushion 
for installation in office buildings, hospitals, hotels, etc.
(203) 637-1312BEST MANUFACTURING SIGN SYSTEMS 

Best Manufacturing Sign Systems’ exclusive Graphic Blast® 
process carves copy and art into wood, Corian, Avonite. tile, stone 
and practically all man-made materials. Best’s new full-color 24- 
page catalog features ADA signage made from such materials, 
plus other interior and exterior architectural signage. The com
pany also offers detailed specifications and dimensions to help in 
the selection of Best products.
(970) 249-BEST

TIMBER HOLDINGS, LTD.
Matching the appropriate hardwood timber species to a given 
application is a lot easier with “A Technical Guide To Naturally 
Durable Hardwoods and Their Applications,” from Timber 
Holdings, Ltd. The Technical Guide provides a comprehensive 
description of the different properties, performance characteris
tics, availability, dimensions, grades, pricing and environmental 
sensitivity for each of the individual hardwood species—invalu
able for developing specifications within these limitations.
(414) 445-8989

HOLOPHANE
New from the Unique Solutions Division of Holophanc 
Corporation is a 24-page, four-color booklet detailing the com
pany's historically styled products. The lighting family replicates 
classic styles dating back to the 19th century, and is divided into 
various lighting series within the literature. The booklet also 
includes historically styled brackets and cross arms.
(614) 345-9631

PRESCOLITE MOLDCAST
The Emergency Products division of Prescolite offers a compre
hensive new full-color catalog of the company’s extensive lines of 
emergency lighting products. The 68-page brochure dcscrib« 
Prescolite's full line of commercial and indu.strial battery-powered 
emergency-backup lighting fixtures.
(509) 921-7539KRON USA

Kron USA has a new brochure available that details the Sempre line 
of contract upholstered lounge and modular seating, designed by 
internationally renowned architects Alberto Licvorc and Jorge 
Pensi. The six-page full-color brochure illustrates the versiUility of 
the Sempre line, with a selection of application photos showing 
various arm chairs and .sofas, and modular configurations.
(954) 941-0800

ARCHITEXT CONSTRUCTION INDEX 
The 1996 issue of ArchiText Construction Index selects the best 
industry journals in areas such as technology, professional prac
tice, marketing, sustainability, preservation, construction trades 
and design, and creates an annotated listing of over 6,000 articles. 
Information is organized using an augmented version of the CSI 
MasterFormat system (also used in Sweet’s Catalog File and 
Architects’ First Source). The index quickly guides readers to 
journal sources for innovations and changes in all aspects of the 
construction industry.
(312) 630-2708

LIGHTOLIER
Lightolier has authored an Application Guide for the many non
lighting professionals who are called upon to make lighting deci
sions. The Application Guide shows typical rooms and suggests
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ADVENT
LIGHTING

ARCHITECTURAL 
AREA LIGHTING

N987 Craftsmen Dr. 
Greenville, Wt 54942 
Phone: (414) 757-1088 
Fax: (414) 757-1099

14249 ArtesiaBlvd.
P.O. Box 1869
La Mirada, CA 90638U Phone: (714) 994-2700
Fax: (714) 994-0522

The Advent Standard 
Product Pendant features a The Promenade Series isD; spun 30-in.-diameter solid 
brass and spun brass 
canopy, both with a mirror- 
polish finish. The pendant 
also includes a laser-cut ’A- 
in.-thick green-tint acrylic 
disk with one side frosted. Four machined aluminum grip 
blocks with a brush finish support the green disk, while 
gripping the spun dome. A single aluminum center stem, 
also with a brush finish, completes the product. The light 
source is a 6-26W quad compact fluorescent using 
electronic integrally mounted ballasts.

a marriage of high-

0 performance lighting and
a period-style fixture.
The PRM5 shown is oneH
of the six fixture designs01 available. Full cut-off
reflectors are available3
in six distributions with
lamp wattages from
70-400W HID

Circle no. 75

ARCHITECTURAL
LANDSCAPE LIGHTING

2930 South Fairview St. 
Santa Ana, CA 92704 
Phone: (714) 668-3660 
Fax: (714) 668-1107

2327 Federal Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90064-
1405
Phone: (310) 473-4736
Fax: (310) 473-7955I J The SL-34 is a new specification- 

grade landscape lighting fixture with 
three mounting heights that allow 
the fixture to he raised to or above 
the level of flower beds, hedges and 
other landscape features. A specular 
Alzak spun aluminum reflector 
provides even, wide lighting 
distribution. Fixture housing is constructed of compression- 
molded RhinoLite composite material for a long, damage- 
and corrosion-free operating life. SL-34's compact scale 
enables a landscape to be illuminated without noticeably 
invading its space

The ARLV7000/T 1C housing
measures only 6x5x5 in. The
innovative design and
engineering reduces the ___  _____ __
overall size of the fixture to
allow installation into tight —--------—
spaces. ETL-listed for 50W MR16 halogen lamps, with a 
variety of trims. Ark Lighting brings a space-saving solution 
to the market.
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1 Q 1005 Mark Ave. 
Carpinteria, CA 93103 
Phone: (805) 684-0533 
Fax: (805) 684-6682

1200 92nd St.
J Sturtevant, Wl 53177

Phone: (414) 886-2800
< Fax: (414) 886-2779

Recessed Stainless Steel 
Luminaires are heavy-duty 
recessed wall fixtures with 
a 9 in. X 9 7" in. laminated 
steel and "eight window" 
faceplate backed by a 
precision tempered glass 
spread lens. Available in 
70W metal halide, SOW 
HPS and 18W compact 
fluorescent, with a 30- 
degree cutoff "micro-louver" film. Suitable for wet 
locations and installation within 3 ft. of ground.

The new line of Low Profile 
Rectangular Luminaires offers the 
same great flood and area light 
performance as the existing 12-in. 
square Beta Lighting fixtures, but 
with a more compact, less crtitrusive 
design. This departure from 
traditional shoe box styles has been 
designed primarily for ground-mounted applications, but 
also serves wall- and pole-mounted installations. The 
Rectangular Luminaire measures just 5.1 in. high x 16 in. 
wide X 9.25 in. deep. Six different optical systems are 
available with lamps ranging from 50-175W metal halide 
and 35-175W high pressure sodium.

Z
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\B R U C K
LIGHTING USA

3865 Commercial Ave.1431 Warner Ave. 
Ste.E
Tustin, CA 92680 
Phone: (714) 259-1000 
Fax: (714) 259-1505

Northbrook, IL 60062
Phone: (847) 559-5500
Fax: (847) 559-5505

Con-Tech LightinR introciuces the 
Ultimate Universal track light 
featuring modular component 
flexibility; a refined, low-profile

Bruck, a manufacturer of 
low-voltage cable and 
track lighting technology, 
offers five systems to 
satisfy a variety of 
applications. Mono-Line, a single, flat copper strip, replaces 
the regular double-cable system. This makes it possible to 
create forms and arrangements in a totally new way.

design; and halogen lamp
performance. The side-swivel 
lampholder is molded of durable, light-weight, high- 
temperature Lexan, and accepts interchangeable metal 
collars and shades. Suitable for residential, commercial and 
retail settings, the Ultimate Universal provides supett> color 
and efficiency from 120V PAR16, PAR20, PAR30 and 
PAR38 lamps. Lampholder is available in black or white 
finish, with accessory shades in black, white, chrome and 
polished brass.

>
r
O
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ELECTRONIC THEATRE 

CONTROLS
ELECTRONICS

DIVERSIFIED, INC. z
/

Z1675 Northwest Cornelius Pass Rd. 
Hillsboro, OR 97124 
Phone: (503) 645-5533 
Fax; (503) 629-9877 
www.edionline.com

3030 Laura Lane 
Middleton, Wl 53562 
Phone:(608)831-4116 
Fax; (608) 836-1736 
www.etcconnecLcom

mH
The Unison Lighting 
Control System from 
ETC incorporates 
sophisticated engi
neering with elegant 
styling to provide a unique, full-range lighting control 
product. Unison dimmers and controls are designed for 
architectural applications including hotels, convention 
centers, restaurants, churches, museums and theme parks. 
Control features include astronomical timeclock, 
programmable control stations, "Macros" and on-line 
computer programming and operation.

Twilite System Controls 
offer an affordable 
digital processor de
signed for integrated 
architectural lighting 
applications. The system 
can address up to 1,024 
channels controlling 2,048 dimmers, and supfXKl up to 768 
system-wide pxesets via the 4-linc, liquid cry^al display station. 
Capabilities irKlude up to 1,000 channel address, controlling 
512 dimmers, 48 stations, 16 rooms, 24 presets p>er room. 
Shown: TSC display station.

2Circle No. 83 Circle No. 84
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■qELLIPTIPAR ENGINEERED LIGHTING

PRODUCTS
114 Orange Ave.
West Haven, CT 06516 
Phone: (203) 931-4455 
Fax: (203) 931-4464

10768 Lower Azusa Rd. 
FI Monte, CA 91731 
Phone: (818) 579-0943 
Fax: (818) 579-6803 C

Elliptipar's 4X line 
provides more light using 
less energy. The F209 
semi-recessed luminaire 
for lay-in grid ceilings is 
the first fluorescent with 
punch and control. Two 
55W twin-tube compact 
fluorescent lampw in a 2-ft.-long recessed fixture provide the 
punch of a 500W tungsten halogen. The adjustable, semi- 
recessed design conceals the reflector aperture from normal 
view and evenly illuminates the entire wall.

0The new "ID Series" is 
specifically designed for 
lighting computer environ
ments with 8- to 9- ft. 
ceilings where? low reflector 
brightness is essential. Enjoy the comfort of indirect lighting 
with nothing below the ceiling plane. The precisely stepp>ed 
and formed reflectors in our “ID Series" provide glare 
control. The 2-ft. x 2-ft. and 2-ft. x 4-ft. fixtures utilize 
efficient, long-life 40W, SOW or 55W biax fluorescent lamps.

0
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FIBERSTARS, GARCYiSLPINC.

2883 8ayview Dr. 
Fremont, CA 94538 
Phone: (800) 327-7877 
Fax: (510) 490-3247

209 Kirby Rd,
Portland, Thl 37148 
Phone: (800) 221-7913 
Fax: (b15) 325-7727

u
BritePak II fiber-optic 
tubing is a highly 
luminescent tubing.
Custom-manufactured 
cabling equipment, 
exclusive lo Fiberstars 
and designed specifically for fiber-optic cables, 
incorporates a patented twisting process before drawing 
the bundles through the outer jacket, producing dense, 
more luminous fiber-optic tubing. A more clear and 
pliable PVC outer jacket is the result of a new chemical 
composition that facilitates optimum luminescence and 
lasting flexibility. This cost-effective product is 40 percent 
brighter than Fiberstar's original BritePak.

The Pavo portable task 
light features an ad
vanced optical system 
that provides superior 
asymmetric light distri
bution. It illuminates 
the work surface without producing glare. The integral grab 
ring makes it easy to position the light precisely where it's 
needed. The Pavo includes a choice of three ring colors: 
black, slate blue or burgundy, and three mountings: clamp, 
panel or freestanding.

Q
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H Y D R E L K A L T E K , INC.

12881 Bradley Ave. 
Sylmar, CA 91342 
Phone: (818) 362-9465 
Fax; (818) 362-6548 
www.hydrel. com

2310 PeacMord Rd. 
Atlanta, CA 30338 
Phone: (800) 457-8795 
Fax: (770) 454-9415

The North American stock
ing distributor of Nordic 
Aluminum (formerly Nokia)
"Open Architecture" light
ing track introduces the 
new Global Trac products.
Fixtures for the specification- 
grade one-, two- and three- 
circuit Global Trac systems 
are currently available from 
a wide number of high- 
quality manufacturers, providing design, flexibility and 
retrofit ease. Global Trac products are UL-listed and sold in 
over 70 countries worldwide.

•4 The Hydrel 9000 Series 
In-Grade Lights offer 
state-of-the-art p>erform- 
ance and Hydrel's 
water-tight modular 
design that eliminates water penetration problems. All 
critical components—lamp, ballast and connectors—are 
installed as presealed water-tight modules in a container 
designed to drain, thereby eliminating condensation. The 
unique Hydrel design also simplifies installation and 
maintenance.

h
U
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LAM LIGHTING

SYSTEMS.
LIGHTING

SERVICES
u

INC. I N C
Q 2930 South Fairview St. 

Santa Ana, CA 92704 
Phone: (714) 549-9765 
Fax: (714) 662-4515

2 Kay Fries Drive 
Stony Point. NY 10980-1996 
Phone: (800) 999-9574 
Fax: (914) 942-2177 
www.Li^tingServicestnc.com

Lighting Services Inc, a manu
facturer of track, accent, 
display and fiber-optic lighting systems, has introduced the 
new Light Notes family of fixtures. Composed of line and 
low-voltage units, the Light Notes family can 
accommodate lamp types ranging from 20W MR16 lo 
250W PAR38.

J<
Litedisc CR indirect 
pendant lighting fixture is 
specifically designed for 
economical classroom, 
training room and other commercial/architectural 
applications. Litedisc CR melds the benefits of highly 
energy-efficient compact fluorescent lamps with a simple, 
non-linear, high-output indirect reflector system. Fixtures 
are available in 30- and 36-in. diameters and in an array of 
heat- and fade-resistant matte enameled finishes. UL- and 
CUL-listed and IBEW-manufactured.

\ CIRCLE NO. 91 Circle no. 92
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L I G H T R O NLIGHTING
TECHNOLOGIES. INC.

P.O. Box 4270 
65 River Rd.
New Windsor, NY 12553 
Phone: (914) 562-5500 
Fax: (914) 562-3082

5171 Eldorado Springs Dr. 
Boulder, CO 80303 
Phone: (303) 499-1822 
Fax: (303) 499-1832 
wwwJighting-te^UH>logies.com

0

The MulliBeam 2000 is a 
"light conveyance system" 
that can transport multiple 
images from a single point source simultaneously. Mounted 
up to 10 ft. away, each aperture can be adjusted 
independently between 0-45 degrees vertical and 0-360 
degrees horizontal. The following results are achieved: up to 
70 percent reduction in energy; elimination of lamps from 
individual luminaires; simplification of electrical 
distribution; reduction in installation labor; reduction in air 
conditioning loads due to A-Thermal beam content; and the 
ability to project images, graphics and various beam sizes 
and shapes.

Lumen Micro 7 is the only 
manufacturer-independent,
Microsoft Windows-based lighting design, analysis and 
specification software. LM7 provides comprehensive 
inckx)r/outdoor lighting design and analysis, and includes an 
extensive library of nearly 14,000 lES format photometric 
files from more than 50 manufaclurers. LM7 also offers DXF 
import/export, a library of interior and exterior objects, and 
light-accurate renderings.

ro
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0
LUMENYTE INTERNATIONAL

CORPORATION
L I T H O N

L I G H T I
I A

2 /N G

Z350 LearAve.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
Phone: (714) 556-6655 
Fax: (714) 556-9329

P.O. Box A 
Conyers, CA 30207 
Phone: (770) 922-9000 x2647 
Fax: (770) 922-1370

m
H

Developed for the New York,
New York Hotel and Casino 
skyline in Las Vegas, Interlock 
Optical Fiber and Track 
represent a revolutionary design 
in fiber-optic lighting. This 
system incorporates the beauty 
of Lumenyte large core optical 
fiber with a profile that provides for easier installations (no 
adhesives required), allows for extreme temperature 
changes, and offers a wider and brighter viewing angle than 
ever before. A "barbed" surface on one side simply “locks" 
into the tracking. Ideal for building perimeter accents.

Lithonia
introduced Avante, a new 
recessed
lighting system. Avante is 
recommended for small office 
applications and other spaces 
where low-angle shielding and the elimination of "cave 
effect" are important. The direct and indirect light 
distribution combine to provide superior brightness control 
at low angles and balanced illumination between task and 
proximate walls. Avante utilizes efficient T5 compact 
fluorescent and is available in a 2-ft. x 2-ft. size.

Lighting has

direct/indirect

r!"

\
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N E O - R A Y LIGHTING
PRO

I537 Johnson Ave. 
Brooklyn, NY 11237 
Phone: (718) 456-7400 
Fax: (718) 456-5492 C

0 y
The Triad is a pendant- 
mounted indirect/direct 
fluorescent fixture that 
embodies the highest 
attention to architectural 
design and detail as well 
as lighting performance. The Triad features precision-formed 
components, dual hangers and a partially pert'orated metal 
housing backed with an acrylic overlay to facilitate a 
uniform "glow." It has a profile of only 10 'A in. wide x 2 
Vh in. high with an integral ballast and lamps. Ideal for open 
plan offices, private offices, conference rooms, VDT 
workspaces aiwl others.

-iHalogen 3 is based on the
same design principles of all 0Luxo adjustable task lights. A
patented, fully articulating. Ccounter-balanced conceal
spring arm is available in

0two lengths, Each allows
precise vertical and forward 
placement of the light to suit S|3ecific needs. A semi-elliptical 
translucent or opaque shade is available, as is Luxo's popular 
"steppwd" shade design. Mounting options comprise table 
base, floor base and desk-edge clamp.

m
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T H H C LIGHTINGT E C H
LIGHTING \

1300 fobn Reed Ct, Unit D 
City of Industry, CA 91745 
Phone: (818) 330-8368 
Fax; (818) 330-3616

1718 West Fullerton 
Chicago, IL 60614 
Phone: (773) 883-6110 
Fax:(773)883-6130 
WWW. techlighting, com

THHC Lishling has announced the 
introduction of its miniature xenon 
G4 bi-pin lamps that can easily 
replace existing G4 bi-pin halogen 
lamps with these advantages; 
versatile (12V and 24V 3-20W); 3,00O-20,(W0 useful life 
hours); similar light output to a halogen, with less heat 
build-up; G4 bi-pin base; tipless construction for an even 
distribution of light output: low pressure/no additional shield 
needed: eliminates UV hazard. THHC is a manufacturer and 
distributor of miniature xenon lamps of all types, and an 
authorized distributor of Toshiba-brand lamps.

Tech Lighting presents new 
low-voltage halogen lighting 
systems. A new catalog offers 
four elegant, versatile systems: 
airy, linear Kable Lite; 
shapely, hand-bendable 
Radius Wire; structural 
TwinRail; and sleek, hand- 
bendable MonoRail. All are 
UL- or ETL- and CSA-lisled. r

mCircle no. i06
(n
0Times Square

L I G H
venture

LIGHTING z

32000 Aurora Rd.
Solon, OH 44139 
Phone: (800) 451-2606 
www.adlt.com/venture

Stony Point Industrial Park, 
Rte. 9W

Stony Point, NY 10980 
Phone: (914) 947-3034 
Fax: (914) 947-3047

PI
H

An Advanced Lighting 
Technologies, Inc. company.
Venture offers more than 250 
specialty and 40 commodity 
metal halide lamps, ranging 
from 32W to 2,000W for 
industrial, commercial and 
residential applications. Advanced Lighting Technologies, 
Inc. is a designer and manufacturer of metal halide lamps, 
components and turnkey manufacturing equipment systems 
used in the production of metal halide lamps.

Times Square introduces the 
MC420, a compact linear metal 
halide floodlight ideal for 
accent, decorative and display 
lighting. The MC420 features a 
70W MasterColor lamp that 
provides a warm 3000K color 
temperature, excellent color 
rertdering (82-85 CRI) and an average life of 6,000 hours. A 
wide beam pattern is controlled by easy-fitting barndoors, 
louvers and filters. The MC420 is equipped with temprered 
safety glass and offers numerous mounting options.

\\
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VISA W.A.C.
LIGHTING LIGHTING

8600 West Bradley Road 
Milwaukee, Wl 53224 
Phone: (800) 788-VISA 
Fax: (414) 354-7436 
WWW.VisaLight.com

P.O. Box 560128 
113-25 14th Ave.
College Point, New York 11356 
Phone: (800) 526-2588 
Fax: (BOO) 526-2585 
waclgt@popd.ix.netcom.com

C
0 /
HVisa Lighting announces 

its latest product line.
Ovation. Available in both ceiling- and wall-mount 
versions, the Ovation line satisfies the need for attractive 
low-profile illumination. Ovation gives the look of a 
pendant in a ceiling-mounted product. It can be used in 
ceilings as low as 8 ft. and is available in both fluorescent 
and HID. The full line of companion wall units are ADA 
compliant. With 25 trim variations to choose from, the 
Ovation line can complement a variety of existing Visa 
products, making it an excellent companion where 
conventional pendants are loo large or too tall to fit.

W.A.C. Lighting's extensive line 
includes new die-cast track heads, 
miniaturized track/recessed fix
tures, halogen button lights 
adaptable for recessed and flush- 
mount installations and under- 
cabinet halogen lightbars. Also 
offered are track extensions, 
suspension kits and accessories. 
Suilable for residential and 
commercial applications.

0
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The Ninth 
Annual Healthcare 
Environment Award 
Competition

• All submirt.iJs must be received bv 
noon on July 29. 1997. Any submittals 
received after the deadline will be 
returned untipcned to the sender.

• Mail ;iil submittals to: The CentiT for 
Health Design, Inc.. 4550 Alhiunbia 
Way, M.u-rinez, CIA. 94555-4406 USA, 
(5l0'i 370-0545. Sponsors ate not 
rc.s|xinsible for shipping arid iveeipt of 
materials or for d;un;ige that may occur in 
transit. Submittals will be u’tumcd onh' at 
the entrants reqiu'st. and if a'aim pistage 
is provided.

The decision of thejud^s is final. The judges 
reserve the right to make tw award.

Recognition
• Winners will be announced at a ban

quet during the Tenth Symposium on 
Healthcare Design, Saturday, Novem
ber 22, 1997. at the San Diego Hyatt 
Regency Hotel. San Diego, California.

• ,A specially-designed award will be 
presented to each winner.

• Expcnsc.s to attend the Symposium will 
be paid for one repR’sent.itivc per lirst 
place award, including the registration fee 
and up to $I ,5(X) tor travel and Kxlging,

• \A’inners will be published in Contract 
Tksigii magazine's issue focusing on 
healthcare design,

• W'inners will be notified K’ Septemlx'r 1, 
1997.

To rocogni/c innovative, life- 
enhancing design tliat contributes 
CO the quality of healthcare.

Categories
Awards will K' given in the categories of 
Remodel and New Construction. Eligi
ble projects in these categories include anv 
eninronmenr in which the primary pur- 
ptise is to proi'ide healthcare and related 

services.

Judges
Roger K. Leib, AIA, Chairman of the 
Board, ADD Specialized Seating 
Technology. Inc.

Jain Malkin, Principal. Iain M.ilkui Inc. 

Robin Orr, MPH, I'resident,
I he Robin Orr Group

Derek Parker, FAIA. RIBA, Senior 
Partner, Anshen "f Allen Architects 

Wayne Ruga. AIA, FUDA,
President and CEO,
The Center lor Health Design. Inc. 

Blair L. Sadler, President and CEO. 
Children's Hospital and Health Center

Roger Ycc, Editor-in-Chicf.
Contract design magazine

Rules For EntryJudging Criteria
• Must not h.ivc been previously pub

lished in a national design mag.'izine, or 
be publi.shcd prior to special publica
tion date in Contract Design mag;izine.

• Submittals must be built and in use by
luiic 1, 1997.

• Submittals must be contained on a 
ma.ximum of twv> horizontally oriented 
20"x 50" boards with h" thickness 
foamcoiv backing.

• Must include professional-quality pho
tographs, drawings, and/or renderings 
tliat do not extend tiH>rc th.u from 
die face of the hoard.

• Submittals mast Iiavc the following 
minimum information; project name 
and location, flixirp^lan description, and 
submittal category.

• Design firm name and address must be 
provided in opaque envelopes fastened 
to the backs of the submittal hoards 
for purposes of anonymity.

• No entry form required.
• $100 registration fee per submilial 

must accompany the submittal. Make 
checks payable to The ('enter for 
Health Design, Inc.

• All information must he incorporated 
into the board design,

• Demonstrated partnership between 
clients and design professionals.

• The client's u.*stimony that the project 
improved the quality of hcaldicare, for 
example:

- Demonstrated sensitivity to the 
needs of patients

- Improved therapeutic outcomes
- Enhanced staff performance
- Increased visitor and community 

participation
- .Adiicved higher satisfaction ratings

• \'usual and graphic images that support 
an environment capable of improving 
the quality of healthcare.

• A brief program statement (UX) words or 
less' .and a dcmtinslraled respinse to iL

Sponsored b\i
TTie Center for Health IX-sign 
aixf Contract Design magazine

The Center fw HenJili Drtign. Inc. 
4550 .Mli.inihr.i Way 
M.imixv., CA 'J4555-441V>
I 'niicci States i»l America
TIiL;;51(li.'70.0545 
FAX;i510l2’5-40l5 

THE CENTER FOR HMAIL; CTR41 iol.com 
HEALTH DESIGN http://www.heallhdi'sign.org
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED

BESTHIRE
Since 1973, we have IDENTIFIED, 
RECRUITED and PLACED top 
sales, sales management and 
marketing professionals nationally 
for quality clients where they are 
recognized, developed and 
rewarded.

If you feel you or your company 
may qualify, please contact:

Serring the Contract Fiirnirihitin^ 
Industry In Executive Search

NEOCON is traditionally the busiest time of the year for all of us in the industry. Several 
of our key clients are maintaining their aggressive hiring postures while preparing for the 
event, and have retained us for the following positions:

• VICE PRESIDENT - SALES ■ Midwest
• NATIONAL ARCHITECTURAL/DESIGN MGR. - New York City
• DIRECTOR - PRODUCT MARKETING - Southeast Mfg.
• REGIONAL SALES MANAGER - Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami
• NATIONAL ACCOUNT REPS - SYSTEMS - Atlanta. Dallas. Manhattan. 

Minneapolis, San Jose, Toronto. Washington, D.C.
• ARCHITECTURAL/DESIGN SALES REPS - Boston, Denver, Ft. Lauderdale,

Lo.s Angele.s, Philadelphia, Salt Lake City, San Francisco
■ TERRITORY MANAGERS • CARPETING, FLOORING, TEXTILES ■ 

Albuquerque, New OrIean.s, Orlando, Phoenix. Seattle
• INTERNATIONAL SALES - Lima, London, Mexico City, Sao Paulo, Sydney

Since 19H3, we have been the industry leader in providing executive search/recruitment 
services, confidential advertising and candidate screening, reference verifications and 
compensation surveys worldwide. As part of our personalized executive search services, 
we also conduct on-site interviews with our clients at their corporate headquarters or 
wherever needed at any of their district offices. If you will be at NEOCON and would like 
to learn more about our services or about the positions listed above, please contact us in 
advance of the event so that we can arrange an appointment. Ehiring the week of 
NEOCON, we may be reached at the Sheraton Chicago Hotel & Towers at 312/464-1000.

Sales Recruiters®
Sales Recruiters Intcrnalioivil. LTD

660 White Plains Rd, 5th Floor 
Tarrytown, NY 10591

914/631-0090 Fax 914/631-1089

Partner/ng with 
manufacturers and 
dealers for over 
eleven years to 
recruit salespeople, 
independent reps, 
product manager and CEO's for the 
furniture and textile Industries.

excellence
in
executive
search®

Kristan Associates
Coroorate Headquarte 
12 Greenway Plaza

rs
Suite 1100 
Houston. TX 77046 
713/961-3040 
Fax: 713/961-3626

The Viscusi Group, Inc. 
212-595-3811 Fax 212-595-9103 
P.O. Box 261 • New York, NY 10023

TRACK & RECESS LIGHTING PRODUCTS & SERVICES SERVICES TO THE TRADE

LIGHTOLIER
See what good lighting is all about with 
our full line of Lightolier track, recessed, 
dei'uralivp, flourescents, and controls. As seen 
on the Designing with Light"'* Television Show.

Storage/Dispi^y Wood Units 
• Multi-functional/Locational •

Many sizes, Styles, Species 
For more information, 

fax; 800-388-5068
LIGHTING BY GREGORY 

Ph: 2I2-226-1276 or 800-796-1965

WANTED TO BUY PRODUCTS

Remanufoctured Seating 
Better Than NEW 

Fully remanufoctured chairs
HMErgon, Steelcase 454 & 451 choirs • 5 

warronty parts & fabric • Save money • 
iduct info.-Ask for Lenny
212-687-4165 Fax 516-286-6442

WANTED TA3LEOffice furniture, panel systems, mainframe 
computers, phone systems & computer 

flooring anywhere in the U.S, & Canada. 
Cash buyer-quick removal-references 

Goldstein Office Furniture & Systems 

800-966-DESK
TOPST.

Designers'Source 
for Custom Restaurant 
Tables & Bases.

Any Material,
Shape or Size 

Factory Direct 
Prices

800 273 0037

617-787-4433or
FREE Carpet Samples & Video

Carrington
Fax 617-789-5893 

• Abe Goldstein • John Jemison • 
http://www.gof.com • email; wfiolesale@gof.com

DM mimm CO, 
WOODWO^KIHO 
MMCHFSHKMA

CARI»F:T INniLS’l'RIKS, INC.
Advertising in the Classifieds 

Gets Results!
1-800-424-6733

R 0. Bai ZZ5B - OaltBH, M 30722 • 70S-S73-666O - 7a> 700-S73-7D8B
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CLASSIFIEDS
REPS WANTED

mode OFFICE PARTITIONS and 
SYSTEMS FURNITUREFor Manufacturers who want to...

Hire the Best Rep Groups
The Industry's only reference book of 

Independent Manufacturers Representatives.

Highly adaptable panel systems
✓ Floor-to-ceiling panels
✓ Stackable panels
✓ Multi-level raceways
✓ In-house design service
✓ Rapid order tum-around
✓ Excellent commission structure 

Needed: experienced, aggressive reps
-• Florida 
—• Pennsylvania —» Ohio Valley

Contact: Judy Witt 800/733-6633

Indexed by:
1. Territory
2. Types of Products Represented
3. Manufacturers

-* New EnglandThe niri'ctoo’ of

liulefit'jideiU Repi't‘si'ntatives

for Ihe INDEPENDENT SALES REPSPublished Annually
Manufacturer of premium architectural 
products, furniture and store fixture 
components seeking qualified and aggressive 
representatives in selected areas of the US. 
Excellent commission potential. Extensive 
marketing and merchandising support 
available.
Write, with qualifications - existing lines 
carried - to: Box CO490, Contract Design, 
P.O. Box 801470, Dallas, Texas 75360.

Interior Punimhings lndu.str\- To order, send check or 
money order for $395.00 to: 
V-Group Inc.
P.O.Box 261 
New York, NY 10023

iiiyii-imiT

'Residents o> Mew York Stale must include 
applicable Sales Tax.

Also available on diskette SALES REPRESENTATION 
WANTEDFor a Free Brochure call 212.595.3811 

or Fax 212.595.9103
Manufacturer of on exciting new public 
seating system seeks representatives. We 
ore looking for Manufocturers Reps 
currently calling on A&D community, 
hospitals, as well as corporate one 
institutionol end users. Reply to; Moximurr 
Seating, Inc., 1000 Atlantic Dr., Wes 
Chicago, IL. NeoCon Booth H437 

800'825'5085 • Fax: 630-231-9289

TEXTILE SALESPROFESSIONAL 
SALES REPS Momentum Textiles, a leading distributor 

of textiles for office, hospitality and 
healthcare, is seeking a salesperson to 
represent our organization in the states of 
New York and northern New Jersey, The 
ideal candidate will have experience 
working with design firms and/or furniture 
manufacturers as well as a degree in 
textiles or sales/marketing. If you are 
driven to succeed in a sales career with a 
fast growing, quality driven organization 
with excellent benefits, please fax or 
mail your resume with salary history to: 
Sandy Van Dyke, Momentum Textiles, 
17801 Fitch Street, Irvine, CA 92714. 
Fax: 714-833-9233.

Seeking aggressive, professional mfg. sales 
reps for quality contract manufacturing of 
wood casegoods, lounge, table and chairs for 
college and university market. Several 
territories available due to increased market 
penetration. Send resume:

Sales Manager 
P.O. Box 248 

Montoursville, PA 17754 
Phone: 717-368-2424

SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
FOR A&D

Innovative Furniture Company seeks 
energetic individuals to call on Architects 
and Designers in New York and Chicago 
Must have interior design background, 
good presentation skills and be team 
players. Excellent compensation package 
Please fax resumes to Reto Eberle at: 

SiTAG Inter.\ational • 714-453-8283Independent
Architectural Sales Rep

Manufacturer of multicolor coatings, seeks 
established A&D reps with experience in 
specifying decorative finishes through 
interior designers, specifiers and end-users. 
Fax resume or call;

INDEPENDENT REPS WANTED
Northern Europe’s Premier manufacturer of 
high value, modular office furniture which was 
well received at Interplan *96, and a European 
hospitality seating manufacturer are seeking 
independent reps to call on the American A&D 
community and end users and dealers in NY to 
D.C. corridor.

INDEPENDENT REP WANTEDl
Major manufacturer of librap’ furnishings 
seeking representative in Northerr 
California.
Contact; Robert Thorwart - 8Q0-233-8467 

Brodart Co.
1609 Memorial Avenue 
Williamsport, PA 17705Lisa Evans

Multicolor Specialties. Inc. 
800-536-5456 • Fax: 708-656-5055

Reply to: Contract Desi^, Box C0489 
P.O. Box 801470, Dallas, TX 75380 SALES REPS WANTED

For framed wall art company in business 3( 
years. Both commercial & government reps 
wanted.

Contract Design Makes It Easy To Ploce an Ad In 
The Classifieds... Use Our Fax To Place Your Ad: Write or Fax AJumin-Art Co., Inc,,

Box 545 • Norwood. MA 02062 
Tel. 617-762-8268 Fax: 617-762-2111

972-419-7900
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FIBERIf you think

ONLY BENEFITS THE

INTERIOR DESIGN PROGRAMS

THAT IT ACCREDITS,

CONSIDER THIS: Today's 
graduates from 

FIDER-accredited 
programs — your future 

employees and colleagues 
are better prepared for the 

rigors of the profession.

A FIDER-accredited interior 
design education may one day be a 

requirement for becoming a licensed 
interior designer.

FIDER-sponsored research identifies the 
market forces that are shaping the profession — 

and puts this information in the hands of those 
who can use it most: interior designers and 

interior design educators.

ADVANCING THE PROFESSION OF INTERIOR DESIGN

THROUGH EDUCATION. THAT'S WHAT FIDER DOES.

Please help support our efforts. Call (616) 458-0400.

-.ii

V' '

FIOER, the Foundation For Interior Design Education Research, is an independent, norv-membership, nonprofit 
organization headquartered in Grand Rapids. For information. caU (616) 4S8-D4O0.



» euent highlights «

• COMPLIMENTARY SUBSCRIPTION 
offer to alt.office^"* Journal for all 
Registered Attendees

• DAILY KEYNOTE SPEAKERS Addressing 
Strategic Workplace Issues

• 24 STATE-OF-THE-ART CONFERENCE 
SESSIONS on Alternative Officing Trends • ENDORSED BY the Leading Professional 

Associations in Facility Management, Human 
Resources, Technology Management, 
Architecture and Interior Design

• OVER 100 EXHIBITORS of Cutting-Edge 
Alternative Office Furnishing & 
Technology Products

• PRODUCED S MANAGED by Miller 
Freeman. Inc. Design Group, One Penn 
Plaza, Iffew Yorlf, NY TD118

• COMPANY TOURS of Leading 
Alternative Offic^ Pract^oners^n the 
Silicon Valley

• GALA at the San Jose Museum of Art 
on Friday, August 15



The alt.office
Most Anticipated 
Event of the Year!
In just under two months, thousands 
of Facility Executives, Human Resources 
Managers, Architects, Interior Designer’s 
and Real Estate Professionals will gather 
looking for Furniture, Technology, and 
Design Solutions for changing work 
environments.

announcing... 
the conference and 

exposition for 
alternative work 

environments

BE PART OF THAT SOLUTION!

c c c

Exposition & Conference Dates 
14-16 August, 1997

[in the heart of California’s 
Silicon Valley]

• team office
• group office
• just-in-time office
• non-territorial office
• multi-site offices
• small office/home office
• professional home office
• telecommuter office
• virtual office

Exposition & Conference 
Information 

1.800.950.1314 ext. 2612

Journal Information
[212) 615.2608
■ ' I

s



Ad INDEX

Reader 

Service No.
Reader 

Service No.Advertiser Page Advertiser Page

A/E/C Systems 
alt.office 

Americar^ Olean 

Amoco Fabrics & Fibers 

Arc-Corn Fabrics 

Arcadia Chair 

Architectural Lighting 

BASF Fibers

BASF Fibers & Blue Ridge Carpet Mills 

Baldinger Architectural Lightmg 

Beaulieu Commercial 

Cabot Wrenn
The Center for Health Design. Inc.

Chatham Fabric

Dauphin

Davis Furniture Industries

DesignTex

Design Tex
Durkan Patterned Carpet
Fiberstars

FOLIO O
Forms + Surfaces
Furniture Source International
GF Office Furniture

Garcy/SLP

Geiger Bnckel

74 .113 Gianni

Hale Manufacturing 

Haller Systems 

Crypton 
Hoechst Trevira 

InterPlan

Joel Berman Glass Studios

47 .73
7J 36-37 36 .59

11761 56 . . Ill
J4 .55 2 1
IS .20 45 .71
72 COV 3 70.120 .30-31

121 138 4 .4
27 41 J5I* 60 115
43 .67 Kimball Office Furniture Co. 

Kimball Office Furniture Co.
IS .22-23

59 114 20 .25

41 65 Kl 31 49
23 26 Kusch & Co. 

Loewenstein Inc. 
Lonseal 

Lotus Carpet 
Luxo Lamp Corp.

R.A. Manning Lighting 

Mayer Contract Fabrics 
The Merchandise Mart 

Millikan

Neo-Ray Lighting 
Nevers Industries Inc. 
North wood 
Office Speciality 

OFS

28 .43
132 7 .9

62 119 57 112
19. . .24 58 . 

64 . .

.5

44 66 121
,26 10 16

21 .32 22 .27
29 45 66 123

79 3551 .57
13 , 18 55 109
3 . . . 2 24 .35

50 77 40 .64
.53 833 10-11

4S . .74 52 .95

6 .6-7

uality Lighting Makes a Difference
Learn Firsthand with Architectural Lighting Magazine

SUBSCRIBE FOR FREE!
Architectural Lighting is published five times each 

year to educate lighting specifiers about leading 
lighting practices, technologies and projects. In 

each issue, you'll find new products, research, 
technique and plenty of practical advice 

on lighting design and technology.

If you specify lighting, you can now get 
Architectural Lighting for FREE!

Call our subscription hotline at (800) 447-0138, or 
visit us at www.archlighting.com

Circle 121 on reader service card



Pacificrest Mills 

Panel Concepts 

Paoli Chair 

Paralax

Peter Pepper Products 

Prismatique

Richards-Wilcox Office Systems 

Schukra

Shaw Contract Group 

Shaw Contract Group 

Shaw Contract Group 

Shelby Williams Industries. Ir>c. 

Sherwin Williams

25 .37 Source International 

Stamet 

Task 2
Tiffany Office Furniture 

Tricorn Pictures 

Versteel

VPI (Vinyl Plastics, Inc.)

Wilsonart Inti.

Windsor Designs 

World Workplace '97

This index to advertiser pa^c location is published for reader convenience. 
Every effort is made to list page numbers correctly. This listing is not part of the 
advertising contract, and the publisher is not liable for errors or omissions.

26 .39

54 .99 49 ,75

73 ,COV4 55 122
39 .63 17 .21
37 .61 68 .125

67 .62 1 COV2
46 .72 53 .96

42 .66 9 14-15

If 16A-16L 16 .21

12 .17 63 120
14 19

32 .51

30 47

PROdUCT iNDEK
Page ManufacturerManufacturer Page

Allsteei Inc....................................................
American Seating......................................
Ametex/Robert Allen Contract Fabrics
Arcadia..........................................................
Arc-Corn.......................................................
Bernhardt Textiles......................................
Brayton International ...............................
Cabot Wrenn ..............................................
Cambridge Commercial Carpets .......
Carnegie......................................................
Creative Dimensions ...............................
DAR«RAN Furniture Industries..............
Dauphin .......................................................
Davis Furniture Industries........................
DesignTex....................................................
Dimension Carpet ....................................
DuPont Corian...........................................
Drum Furniture...........................................
Durkan Patterned Carpet ......................
EckAdams.....................................................
EOC................................................................
Engineered Data Products......................
Falcon Products Inc....................................
Forms + Surfaces......................................
F.S. Contract................................................
Garcy/SLP.....................................................
Geiger Brickel............................................
GF Office Furniture Ltd.............................
Gianni............................................................
Gilford Wallcoverings...............................
Gunlocke .....................................................
Halcon ..........................................................
Hale Manufacturing ..................................
Haworth .......................................................
HBF.................................................................
Hickory Leather Company......................
Hi-Tex Inc......................................................
Innovations in Wallcovering...—..........
Invincible Office Furniture ......................
Invision Carpet Systems..........................
Joel Berman Glass Studios Ltd..............
Johnsonite..................................................

Keilhauer..........................................
Kimball...............................................
Knoll...................................................
Lees ...................................................
Levolor Home Fashions..............
Loewenstein....................................
Lonseal........................................... .
Lotus Carpets..................................
Luxo Corporation..........................
Maharam..........................................
Mannington Commercial............
Mayline Group...............................
Meridian...........................................
Milliken Carpet...............................
Momentum......................................
National Office Furniture............
Nevers Industries..........................
Nova Solutions...............................
Nucraft.............................................
Neutral Posture Ergonomics Inc.
Office Specialty .............................
OFS.....................................................

,42 ,36,76
34 .52

.34,72 72
.44 .34
70 60
.70 38
60 .50
56 ,46
.44 50

,60,70 64,74
.40 52
.60 58
,52 ,40
38 54

36,70 74
.48 54
.69 ,42
.69 .54
,58 .64
.34 52

46,78 58
50 ,58
62 OSI .36

Pacificrest Mills.............
Panel Concepts ...........
Paoli Inc...........................
Peter Pepper Products 
Pollack + Associates....
Prismatique...... ..............
Sauder Woodworking., 
Shaw Contract Group..
Shelby Williams ...........
Smith McDonald Corp. 
Source International....
Stylex ..............................
Task2.................................
Tiffany Industries ........
Tuohy Furniture Corp.
Vecta.................................
Versteel............................
Vogel Peterson.............
Wilsonart .......................
Wolf Gordon..................

,48 .44
.48 .38
,54 ,40

69,72 58
.42 .69
56 .44
,48 ,44
.60 .50
36 62
38 40
.42 .46
,34 54
.48 56

.69,74 .42
52 .56
62 .36
52 .56
.69 .38
.46 50

JSI .40 96
Kl ,64

This editorial index gives the page numbt‘r where Information about a product manufactured by the compan> listed appears.
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PERSONALITIES

BUILDING BIG D • lames Carter
Texas and architecture may be part of James Carter’s genetic makc- 

up—which is gotxl for his new position as studio principal of The 
Hillier Group’s L')alljs office. As a sixth grader in San Antonio, this son 
of an army officer chose “architect” for a career paper because he felt 
a strong connection. “It involves artistry, creativity, open thinking, 
graphic communication—skills I think one just has to be born with,” 
he reflects, “I didn’t think about the business part of it until later."

That part came after he graduated fn>m U. of Southwestern Louis
iana, and for seven years ran hLs own design firm. “I learned that this 
profession is about more than design," he .says, “and if I was going to 
.starve to death, 1 might as well he working on bi^er and better pro
jects!” Instead of going hungry, Carter joined The Hillier Group in 
Princeton, NJ., in 1987, and found his niche in management. After 
spearheading the growth of the corporate interiors studio, he found
ed the Philadelphia office—now the firm’s busiest—and recently 
returned to Texas to “infu.se the Hillier culture” in Diillas.

LIKE GRANDPA, LIKE GRANDSON • william Stumpf
Industrial designer William Stumpf credits his grandfather, an 

engineer and Presbyterian minustcr, with inspiring his grandson’s 
love of design. “He’d unroll his designs with great ceremony," recalls 
Stumpf, “and 1 became enamored with mechanical things." .Stumpf 
never looked away, taking a train to the Art Institute of Chicago and 
getting admitted on the spot, earning a BFA from U, of Illinois and 
an MS in environmental design at U. of Wisconsin, being introduced 
by Robert Propst, then president of Herman Miller Research, to 
Herman Miller and then setting up William Stumpf + As.soc. Along 
the way he created such designs as the Ergon chair (1976), Equa 
chair (1984), Ergon 2 chair (1988), Etho.space office .system (1985), 
and Aeron chair (1994) for Herman Miller. Seeing Aeron enter 
MoMA’s collection was “a thrill on a Tiger Woods .scale."

Determined as Stumpf is, he always takes time to do things right. “I 
don’t understand how principals of design firms can do 12 major pro
jects at once and give them the attention they deserve,” he comments. 

Pursuing a lifelong dream, Stumpf is currently building a home " I was taught to fcKus on what you’re best at," he says, “so I produce
for the firm in a different way.” Though he participates in designin the upper Mi.ssissippi Valley thal explores Frank Lloyd Wright’s

reviews, he leaves most creative work to his "talented partners." Jim 
Carter may not be the lone star at Hillier. but he’s certainly a rising one,

ideas. An avid ba.seball fan, he also cnioys eagle watching and travel
ing with his wife. “I remain very much in awe of design,” he adds. 
“I’ve never thought of doing something else and 1 never plan to 
retire.” A fine grandson, that Bill Stumpf. BRINGING SPACE TO LIFE • Ralph lobnsim

As a high school student, Ralph [ohnson, FAIA, knew he want
ed to be an architect, and his teachers agreed. He finished three 
years of technical classes in a year and a half, and went on to grad
uate from U. of Illinois. Now managing principal of Perkins 8c Will 
in Chicago, he has never strayed from his path. Whether lohnson, 
whose wife and father-in-law are both architects, works to live or 
lives to work is a moot point: this architect lives his work.

lohnson's design philosophy defines that of P & W, where he 
began as an apprentice 20 years ago. “Humanizing institutional 
buildings is our main goal,” he says. "A schcwl isn’t ju.st a .school. It 
should be a small city for children.”

Realizing the spaces in between has made lohnson a respected 
designer in the Windy City. His recent projects with P & W include 
Chicago Academy of Science’s Nature Museum, the first museum 
built in Lincoln Park in 60 years. “It’s a place where people can 
understand the relationship between Midwest ecology and the 
city," says John.son proudly. Other projects include the redesign of 
UCLA’s medical center, .schools in Manila, Singapore and Beijing, 
and the first freestanding AIDS clinic in Chicago.

lohnson also added two .additions to his own house, an 1880s 
Victorian. One involved melding old and new construction. The other 
was a baby girl. No bricks and mortar here—sugar and .spice do fine.

ACTION HERO? • William l.oflis
If anyone wants reasons not to he .in architect, William L. Diftis, 

AlA, associate principal at ADD Inc. and director of its new San 
Francisco office, has enough. Besides having no architects in his fam
ily, Loftis was attracted to chemistry, literature and philostiphy. In fact, 
after earning a B.A. in philostiphy from U. of the South and a B.Arch. 
from U. of Tennes.see, he received .in M.P. in the history and philoso
phy of architecture from Cambridge. “I’m still fascinated by phenom- 
cnolog)’,” he reveals. "I like to ponder the ‘lived life’ of actions."

PhUosopher or not, Loftis is a hand.s-on designer. Failing to enter 
architecture schixil on his first try, he spent three years with a master 
carpenter to learn “the trials and lribulation.s of getting things built." 
The experience has aided him in a career that included siinLs with 
Stubbins and Koetter Kim before joining ADD, where he served Boston 
Edison, Oracle, Liberty Mutual and Xlom prior to heading West.

What challenges him most now is the profession's need to execute 
projects quickly and inexpensively. “We put our stuff together in such 
a hurry that we’re in danger of not thinking," he notes. "As Santayana 
said, architects aren’t magicians. Without real matter to shape we’re 
either monstrous or trivial." Clients can expect .some very interesting 
work from this architect who can S|.>ell "phenomenology."
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